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I am now inviting submissions to be
included in the September newsletter

for the following 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

BOOK REVIEW

CREATIVE WRITING ARTICLE

CLOSING DATE FOR THESE

SUBMISSIONS WILL BE FRIDAY 

30th AUGUST 2013 

It is also intended to include a Buy

and Sell section in this newsletter.

Any member who wishes to utilise

this section please send submission

by Friday 30th August 2013. 

ALL SUBMISSIONS FOR THE
SEPTEMBER NEWSLETTER MUST

BE SENT BY EMAIL TO
admin@poa.ie 

ATTENTION
ALL

MEMBERS
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Colleagues,

While the emphasis of this magazine is to
highlight the work that the POA does for
its members it is important to honour the
memories of those who have passed away
since the last magazine. They are Darragh
Kenny Mountjoy, Des Boyle and Derek
Bannon Wheatfield and Alan McAuliffe
Cork. May they all rest in peace. 

In this magazine you will find the
regular IR sections on Pay, PFOC, Report
from NEC, Departmental Council and Annual Delegate
Conference. I would advise Members to read these
sections as they contain vital information as to the
deliberations of the Prison Officers’ Association for the
last 12 months. Branch News is also included with
articles from Money Skills for Life and providers of
services for POA Members. 

I also ask all Members to support the service providers
engaged on your behalf and their advertisements are
included with contact details etc. 

I ask all Members to read the section on Pay in this
magazine as it outlines the sequence of events that led to
the Haddington Road Agreement. 

Haddington Road Agreement
On Tuesday 23rd April 2013, the Government
announced that they had requested the Chief Executive
of the Labour Relations Commission Mr K Mulvey to
make contact with the Public Service Unions to establish
if there was a basis for a negotiated agreement. On
Tuesday 30th April 2013, the Prison Officers Association
met with the Chief Executive, the Director of
Conciliation and the Deputy Director of Conciliation at
the Labour Relations Commission. 

At this meeting the POA outlined to the Chief
Executive of the LRC that we already had a sector
specific agreement as a result of the negotiations that had
taken place as part of Croke Park 2, therefore we were
seeking the Government to enter into a sector specific
agreement with us. We also pointed out to the LRC that
if there were any improvements made in the areas that
the POA did not negotiate as part of the Croke Park 2
discussions for example in the areas of increments or for
members earning over €65,000 pensionable pay then we
would want the benefit of those improvements. The
Chief Executive of the LRC informed the POA that he
would revert to us when his work was complete with the

Public Service Unions.
On Thursday 23rd May 2013, the

Union received a set of LRC Proposals,
Public Service Stability Agreement 2013 –
2016, The Haddington Road Agreement.
This Agreement, subject to ratification by
the Parties will apply for a Period of 3 years
from 1st July 2013.

Appendix 1 of this Agreement
contains the Irish Prison Service
Collective Agreement. This is the exact

same Collective Agreement between the Prison
Officers Association and the Irish Prison Service as
was contained at Appendix 2 of the LRC Proposals for
a Public Service Agreement 2013 – 2016 (Extension of
the Croke Park Agreement) issued on 25th February
2013. The improvements made in the areas that the
Prison Officers Association did not negotiate as part of
the Croke Park 2 discussions for members earning over
€65,000 pensionable pay will also apply to members of
the Prison Officers Association.

There was a meeting of the ICTU Public Services
Committee held on Tuesday 28th May 2013, at 2.00pm
in the Teachers Club, Parnell Square where the
Chairman outlined to the Public Service Unions present
that the Government would introduce legislation
(FEMPI) from 1st July 2013 that would give effect to a
range of measures including pay cuts and a freeze on the
payment of increments. Any Trade Union that registered
with the Labour Relations Commission that they had a
Collective Agreement with their employer before that
date would receive the protections and the benefits of the
Haddington Road Agreement. 

This matter was discussed at length at the National
Executive Council Meeting held on Friday 7th June 2013,
all relevant matters were considered in particular the
draconian cuts and working conditions contained in the
proposed Government legislation which includes a three
year increment freeze and permanent pay cuts to pay rates
for those earning over €65,000 a year. 

Following the debate on this issue the NEC directed
that the Union inform the Irish Prison Service and the
LRC that the Prison Officers Association wished to
sign up to the Irish Prison Service Collective
Agreement as set out at Appendix 1 of The Haddington
Road Agreement. This would exempt members of the
POA from the working conditions contained in the
Financial Emergency Measures in the Public Interest
Bill, 2013. The NEC also directed that as the

EDITORIAL ___________________________________
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Haddington Road Agreement contains an improvement
regarding pay cuts to pay rates for those earning over
€65,000 on the terms already accepted in the recent
National Ballot passed on Tuesday 16th April 2013
there would be no necessity to re-ballot.

The full text of the Haddington Road Agreement and
an information summary document are contained in the
members section of the POA website.

Merit Awards Scheme
In this magazine you will find an article on the Merit
Awards Scheme and the Memorial Service held in Beladd
(now called Brian Stack House) in honour of Chief
Officer Brian Stack RIP. I ask that all Members utilise
this scheme to reward the men and women who perform
exceptional acts while at or out of work that have
previously not been officially recognised. It is also
important to point out that all Prisons will have an
awards evening/night once a year that will honour those
men and women who have 21 years, 30 years or 40 years
service and the awards in relation to exceptional acts
while at or out of work. 

POA Website
I would like to thank ALL Members who access our
website, traffic has certainly increased and this is a vital
vehicle for the dissemination of information. However
only 900 Members have signed up for email access and 
I would like this to increase. I encourage more Members
to sign up by emailing admin@poa.ie  to access
important information that you may not be aware of. 
It’s disappointing that some Members complain about
the lack of information while this service is readily
available. 

Money Skills for Life
Staff from the National Consumer Agency has currently
presenting the Money Skills for Life programme in all
locations. Money Skills for Life is a free personal finance
education programme delivered to employees in their
workplace by the National Consumer Agency. It
comprises a short presentation (about 50 minutes) and a
useful handbook to take home. There is more

information and a booking form available at
www.financialeducation.ie 

Topics covered in Money Skills for Life include:- 

ÿ sorting out your money - making  a budget; 

ÿ saving and investing; 

ÿ protecting your family and your belongings - house
insurance, motor insurance; 

ÿ borrowing money etc. 

ÿ dealing with debt.   

Importantly, Money Skills for Life does not sell or
promote or advertise any financial product/service.  It
is free, independent, impartial information, delivered
by the National Consumer Agency presenter, in a
sales/pressure free environment.  The programme is
about giving attendees the information and knowledge
to make informed personal finance decisions.

Congratulations
Congratulations to John Clinton General Secretary on
his election to President of the CESI Justice Trades
Council (See article included in this magazine) and to
Colm Cronin Cork PSEC who was elected onto the
National Executive Council of ICTU at the ICTU
Conference held in Belfast on the 2nd July 2013. Colm is
the first POA Member to be elected onto the Executive
Council of ICTU.

Conclusion
I wish to take this opportunity to thank you the member
for reading this magazine. It is vital that information both
Industrial Relations and Local News is disseminated to
members to ensure an accurate account of how the Prison
Officers’ Association carries out its business. There are
some difficult times ahead of us as an organisation in
these most challenging times for all Trade Unions so I ask
that members attend meetings, check notice boards, sign
up for emails and check the POA Website. I would also
like to thank Shirley, Regina, Bernadette and Tom for all
their assistance during the year. Their work is invaluable
for the running of our organisation.     

Paul Purcell Editor 

EDITORIAL ___________________________________
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The first meeting of the National Executive Council held
following Annual Delegate Conference May 2012, was
held on Friday 8th June 2012. At this meeting the
National Executive Council was informed that
engagement with the Official Side on the Transformation
Process had continued since the last meeting of the
National Executive Council held on Thursday 19th April
2012. There were two meetings of the Prison Service
Sectoral Group which were chaired by Mr M McLoone.
These meetings were held on Friday 20th April 2012, at
POA Headquarters and on Monday 14th May 2012, at
IPS Headquarters Longford.

The documentation issued at the aforementioned
Sectoral meetings was issued in the executive file and the
National Executive Council was informed that the next
meeting of the Sectoral Group was scheduled for Monday
11th June 2012. They were also informed that there were
numerous other engagements relating to the
Transformation Process that had taken place as follows:
ÿ Saturday 21st April 2012 (Transformation Review,

Midlands, Saturday requirements)
ÿ Monday 23rd April 2012 (Transformation Review,

Midlands)
ÿ Wednesday 2nd May 2012 (Finalisation of

Transformation Report, Castlerea)
ÿ Thursday 10th May 2012 (IPS Headquarters Longford

quarterly meeting on expenditure followed by
bilateral meeting on the Transformation Process
chaired by Mr M McLoone) 

ÿ Friday 11th May 2012 (Wheatfield update on
Transformation Process)

ÿ Tuesday 22nd May 2012 (Loughan House update on
Transformation Process)

ÿ Wednesday 23rd May 2012 (Meeting held at
Wheatfield regarding update on Transformation
Process at Shelton Abbey)

ÿ Monday 28th May 2012 (Transformation Review,
Midlands)

ÿ Thursday 31st May 2012 (Transformation Review,
Wheatfield on Healthcare requirements)

ÿ Friday 1st June 2012 (OSG 7am update on
Transformation Process, Wheatfield 11am update on
Transformation Process)

ÿ Tuesday 5th June 2012 (Presentation to St Patricks,
Dochas & Training Unit plus St Patricks to Review
the Reserve Period and Night Duty requirements)

ÿ Wednesday 6th June 2012 (Transformation Review,
Midlands on the New Unit)

ÿ Thursday 7th June 2012 (Transformation Review, St
Patricks)

The National Executive Council was briefed regarding
the aforementioned meetings and the forthcoming
schedule of meetings.

On Wednesday 19th September 2012, the National
Executive Council was informed that engagement with
the Official Side on the Transformation Process
continued since the last meeting of the National
Executive Council, which was held on Friday 8th June
2012. They were informed that there were three meetings
of the Prison Service Sectoral Group which were chaired
by Mr M McLoone. These meetings were held on
Monday 11th June 2012 and Monday 23rd June 2012, at
POA Headquarters and on Monday 27th August 2012, at
the Irish Prison Service Headquarters, Longford. 

The documentation issued at the aforementioned
Sectoral meetings was issued in the executive file and the
National Executive Council was informed that the next
meeting of the Sectoral Group was scheduled for Monday
1st October 2012. They were also informed that there
were numerous other engagements relating to the
Transformation Process that had taken place as follows:
ÿ Saturday 9th June 2012 (St Patrick’s - Saturday

requirements)
ÿ Tuesday 12th June 2012 (Mountjoy - Days, Reserve

and Nights requirements)
ÿ Wednesday 13th June 2012 (Mountjoy Complex -

Transformation review & Building 8, Dóchas Centre)
ÿ Friday 15th June 2012  (Mountjoy - Transformation

review)
ÿ Tuesday 19th June 2012  (Wheatfield AM, Portlaoise

PM - Reserve requirements)
ÿ Wednesday 20th June 2012 (Portlaoise -

Transformation review)
ÿ Thursday 21st June 2012 (Portlaoise - Transformation

review - PM meeting with the DG)
ÿ Friday 22nd June 2012 (Mountjoy - Building Services

Division re Stores review)
ÿ Saturday 23rd June 2012 (Portlaoise - Saturday

requirements)
ÿ Sunday 24th June 2012 (Mid-lands - Sunday

requirements)
ÿ Monday 25th June 2012  (POA Longford - Detail

review)
ÿ Thursday 28th June 2012  (Building Services Division

- Trades review)

Developments on Pay and Related Matters 
May 2012 – June 2013
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ÿ Wednesday 25th July 2012  (Building Services
Division - Trades review)

ÿ Thursday 26th July 2012 (Cork - Transformation
review)

ÿ Friday 27th July 2012 (St Patrick’s - Transformation
review)

ÿ Wednesday 1st August 2012 (POA Headquarters -
Transformation bilateral)

ÿ Wednesday 8th August 2012 (Arbour Hill -
Transformation review)

ÿ Monday 13th August 2012 (Wheatfield - Bilateral
chaired by McLoone)

ÿ Tuesday 14th August 2012  (OSG - Transformation
review)

ÿ Wednesday 15th August 2012 (Limerick -
Transformation review)

ÿ Thursday 16th August 2012 (Midlands - Trades task
review and Night Guard requirements Portlaoise)

ÿ Friday 17th August 2012 (Portlaoise -
Transformation review)

ÿ Tuesday 21st August 2012 (Wheatfield - Bilateral
meeting)

ÿ Wednesday 22nd August 2012 (Loughan House -
Transformation issues & Trades review)

ÿ Thursday 23rd August 2012 (Castlerea -
Transformation review)

ÿ Saturday 25th August 2012 (Mountjoy - Saturday
requirements)

ÿ Wednesday 29th August 2012 (Mountjoy - Trades
review)

ÿ Thursday 30th August 2012 (Mountjoy -
Transformation review)

ÿ Friday 31st August 2012 (Dóchas Centre -
Transformation review)

ÿ Monday 3rd September 2012  (Arbour Hill -
Midlands new block)

ÿ Wednesday 5th September 2012  (Dóchas Centre -
Building 8)

ÿ Monday 10th September 2012 (Cork - Trades review
and Health Care review)

ÿ Tuesday 11th September 2012 (Castlerea - Health
Care review)

ÿ Wednesday 12th September 2012 (IPS Dublin -
Cork new building)

ÿ Thursday 17th September 2012 (Portlaoise - Trades
review)

The National Executive Council was briefed regarding
the aforementioned meetings and the forthcoming
schedule of meetings. 

On Tuesday 6th November 2012, the National
Executive Council was informed that engagement with

the Official Side on the Transformation Process had
continued since the last meeting of the National
Executive Council held on Wednesday 19th September
2012. They were informed that there were two meetings
of the Prison Service Sectoral Group which were chaired
by Mr M McLoone. These meetings were held on
Monday 1st October 2012 and Thursday 25th October
2012, at POA Headquarters. 

The documentation issued at the aforementioned
Sectoral meetings was issued in the executive file and the
National Executive Council was informed that the next
meeting of the Sectoral Group was scheduled for Monday
26th November 2012. They were also informed that there
were numerous other engagements relating to the
Transformation Process that had taken place as follows:
ÿ Thursday 20th September 2012 (PSEC

Headquarters, Transformation Review and Cloverhill
Prison at 11.30am for Transformation update)

ÿ Sunday 23rd September 2012 (Mountjoy Prison,
Transformation Review – Sunday requirements)

ÿ Thursday 27th September 2012 (Meeting with
Director of Operations re Transformation issues)

ÿ Sunday 30th September 2012 (Training Unit,
Transformation review – Sunday requirements)

ÿ Tuesday 2nd October 2012 (POA Longford, Bilateral
meet-ing on Transformation issues)

ÿ Wednesday 3rd October 2012 (Shelton Abbey, am
Transformation Review and Cork Prison pm
Transformation update)

ÿ Thursday 4th October 2012 (Limerick Prison,
Transformation Review)

ÿ Monday 8th October 2012 (IPSTDC Portlaoise,
Bilateral meeting on Transform issues)

ÿ Tuesday 9th October 2012 (Wheatfield/Cloverhill
Prisons, Transformation updates)

ÿ Wednesday 10th October 2012 (Meeting with
Sectoral Chairman Michael McLoone re
Transformation process and A/H crisis)

ÿ Friday 12th October 2012 (IPS Dublin,
Transformation process and A/H crisis)

ÿ Monday 15th October 2012 (Wheatfield Prison,
Transformation process)

ÿ Tuesday 16th October 2012 (Midlands
Transformation Review and new Block)

ÿ Wednesday 17th October 2012 (IPS Dublin,
Bilateral meeting on Transformation issues)

ÿ Thursday 18th October 2012 (Midlands Prison,
Transformation Review and new Block - Training
Unit for Reserve and Night Guard requirements) 

ÿ Monday 22nd October 2012 (Meeting with Director
of Finance re Transformation issues – Frank Reilly
IPC in attendance - Wheatfield Prison, pm
Transformation process)

P
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ÿ Tuesday 23rd October 2012 (Midlands Prison, am
Transformation Review IPS Dublin and Wheatfield
Prison pm Transformation issues)

ÿ Friday 26th October 2012 (Portlaoise/Midlands
Prisons, am Transformation issues - Branch meeting
St Patricks at 1.00pm)

ÿ Thursday 1st November 2012 (Castlerea Prison,
Transformation process)

ÿ Monday 5th November 2012 (IPS Longford, PSEC
Transformation issues)

The National Executive Council was briefed regarding
the aforementioned meetings and the forthcoming
schedule of meetings. They were also informed on
Tuesday 6th November 2012, that there were recent
meetings of the ICTU Public Services Committee, the
24/7 Frontline Services Alliance and the Committee on
Public Accounts that the Union attended. The ICTU
Public Services Committee met on Friday 12th October
2012, to receive feedback from the meeting between the
Central Implementation Body (Croke Park) and the
Taoiseach which took place on Thursday 11th October
2012. At this PSC meeting serious concerns were
expressed by a number of unions present including the
POA, INMO and SIPTU in the aftermath of the
publication of DPERs review of allowances. The PSC also
received a briefing in respect of when talks on a successor
or otherwise to the current Public Service Agreement
may take place.

The 24/7 Frontline Services Alliance met on
Wednesday 17th October 2012, at the INMO
Headquarters. The following Unions/Staff Associations
were in attendance AGSI, SIPTU, GRA, INMO and
POA. It was outlined to the National Executive Council
that a further meeting was scheduled for Wednesday 8th
November 2012 at the INMO Headquarters.

The Oireachtas Committee on Public Accounts met
on Thursday 25th October 2012, to review allowances
paid in the Department of Justice including the Irish
Prison Service. On Monday 22nd October 2012, the POA
received an invitation through the ICTU Public Services
Committee to attend at this hearing. It was decided that
we would attend the hearing. The full transcripts of this
meeting were issued in the executive file.

On Tuesday 4th December 2012, the National
Executive Council was informed that engagement with
the Official Side on the Transformation Process had
continued since the last meeting of the National
Executive Council. There was one meeting of the Prison
Service Sectoral Group which was chaired by Mr M
McLoone. This meeting was held on Monday 26th
November 2012, at the Irish Prison Service Headquarters,
Longford. The next scheduled meeting of the Sectoral
Group would take place on Wednesday 19th December
2012, at the Prison Officers Association Headquarters,

Dublin.  
The documentation issued at the aforementioned

Sectoral meeting was contained in the executive file.
They were also informed that there were numerous other
engagements relating to the Transformation Process that
took place as follows:
ÿ Thursday 8th November 2012 (Beladd re PASO

grades, Portlaoise Prison, Transformation Process and
OSG, Transformation Process)

ÿ Friday 9th November 2012 (IPS Dublin, re new
building Cork)

ÿ Monday 12th November 2012 (Wheatfield Prison,
Transformation Process and Trades Review)

ÿ Thursday 15th November 2012 (IPS Dublin,
Hospital in-patient group meeting AM, Labour
Relations Commission PM re ACO Roster
Cloverhill)

ÿ Friday 16th November 2012 (Midlands Prison, re
new building and the  Transformation Process)

ÿ Wednesday 21st November 2012 (IPS Dublin,
Hospital in-patient group meeting)

ÿ Thursday 22nd November 2012 (IPS Dublin re
Transformation Process)

ÿ Friday 23rd November 2012 (Mountjoy Prison and
the Training Unit, re Transformation Process)

ÿ Monday 26th November 2012 (Meeting with the
Director of Finance prior to the Sectoral meeting)

ÿ Tuesday 27th November 2012 (Portlaoise Prison re
Transformation Process)

ÿ Wednesday 28th November 2012 (Arbour Hill
Prison, re Transformation Process and Trades
Review)

ÿ Thursday 29th November 2012 (OSG, re
Transformation Process, IPS Dublin, re Cork new
building)

ÿ Saturday 1st December 2012 (WDC, re   Clerical
area Weekend working)

ÿ Monday 3rd December 2012 (Cloverhill re
Transformation update )

ÿ Tuesday 4th December 2012 (Mountjoy re opening of
B Division)

The National Executive Council was briefed regarding
the aforementioned meetings and the forthcoming
schedule of meetings. The National Executive Council
was also informed that the ICTU Public Services
Committee received an invitation from the Government
on Tuesday 20th November 2012, to enter discussions
with representatives of Public Service management on
public service cost cutting and related matters. There was
a meeting of the ICTU Public Services Committee held
on Wednesday 21st November 2012, to discuss the
Governments invitation to talks and on Wednesday 28th
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November 2012, a meeting took place in the LRC Offices
at Lansdowne House, where the ICTU Public Services
Committee was given an overview of the state of the Irish
economy and the cost associated with running the Irish
Public Service by representatives of Public Service
management. The National Executive Council was
briefed regarding the content of this meeting. 

They were also informed that the Report of the
Committee on Public Accounts into Public Service
Allowances, issued on Thursday 22nd November 2012.
Chapter four of this report relates to Allowances paid in
the Irish Prison Service. There was a copy of Chapter four
of the Report of the Committee on Public Accounts into
Public Service Allowances issued in the executive file. 

On Tuesday 12th February 2013, the National
Executive Council received a comprehensive briefing in
relation to negotiations on a possible extension to the
Public Service Agreement 2010 – 2014 (Croke Park
Agreement). The National Executive Council was
informed that there was an engagement between the
ICTU Public Services Committee and representatives of
Public Service Management held in the Department of
Justice, 51 St Stephens Green, on Monday 14th January
2013. Public Service Management opened this meeting
by saying that they would be implementing measures to
further reduce the public service pay and pensions bill by
€1billion, on top of the measures currently being
implemented under the Croke Park agreement, and that
it would seek to do this by agreement.

Public Service Management outlined the issues it
intended to table during the negotiations, which were
grouped under three headings or ‘modules’: Productivity
and efficiency measures; workforce reform; and further
pay and pension bill measures. Management said it
required different application of these measures in
different sectors.

Union representatives opened by saying that the
Croke Park agreement was still ‘live’ and did not expire
until March 2014. The negotiation was aimed at seeking
an extension to this agreement and its core protections
must remain in place. The unions said it was responding
to management ‘without prejudice’ and that none of the
measures or ‘modules’ outlined by management had been
accepted. In general terms, the unions said any outcome
of the talks would have to meet three criteria:
ÿ Management would have to demonstrate that any

proposal would make genuine and necessary savings. 
ÿ Any measures would have to be fair, which meant

the outcome could not fall disproportionately on any
group of staff, particularly those on low and middle
incomes

ÿ The outcome would have to pass the tests of ballots
of union members. 

The National Executive Council was informed that the
unions said that the negotiations would have to make a

clear distinction between temporary measures needed to
address the current budgetary crisis and change that would
remain in place beyond the crisis. They then outlined
measures that they required to be satisfactorily addressed in
the negotiations and said that they would also raise some
other industrial relations issues in the course of the
negotiations.

The National Executive Council was also informed
that on Tuesday 15th January 2013, the Prison Officers
Association received a report prepared by the Chairperson
of the ICTU Public Services Committee outlining a
summary of the meeting between unions and management
held on Monday 14th January 2013. The report of the
Chairperson of the ICTU Public Services Committee was
issued in the executive file and this report was placed on
the POA website on 21st January 2013, for the attention of
the membership. There was also an information Bulletin
issued from Headquarters on behalf of the NEC on Friday
25th January 2013, to all Branches.

The National Executive Council was informed that
from the Prison Officers Associations perspective to date
in the current negotiations there were three bilateral
engagements with the Irish Prison Service and that here
was one engagement which was arranged by DPER for the
Civil Service which the Prison Officers Association and
the Irish Prison Service attended. At this meeting DPER
outlined the current pay bill for the Civil Service in its
entirety and outlined the amount of savings that they
were seeking. There were also three meetings of the
ICTU Public Services Committee held since 14th
January 2013. At the last meeting of the ICTU Public
Services Committee held on Friday 1st February 2013, it
was decided that the four main Public Services
Committee negotiators would ascertain from DPER
specific information at a central level that would have an
effect on the overall savings bill for example the costs
associated with headcounts. When that information was
available it would be relayed back to the ICTU Public
Services Committee so that Sectors would know what was
expected of them. To date this information has not been
received. 

The Prison Officers Association clearly and repeatedly
outlined the position that being involved with achieving
savings was one matter while an attack on our allowances
and terms and conditions of employment was something
that would not be acceptable. It was extremely difficult to
make any form of progress to date at a Sectoral level as it
was still unclear from the central level what the
parameters were with which we were to operate from. The
POA also re-engaged with colleagues from the 24/7
Frontline Services Alliance. The group issued a press
statement on Tuesday 5th February 2013, that was sent
out to all Branches and a Press Conference was held at
11.00hrs on Tuesday 12th February 2013, at the
Headquarters of the INMO. 

P
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On Monday 18th February 2013, the National
Executive Council was updated on all developments
relating to negotiations on a possible extension to the
Public Service Agreement 2010 – 2014 (Croke Park
Agreement) since the National Executive Council last met
on Tuesday 12th February 2013. In particular they were
briefed on the running order and matters relating to the
24/7 Frontline Services Alliance pay rally that took place
that evening at the National Basketball Arena in Tallaght. 

On Tuesday 26th February 2013, the National
Executive Council was informed that talks to arrive at a
set of proposals to extend the current Public Service
Agreement 2010 – 2014 (Croke Park Agreement)
intensified from Friday 22nd February 2013 and
concluded for the POA at 14.00hrs on the afternoon of
Monday 25th February 2013. At the commencement of
these discussions the LRC outlined that in the absence of
arriving at a set of proposals the Government had
resolved to legislate to effect savings in the Public Service
pay bill of 1 billion euro by 2015. The primary measures
envisaged in such legislation would have included the
following:
ÿ Reduction in Overtime Rates from time and half to

flat rate
ÿ Reduction in Sunday Premium Payments from

double time to time and a half
ÿ Abolition of Saturday Rate and Twilight Payments
ÿ 3 Year full increment freeze
ÿ Compulsory Exits
ÿ Redeployment to 100K
ÿ Reformed Pension Entitlements for serving staff
ÿ Elimination of Allowances
ÿ Significant Pay Cuts.
ÿ Increase of 5 extra hours for all employees
ÿ A wide range of reform measures across all sectors

The National Executive Council was informed that that
during these discussions, it became clear that due to the
unique circumstances in the Prison Service and as a result
of previous specific agreements in particular the PFOC
and Croke Park Part 1 that the Department of Public
Expenditure and Reform (DPER) would allow the IPS to
engage with the POA on the basis of securing savings as
an extension of the Public Service Agreement 2010 –
2014. 

The above concession allowed the POA to protect
present premium payments. The National Executive
Council was informed that other pay matters that would
be dealt with separately or that would be imposed by
Government were discussed centrally and were not
brought to the attention of the POA until the
Government announced their position to the LRC on
Monday morning 25th February 2013.

The National Executive Council was informed that

the full text of the LRC proposals were not available for
the meeting of the 26th February 2013, however a copy of
Appendix 2 the Irish Prison Service Sectoral Agreement
was issued to the National Executive Council. A
summary of the effects of the current LRC proposals
specific to members of the POA was explained and it was
decided that the National Executive Council would need
to meet again when the full text of the LRC proposals
were issued. In the interim the National Executive
Council was informed that for POA members the
following was the position:
ÿ Extra working hours – Non applicable due to our

Additional Hours contracts 
ÿ Twilight Payments 6.00pm – 8.00pm – Remains

unchanged 
ÿ Night Duty Allowance – Remains unchanged 
ÿ Saturday Allowance – Remains unchanged 
ÿ Sunday Allowance – Remains unchanged
ÿ Bank Holiday Allowance – Remains unchanged 
ÿ Good Friday Allowance – Abolished as this is not a

Public Holiday

The National Executive was informed that an Information
Bulletin would be issued over the coming days
summarising the affects for POA members of the LRC
Proposals to extend the current Public Service Agreement
2010 – 2014 (Croke Park Agreement). They were also
informed that matters relating to Ballots of Unions
affiliated to the ICTU Public Services Committee on
acceptance or rejection of the current LRC proposals at
this point were not known. However all members would
be kept informed of all developments in this regard. This
would be explained in the Information Bulletin.

On Thursday 14th March 2013, the National
Executive Council was informed that engagement with
the Official Side on the Transformation Process had
continued since the last standard agenda meeting of the
National Executive Council held on 4th and 5th
December 2012. There were two meetings of the Prison
Service Sectoral Group which were chaired by Mr M
McLoone. These meetings were held on Monday 19th
December 2012, at the Irish Prison Service Headquarters,
Longford and on Wednesday 23rd January 2013, at the
IPS Dublin. 

The documentation issued at the aforementioned
Sectoral meetings was issued in the executive file. The
19th Progress Report for the Prison Sector that was
forwarded to the Chairperson of the National
Implementation Body was also issued in the executive file.
They were informed that there were numerous other
engagements relating to the Transformation Process that
took place as follows:
ÿ 1st December 2012 (Cloverhill Prison -

Transformation Process)
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ÿ 3rd December 2012 (Cloverhill Prison -
Transformation Process)

ÿ 6th December 2012 (Midlands Prison -
Transformation Process)

ÿ 7th December 2012 (Castlerea Prison -
Transformation Process)

ÿ 10th December 2012 (Cork Prison - Transformation
Process)

ÿ 10th December 2012 (Limerick Prison -
Transformation Process)

ÿ 11th December 2012 (Beladd House - IEP)
ÿ 13th December 2012 (Irish Prison Service, Dublin-

Transformation Process)
ÿ 20th December 2012 (Midlands Prison -

Transformation Process)
ÿ 07th January 2013 (Irish Prison Service, Dublin -

Transformation Process)
ÿ 10th January 2013 (Irish Prison Service, Dublin -

Transformation Process)
ÿ 11th January 2013 (Irish Prison Service, Dublin -

Healthcare matters and Transformation issues re
Training Unit)

ÿ 29th January 2013 (Midlands Prison and Beladd
House - Transformation Process)

ÿ 1st February 2013 (Loughan House - Transformation
Process)

ÿ 7th February 2013 (Arbour Hill Prison and PSEC-
Transformation Process)

ÿ 18th February 2013 (Training Unit - Transformation
Process)

ÿ 19th February 2013 (Irish Prison Service Longford -
Transform-ation Policy Documents)

ÿ 7th March 2013 (Irish Prison Service, Dublin -
Transformation Process)

ÿ 8th March 2013 (Loughan House - Transformation
Process) 

ÿ 13th March 2013 (Midlands Prison - Transformation
Process)

The National Executive Council was briefed regarding
the aforementioned meetings and the forthcoming
schedule of meetings.

Following the standard transform-ation briefing given
on Thursday 14th March 2013, the National Executive
Council was informed that the ICTU Public Services
Committee had contacted Constituent Unions to inform
them that there would be a meeting of the PSC held at
2.30pm on Wednesday 17th April 2013, at the Teachers
Club, Parnell Square to make a decision on the LRC
Proposals for an extension to the Public Service
Agreement 2010 – 2014. Ballots in each Constituent
Union would therefore have to be concluded before this
meeting. 

The following documents were issued in the executive

file relating to the LRC Proposals for the attention of the
National Executive Council:
ÿ Labour Relations Commission Proposals
ÿ Copy of FAQs received from the ICTU Public

Services Committee on the Labour Relations
Commission Proposals

ÿ Extract from the Industrial Relations News – IRN
7th March 2013

ÿ POA Information Bulletin Issued 27th February
2013

ÿ Copy of FAQs relating to the Prison Sector

All matters relating to the current set of LRC proposals
were considered by the National Executive Council and on
the conclusion of a very lengthy debate the National
Executive Coun-cil decided to recommend acceptance of
the LRC Proposals on the basis that they believed that
nothing better could be achieved at present by way of
negotiations. The National Executive Council directed
that A National Ballot of the membership was to
commence on Monday 25th March 2013 to conclude by
last post Monday 15th April 2013. The Returning Officer
would count the vote and announce the result to the
National Executive Council at a meeting scheduled to take
place on Tuesday 16th April 2013. 

The NEC was informed that there is a meeting of the
ICTU Public Services Committee scheduled to take place
on Wednesday 17th April 2013, at 2.30pm in the
Teachers Club, Parnell Square to make a decision on the
LRC Proposals for an extension to the Public Service
Agreement 2010 – 2014 (Croke Park Agreement).
Therefore Ballots in each Constituent Union have to be
concluded before this meeting. 

The National Ballot of the membership of the POA
commenced on Monday 25th March 2013 and concluded
by last post Monday 15th April 2013. There was a copy of
the full text of the LRC proposals and an information
bulletin available for each member with their voting
papers and National Officers attended Branch
information meetings relating to the National Ballot as
required.

The Returning Officer counted the votes when the
NEC meeting was in progress and announced the result to
the NEC when counting had concluded. 

The result of the Ballot was as follows:

Total Ballot Papers Issued: 3,205
Total Votes: 2,070
Total Valid Votes:  2,066
Spoilt Votes: 4
Acceptance of the LRC Proposals
For a Public Service Agreement 2013-2016: 1,329
Rejection of the LRC Proposals
For a Public Service Agreement2013-2016: 737

P
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The POA will cast our votes in acceptance of the LRC
Proposals for a Public Service Agreement 2013-2016 at
the ICTU Public Services Committee meeting scheduled
to take place on Wednesday 17th April 2013, at 2.30pm
in the Teachers Club, Parnell Square.

The National Executive Council was informed that
there was a meeting of the ICTU Public Services
Committee held on Wednesday 17th April 2013, at
2.30pm in the Teachers Club, Parnell Square to make a
decision on the LRC Proposals for an extension to the
Public Service Agreement 2010 – 2014 (Croke Park 1).
Ballots in each Constituent Union had to be concluded
before this meeting. 

It was clear however from the results of the SIPTU and
INTO Ballots that were announced on Tuesday 16th
April 2013, that the vote at the ICTU Public Services
Committee would be for a rejection of the LRC Proposals.

At the aforementioned ICTU Public Services
Committee meeting the Constituent Unions present
decided that it would be now over to the Government to
decide as to how matters would progress in the aftermath
of the rejection of the LRC proposals and that the ICTU
Public Services Committee would reconvene when that
matter became clearer. To date the Government
announced on Tuesday 23rd April 2013, that they had
requested the Chief Conciliations Officer at the LRC K
Mulvey to make contact with the Parties in the coming
days to establish if there is a basis for a negotiated
agreement. The Prison Officers Association has been
invited to attend at the LRC on Tuesday 30th April 2013.

Up to 25th April 2013, there has been one Sectoral
meeting of the Prison Service Sectoral Group chaired by
Mr M McLoone due to the LRC negotiations regarding
Croke Park 2. This meeting was held on Wednesday 23rd
January 2013, at the IPS Dublin. However there were
numerous other engagements relating to the
Transformation Process that took place as follows:
ÿ Friday 15th March 2013 (Shelton Abbey - Trades

Review)
ÿ Tuesday 19th March 2013 (Limerick Prison - Trades

Review)
ÿ Wednesday 20th March 2013 (BSD - Trades

Review) 
ÿ Thursday 21st March 2013 (Cork Prison -

Implementation)
ÿ Monday 25th March 2013 (Midlands Prison -

Implementation)
ÿ Tuesday 26th March 2013 (Dochas - Transformation

Process)
ÿ Thursday 28th March 2013 (St Patricks Institution -

Transformation Process)
ÿ 4th April 2013 (Limerick Prison - Healthcare

Transformation)
ÿ 9th April 2013 (Arbour Hill - Meeting with Sector

Chair re Chief Officer Circular) 
ÿ 10th April 2013 (IPS HQ Longford- Transformation

Process)
ÿ 15th April 2013 (Dochas - Transformation Process)
ÿ 19th April 2013 (St Patricks Institution and

Mountjoy Prison - Transformation Process)
ÿ 22nd April 2013 (Limerick Prison - Healthcare

Transformation)

The National Executive Council was briefed regarding
the aforementioned meetings and the forthcoming
schedule of meetings. 

There were two policy documents issued in the
executive file on Close Supervision Cells and the High
Support Units.

The National Executive Council was informed that on
Tuesday 23rd April 2013, the Government announced
that they had requested the Chief Executive of the
Labour Relations Commission Mr K Mulvey to make
contact with the Public Service Unions to establish if
there was a basis for a negotiated agreement. On Tuesday
30th April 2013, the Prison Officers Association met
with the Chief Executive, the Director of Conciliation
and the Deputy Director of Conciliation at the Labour
Relations Commission. 

At this meeting the POA outlined to the Chief
Executive of the LRC that we already had a sector specific
agreement as a result of the negotiations that had taken
place as part of Croke Park 2, therefore we were seeking
the Government to enter into a sector specific agreement
with us. We also pointed out to the LRC that if there were
any improvements made in the areas that the POA did
not negotiate as part of the Croke Park 2 discussions for
example in the areas of increments or for members earning
over €65,000 pensionable pay then we would want the
benefit of those improvements. The Chief Executive of
the LRC informed us that he would revert to us when his
work was complete with the Public Service Unions.

On Thursday 23rd May 2013, the Union received a set
of LRC Proposals, Public Service Stability Agreement
2013 – 2016, The Haddington Road Agreement. This
Agreement, subject to ratification by the Parties will
apply for a Period of 3 years from 1st July 2013.

Appendix 1 of this Agreement contains the Irish
Prison Service Collective Agreement. This is the exact
same Collective Agreement between the Prison Officers
Association and the Irish Prison Service as was contained
at Appendix 2 of the LRC Proposals for a Public Service
Agreement 2013 – 2016 (Extension of the Croke Park
Agreement) issued on 25th February 2013. The
improvements made in the areas that the Prison Officers
Association did not negotiate as part of the Croke Park 2
discussions for members earning over €65,000
pensionable pay will also apply to members of the Prison
Officers Association.
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There was a meeting of the ICTU Public Services
Committee held on Tuesday 28th May 2013, at 2.00pm in
the Teachers Club, Parnell Square where the Chairman
outlined to the Public Service Unions present that the
Government would introduce legislation from 1st July
2013 that would give effect to a range of measures
including pay cuts and a freeze on the payment of
increments. Any Trade Union that registered with the
Labour Relations Commission that they had a Collective
Agreement with their employer before that date would
receive the protections and the benefits of the
Haddington Road Agreement. 

This matter was discussed at length at the meeting by
the NEC and all relevant matters were considered in
particular the draconian cuts and working conditions
contained in the proposed Government legislation which
includes a three year increment freeze and permanent pay
cuts to pay rates for those earning over €65,000 a year.
Following the debate on this issue the NEC directed that
the Union inform the Irish Prison Service and the LRC
that the Prison Officers Association wished to sign up to
the Irish Prison Service Collective Agreement as set out
at Appendix 1 of The Haddington Road Agreement. This
would exempt members of the POA from the working
conditions contained in the Financial Emergency
Measures in the Public Interest Bill, 2013. The NEC also
directed that as the Haddington Road Agreement
contains an improvement regarding pay cuts to pay rates
for those earning over €65,000 on the terms already
accepted in the recent National Ballot passed on Tuesday
16th April 2013 there would be no necessity to re-ballot.

The full text of the Haddington Road Agreement and
an information summary document are contained in the
members section of the POA website.

The National Executive Council was informed that
due to on-going matters relating to the extension of the
Public Service Agreement 2010 – 2014 (Croke Park 1) to
date in 2013, there has been one Sectoral meeting of the
Prison Service Sectoral Group chaired by Mr M
McLoone. This meeting was held on Wednesday 23rd
January 2013, at the IPS Dublin.

However the other engagements relating to the
Transformation Process that took place since the last
NEC meeting held on Thursday 25th April 2013 are as
follows: 
ÿ Thursday 25th April 2013 IPS Dublin (Meeting with

the Director General on Transformation and other
issues)

ÿ Friday 26th April  2013 Portlaoise Prison
(Transformation Process)

ÿ Monday 29th April 2013 Loughan House
(Transformation Process and the pilot project on the
Prison Council)

ÿ Tuesday 7th May 2013 POA Longford

(Transformation Process)
ÿ Monday 13th May 2013 IPS Headquarters Longford

(Quarterly meeting and Transformation matters)
ÿ Tuesday 21st May 2013 IPS Dublin (Bilateral

meeting under Chairmanship of Michael McLoone)
ÿ Friday 24th May 2013 Loughan House

(Transformation Process and the Prison Council
Pilot Project)

ÿ Monday 27th May 2013 Cloverhill Prison and
Wheatfield Prison (Transformation Process)

ÿ Wednesday 29th May 2013 IPSTDC
(Transformation Process at Portlaoise and Midlands
Prisons)

ÿ Thursday 30th May 2013 IPS Dublin
(Transformation Process and Clerical Redeployment)

ÿ Tuesday 4th June 2013 IPS Dublin and Training
Unit (Transformation Process)

ÿ Thursday 6th June 2013 IPS Longford am
(Transformation Process and other matters) IPS
Dublin pm (Bilateral Chaired by M Mc Loone)

PAY RATES
Grade Annual Scale
Description Rate Point
Deputy Governor €59,348.00 1
Deputy Governor €61,023.00 2
Deputy Governor €62,730.00 3
Deputy Governor €64,465.00 4
Deputy Governor €66,234.00 5
Deputy Governor €67,860.00 6

Deputy Governor PPC €62,434.00 1
Deputy Governor PPC €64,195.00 2
Deputy Governor PPC €65,975.00 3
Deputy Governor PPC €67,754.00 4
Deputy Governor PPC €69,587.00 5
Deputy Governor PPC €71,297.00 6

Assistant Governor €54,312.00 1
Assistant Governor €55,810.00 2
Assistant Governor €57,325.00 3
Assistant Governor €58,852.00 4
Assistant Governor €60,474.00 5
Assistant Governor €61,991.00 6

Assistant Governor PPC €57,132.00 1
Assistant Governor PPC €58,701.00 2
Assistant Governor PPC €60,306.00 3
Assistant Governor PPC €61,912.00 4
Assistant Governor PPC €63,616.00 5
Assistant Governor PPC €65,212.00 6
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Grade Annual Scale
Description Rate Point
Assistant Governor of Works €54,312.00 1
Assistant Governor of Works €55,810.00 2
Assistant Governor of Works €57,325.00 3
Assistant Governor of Works €58,852.00 4
Assistant Governor of Works €60,474.00 5
Assistant Governor of Works €61,991.00 6

Assistant Governor of Works PPC €57,132.00 1
Assistant Governor of Works PPC €58,702.00 2
Assistant Governor of Works PPC €60,305.00 3
Assistant Governor of Works PPC €61,912.00 4
Assistant Governor of Works PPC €63,616.00 5
Assistant Governor of Works PPC €65,212.00 6

Inspector of Works €50,539.00 1
Inspector of Works €52,936.00 2
Inspector of Works €55,359.00 3
Inspector of Works €57,840.00 4
Inspector of Works €60,474.00 5
Inspector of Works €61,991.00 6

Inspector of Works PPC €53,160.00 1
Inspector of Works PPC €55,678.00 2
Inspector of Works PPC €58,234.00 3
Inspector of Works PPC €60,849.00 4
Inspector of Works PPC €63,616.00 5
Inspector of Works PPC €65,212.00 6

Chief Officer I €50,539.00 1
Chief Officer I €51,934.00 2
Chief Officer I €53,341.00 3
Chief Officer I €54,759.00 4
Chief Officer I €56,267.00 5
Chief Officer I €57,677.00 6

Chief Officer I PPC €53,160.00 1
Chief Officer I PPC €54,621.00 2
Chief Officer I PPC €56,110.00 3
Chief Officer I PPC €57,605.00 4
Chief Officer I PPC €59,187.00 5
Chief Officer I PPC €60,671.00 6

Industrial Training Instructor Grade I €50,539.00 1
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I €51,934.00 2
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I €53,341.00 3
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I €54,759.00 4
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I €56,267.00 5
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I €57,677.00 6

Grade Annual Scale
Description Rate Point
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I PPC €53,160.00 1
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I PPC €54,624.00 2
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I PPC €56,109.00 3
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I PPC €57,604.00 4
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I PPC €59,187.00 5
Industrial Training Instructor Grade I PPC €60,671.00 6

Chief Trades Officer I €48,136.00 1
Chief Trades Officer I €51,101.00 2
Chief Trades Officer I €53,098.00 3
Chief Trades Officer I €54,428.00 4

Chief Trades Officer I PPC €50,634.00 1
Chief Trades Officer I PPC €53,754.00 2
Chief Trades Officer I PPC €55,850.00 3
Chief Trades Officer I PPC €57,252.00 4

Healthcare Nurse Manager €48,136.00 1
Healthcare Nurse Manager €51,101.00 2
Healthcare Nurse Manager €53,098.00 3
Healthcare Nurse Manager €54,428.00 4

Industrial Training Instructor II €40,776.00 1
Industrial Training Instructor II €42,922.00 2
Industrial Training Instructor II €45,093.00 3
Industrial Training Instructor II €47,303.00 4
Industrial Training Instructor II €49,649.00 5
Industrial Training Instructor II €51,438.00 6
Industrial Training Instructor II €53,269.00 7
Industrial Training Instructor II €55,133.00 8
Industrial Training Instructor II €57,000.00 9

Industrial Training Instructor II PPC €42,881.00 1
Industrial Training Instructor II PPC €45,140.00 2
Industrial Training Instructor II PPC €47,425.00 3
Industrial Training Instructor II PPC €49,755.00 4
Industrial Training Instructor II PPC €52,219.00 5
Industrial Training Instructor II PPC €54,106.00 6
Industrial Training Instructor II PPC €56,030.00 7
Industrial Training Instructor II PPC €57,993.00 8
Industrial Training Instructor II PPC €59,959.00 9

Chief Officer II €44,436.00 1
Chief Officer II €45,869.00 2
Chief Officer II €47,328.00 3
Chief Officer II €48,806.00 4
Chief Officer II €50,345.00 5
Chief Officer II €51,608.00 6

3
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Grade Annual Scale
Description Rate Point
Chief Officer II PPC €46,735.00 1
Chief Officer II PPC €48,240.00 2
Chief Officer II PPC €49,780.00 3
Chief Officer II PPC €51,336.00 4
Chief Officer II PPC €52,957.00 5
Chief Officer II PPC €54,284.00 6

Clerk Of Works €44,436.00 1
Clerk Of Works €45,869.00 2
Clerk Of Works €47,328.00 3
Clerk Of Works €48,806.00 4
Clerk Of Works €50,345.00 5
Clerk Of Works €51,608.00 6

Clerk of Works PPC €46,735.00 1
Clerk of Works PPC €48,240.00 2
Clerk of Works PPC €49,780.00 3
Clerk of Works PPC €51,336.00 4
Clerk of Works PPC €52,957.00 5
Clerk of Works PPC €54,284.00 6

Industrial Manager €44,436.00 1
Industrial Manager €45,869.00 2
Industrial Manager €47,328.00 3
Industrial Manager €48,806.00 4
Industrial Manager €50,345.00 5
Industrial Manager €51,608.00 6

Industrial Manager PPC €46,735.00 1
Industrial Manager PPC €48,240.00 2
Industrial Manager PPC €49,780.00 3
Industrial Manager PPC €51,336.00 4
Industrial Manager PPC €52,957.00 5
Industrial Manager PPC €54,284.00 6

Chief Trades Officer II €44,436.00 1
Chief Trades Officer II €45,869.00 2
Chief Trades Officer II €47,328.00 3
Chief Trades Officer II €48,806.00 4
Chief Trades Officer II €50,345.00 5
Chief Trades Officer II €51,608.00 6

Chief Trades Officer II PPC €46,735.00 1
Chief Trades Officer II PPC €48,240.00 2
Chief Trades Officer II PPC €49,780.00 3
Chief Trades Officer II PPC €51,336.00 4
Chief Trades Officer II PPC €52,957.00 5
Chief Trades Officer II PPC €54,284.00 6

Grade Annual Scale
Description Rate Point
Clerk I €44,436.00 1
Clerk I €45,869.00 2
Clerk I €47,328.00 3
Clerk I €48,806.00 4
Clerk I €50,345.00 5
Clerk I €51,608.00 6

Clerk I PPC €46,735.00 1
Clerk I PPC €48,240.00 2
Clerk I PPC €49,780.00 3
Clerk I PPC €51,336.00 4
Clerk I PPC €52,957.00 5
Clerk I PPC €54,284.00 6

Chief Nurse Officer II €44,436.00 1
Chief Nurse Officer II €45,869.00 2
Chief Nurse Officer II €47,328.00 3
Chief Nurse Officer II €48,806.00 4
Chief Nurse Officer II €50,345.00 5
Chief Nurse Officer II €51,608.00 6

Assistant Chief Officer I €39,683.00 1
Assistant Chief Officer I €41,698.00 2
Assistant Chief Officer I €43,749.00 3
Assistant Chief Officer I €45,886.00 4
Assistant Chief Officer I €47,035.00 5

Assistant Chief Officer I PPC €41,733.00 1
Assistant Chief Officer I PPC €43,852.00 2
Assistant Chief Officer I PPC €46,011.00 3
Assistant Chief Officer I PPC €48,264.00 4
Assistant Chief Officer I PPC €49,473.00 5

Clerk II €39,683.00 1
Clerk II €41,698.00 2
Clerk II €43,749.00 3
Clerk II €45,886.00 4
Clerk II €47,035.00 5

Clerk II PPC €41,733.00 1
Clerk II PPC €43,852.00 2
Clerk II PPC €46,011.00 3
Clerk II PPC €48,264.00 4
Clerk II PPC €49,473.00 5

Industrial Supervisor €39,683.00 1
Industrial Supervisor €41,698.00 2
Industrial Supervisor €43,749.00 3
Industrial Supervisor €45,886.00 4
Industrial Supervisor €47,035.00 5
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Grade Annual Scale
Description Rate Point
Industrial Supervisor PPC €41,733.00 1
Industrial Supervisor PPC €43,852.00 2
Industrial Supervisor PPC €46,011.00 3
Industrial Supervisor PPC €48,264.00 4
Industrial Supervisor PPC €49,473.00 5

Trades Officer €36,208.00 1
Trades Officer €37,642.00 2
Trades Officer €39,098.00 3
Trades Officer €40,576.00 4
Trades Officer €42,309.00 5
Trades Officer €44,065.00 6
Trades Officer €45,886.00 7
Trades Officer €47,035.00 8

Trades Officer PPC €38,075.00 1
Trades Officer PPC €39,581.00 2
Trades Officer PPC €41,115.00 3
Trades Officer PPC €42,672.00 4
Trades Officer PPC €44,498.00 5
Trades Officer PPC €43,346.00 6
Trades Officer PPC €48,264.00 7
Trades Officer PPC €49,473.00 8

Prison Officer €29,800.00 1
Prison Officer €31,037.00 2
Prison Officer €32,167.00 3
Prison Officer €33,303.00 4
Prison Officer €34,435.00 5
Prison Officer €35,568.00 6
Prison Officer €36,704.00 7
Prison Officer €37,835.00 8
Prison Officer €38,968.00 9
Prison Officer €40,410.00 10
Prison Officer €41,439.00 11

Prison Officer PPC €31,329.00 1
Prison Officer PPC €32,630.00 2
Prison Officer PPC €33,822.00 3
Prison Officer PPC €35,016.00 4
Prison Officer PPC €36,208.00 5
Prison Officer PPC €37,399.00 6
Prison Officer PPC €38,594.00 7
Prison Officer PPC €39,785.00 8
Prison Officer PPC €40,980.00 9
Prison Officer PPC €42,497.00 10
Prison Officer PPC €43,580.00 11

Nurse Officer €29,800.00 1
Nurse Officer €31,037.00 2
Nurse Officer €32,167.00 3
Nurse Officer €33,303.00 4
Nurse Officer €34,435.00 5

Grade Annual Scale
Description Rate Point
Nurse Officer €35,568.00 6
Nurse Officer €36,704.00 7
Nurse Officer €37,835.00 8
Nurse Officer €38,968.00 9
Nurse Officer €40,410.00 10
Nurse Officer €41,439.00 11

Nurse Officer PPC €31,329.00 1
Nurse Officer PPC €32,630.00 2
Nurse Officer PPC €33,822.00 3
Nurse Officer PPC €35,016.00 4
Nurse Officer PPC €36,208.00 5
Nurse Officer PPC €37,399.00 6
Nurse Officer PPC €38,594.00 7
Nurse Officer PPC €39,785.00 8
Nurse Officer PPC €40,980.00 9
Nurse Officer PPC €42,497.00 10
Nurse Officer PPC €43,580.00 11

Recruit Prison Officer €23,353.00 1
Recruit Prison Officer €24,320.00 2
Recruit Prison Officer €25,289.00 3

Recruit Prison Officer PPC €24,582.00 1
Recruit Prison Officer PPC €25,600.00 2
Recruit Prison Officer PPC €26,620.00 3

Grade Weekly Scale
Description Rate Point
Assistant Industrial Supervisor € 555.04 1
Assistant Industrial Supervisor € 571.49 2
Assistant Industrial Supervisor € 588.11 3
Assistant Industrial Supervisor € 604.51 4
Assistant Industrial Supervisor € 621.06 5
Assistant Industrial Supervisor € 639.51 6
Assistant Industrial Supervisor € 657.29 7
Assistant Industrial Supervisor € 675.37 8
Assistant Industrial Supervisor € 691.35 9

Assistant Industrial Supervisor PPC € 583.51 1
Assistant Industrial Supervisor PPC € 600.79 2
Assistant Industrial Supervisor PPC € 618.33 3
Assistant Industrial Supervisor PPC € 635.60 4
Assistant Industrial Supervisor PPC € 652.98 5
Assistant Industrial Supervisor PPC € 672.39 6
Assistant Industrial Supervisor PPC € 691.18 7
Assistant Industrial Supervisor PPC € 710.15 8
Assistant Industrial Supervisor PPC € 727.06 9

3
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ALLOWANCES
INSTRUCTOR (PRISON OFFICER) IN VARIOUS PRISONS AND PLACES

OF DETENTION

2.5% 2.5% -5%

REDUCED PRSI 1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

CLASS 1 € € €

IST YEAR - 116 2,731 €2,799 €2,659

2ND YEAR - 115 3,363 €3,447 €3,275

3RD YEAR - 114 4,259 €4,365 €4,147

CLASS 11 - 800 2,731 €2,799 €2,659

2.5% 2.5% -5%

FULL PRSI 1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

CLASS 1 € € €

IST YEAR - 3116 2,877 €2,949 €2,801

2ND YEAR - 3115 3,541 €3,630 €3,448

3RD YEAR - 3114 4,487 €4,599 €4,369

CLASS 11 - 3800 2,877 €2,949 €2,801

PRISON SERVICE TRAINING CENTRE

INSTRUCTOR ALLOWANCES 2.5% 2.5% -5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

REDUCED PRSI € € €

ACO Beladd/ACO 

TLO - 123 2,731 €2,799 €2,659

CO2/A/g beladd - 124 3,363 €3,447 €3,275

2.5% 2.5% -5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

FULL PRSI € € €

ACO Beladd /ACO 

TLO - 3123 2,877 €2,949 €2,801

CO2/A/g beladd - 3124 3,541 €3,630 €3,448

ALLOWANCES POSTS IN VARIOUS PRISONS AND

PLACES OF DETENTION 2.5% 2.5% -5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

REDUCED PRSI € € €

ACO HOSPITAL WING - - -  

MOUNTJOY - 118 1,189 €1,219 €1,158

HOSPITAL ORDERLY - 117 3,363 €3,447 €3,275

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

FULL PRSI € € €

ACO HOSPITAL WING - -  

MOUNTJOY - 3118 1,249 €1,280 €1,216

HOSPITAL ORDERLY - 3117 3,541 €3,630 €3,448

2.5% 2.5% -5%
NURSE OFFICER ALLOWANCE (revised from 1/6/05) 

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

REDUCED PRSI - 146 5,684 €5,826 €5,535

€ € €

FULL PRSI - 646 5,984 €6,134 €5,827

POSTS (e.g butcher, cook, gardener, etc) with
equivalent in amount to Class II Instructor

2.5% 2.5% -5%
1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

REDUCED PRSI € € €

- Baker (804), 
Butcher (806),
Cook (113) 2,731 €2,799 €2,659
- Gardener (120), 
Laundry (112), 2,731 €2,799 €2,659
- Searching (132), Tuck Shop (125) 2,731 €2,799 €2,659

FULL PRSI € € €

- Baker (3804), 
Butcher (3806), 
Cook (3113) 2,877 €2,949 €2,801
- Gardener (3120), 
Laundry (3112), 2,877 €2,949 €2,801
- Searching (3132), 
Tuck Shop (3125) 2,877 €2,949 €2,801

PRISON OFFICER IN CHARGE OF SCHOOL
(Mountjoy, Arbour Hill, St. Patrick’s and Cork) 

2.5% 2.5% -5%
1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

REDUCED PRSI - 121 € € €

2,731 €2,799 €2,659

FULL PRSI - 3121 € € €

2,877 €2,949 €2,801

MAIN GATE OFFICER MOUNTJOY PRISON
2.5% 2.5% -5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

REDUCED PRSI - 130 2,731 €2,799 €2,659

€ € €

FULL PRSI - 3130 2,877 €2,949 €2,801

RECEPTION OFFICER
MOUNTJOY PRISON 2.5% 2.5% -5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€€ €

REDUCED PRSI  - 131 2,731 €2,799 €2,659

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

FULL PRSI - 3131 2,877 €2,949 €2,801
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PAY________________________________________

PRISON OFFICER - DETAIL DUTIES 
2.5% 2.5% - 5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

REDUCED PRSI - 122 1,215 €1,245 €1,183

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

FULL PRSI - 3122 1,276 €1,308 €1,243

CLERK TO VISITING COMMITTEE – PRISON OFFICER - DETAIL DUTIES 
2.5% 2.5% - 5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

REDUCED PRSI - 129 66.05 €67.70 €64.32
Subject to a maximum 
per annum of 792.71 €812.53 €771.90

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

FULL PRSI - 3129 69.52 €71.26 €67.70
Subject to a maximum 
per annum of 834.41 €855.27 €812.51

CLERK TO REVIEW MEETING 
2.5% 2.5% - 5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

REDUCED PRSI - 801 66.05 €67.70 €64.32
Subject to a maximum per annum of 792.71 €812.53 €771.90

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

FULL PRSI - 3801 69.51 €71.25 €67.69
Subject to a maximum per annum of 834.41 €855.27 €812.51

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

REDUCED PRSI € € €

SPIKE ISLAND - 133 30.83 €31.60 €30.02

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
FULL PRSI € € €

SPIKE ISLAND - 3133 32.82 €33.64 €31.96

ENVIRONMENTAL ALLOWANCE (PORTLAOISE)
2.5% 2.5% - 5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

REDUCED PRSI - 136 31.51 €32.30 €30.68

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10
€ € €

FULL PRSI - 3136 33.18 €34.01 €32.31

COURT ESCORTS 2.5% 2.5% -5%
1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

REDUCED PRSI - 128 € € €

> 3 HOURS 15.28 €15.66 €14.88
< 3 HOURS 7.65 €7.84 €7.45

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

FULL PRSI - 3128 € € €

> 3 HOURS 16.14 €16.54 €15.72

< 3 HOURS 8.03 €8.23 €7.82

INDUSTRIAL ALLOWANCES 2.5% 2.5% -5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

REDUCED PRSI € € €

Industrial Mgr - 110 30.60 €31.37 €29.80

Industrial Super - 805 30.60 €31.37 €29.80

Asst. Ind. Super - 111 76.37 €78.28 €74.37

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

FULL PRSI € € €

Industrial Mgr - 3110 32.17 €32.97 €31.33

Industrial Super - 3805 32.17 €32.97 €31.33

Asst. Ind. Super - 3111 80.44 €82.45 €78.33

SORT Duty Annual Allowances

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

€ € €

D/Gov -245 7,098 €7,275 €6,912

D/Gov ppc -3245 7,472 €7,659 €7,276

A/Gov -246 6,507 €6,670 €6,336

A/Gov ppc - 3246 6,850 €7,021 €6,670

CO1 - 247 5,915 €6,063 €5,760

CO1 ppc - 3247 6,227 €6,383 €6,064

CO2 -248 5,324 €5,457 €5,184

CO2 ppc -3248 5,604 €5,744 €5,457

ACO(Detail) - 249 4,732 €4,850 €4,608

ACO(Detail) ppc -3249 4,981 €5,106 €4,850

Industrial Supervisor 

(Kitchen and Bakery) -250 5,915 €6,063 €5,760

Industrial Supervisor 

(Kitchen and Bakery) 

ppc -3250 6,227 €6,383 €6,064

SORT Duty Annual 

Allowances BSD 2.5% 2.5% -5%

1 March 2008 1 September 2008 01-Jan-10

€ € €

D/Gov BSD (866) 4,259 €4,365 €4,147

D/Gov BSD ppc (3866) 4,483 €4,595 €4,365

A/Gov, Inspector of Works, 

Environmental Manager, 

BSD, A/Gov Clonskeagh 

(867) 3,904 €4,002 €3,802

A/Gov, Inspector of Works, 

Environmental Manager, 

BSD, A/Gov Clonskeagh 

ppc (3867) 4,110 €4,213 €4,002

3
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ANNUAL MASS ________________________________

Annual Mass 2013

The Annual Mass for deceased members of the Prison
Service took place on Thursday 25th April 2013 at
8.15pm in St. Joseph’s Church, Berkeley Road, Phibsboro.
Once again it was a great success due to the
professionalism of the Pipe Band, Guard of Honour and
the Colour Party. 

I must thank in particular the Mountjoy and Cloverhill
combined Guard of Honour/Colour Party for their
professionalism and expertise in making the Annual Mass
a success for the families of deceased members. I would
like to thank Mal O’Sullivan, Phil Brennan Mountjoy,
Paul Brennan Arbour Hill, Kevin O’Neill (Pipe Band)
and Paul Kellett Portlaoise/Cloverhill in organising the
combined personnel from their Prisons to attend the
Annual Mass. 

Families, relatives and the general public have
commented on the way the deceased Members Mass is
organised. The Cork Prison Officers’ Male Voice Choir
also attended and were excellent with their range of songs
and hymns. I would like to thank Liam Duncliffe for
organising the choir who again were a source of pride for
all who attended this Mass. 

Since last year’s Annual Mass there have been eight
serving members who sadly passed away. They were Stuart

Moran, Deirdre Duggan, Darragh Kenny (Mountjoy),
Declan McHugh (St Patricks), John Greally, Des Boyle,
Derek Bannon (Wheatfield) and Alan McAuliffe (Cork).
May they rest in peace. 
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ANNUAL MASS ________________________________

3

I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all who participated on the
night including retired members
and in particular Prison Chaplain
Fr.Ciaran Enright (Arbour Hill)
who again contributed to a
memorable Mass. 

The weather on the night was fresh.
It was great to see some a large
crowd in particular the many retired
members and local residents who
came out to see the Colour Party,
Pipe Band and the Guard of
Honour. As the names of our
departed members, retired members
and relatives were read out by Mr.
Stephen Delaney President Prison
Officers’ Association a candle was
placed in front of the altar in
memory of those who passed away
since last year’s Annual Mass. 

The sight of these candles is a
reminder of those who have passed
away since last year’s Mass but are
not forgotten.
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On Monday 11th February the sad news started to filter through that our colleague and dear friend Derek (banno)
Bannon had passed away in a tragic accident. Derek joined the service in July 2010 and served his time in Wheatfield
prison. Having first met Derek in Beladd we all quickly became friends and got to know a little about him. He was
always good for a bit of slagging even though he was a man of few words. Indeed he was known by some as the funniest
man to never say a word. When in Beladd when we would be chatting and Derek asked his opinion he would have his
hands in his pockets (against rules of course) shrug his shoulders and say "I don’t know" and walk off. We wondered
why he often wandered off like this but it soon became clear and he quickly became the king of the throne but the one
that stood out in Beladd was his boots. Hours upon hours of polishing gave him the boots of a sergeant major. 

Banno was an avid rugby fan and player. He donned the Longford R.F.C jersey with pride and distinction until a knee
injury curtailed his involvement as 'The can opener` though that never stopped him borrowing a few jerseys from his
housemate that never were returned. When posted to Wheatfield Derek moved to Lucan and quickly got into the swing
of city life. Indeed many a great story was told at the breakfast table the morning after `a few quiet ones` 
Derek was well liked by all staff and will be sadly missed by everyone and while there are some stories best kept secret

our big regret is that there will be no more to come. The high regard in which Derek was held was evident for all to see
when such a large turnout of staff were present to pay their respects. Great credit must be given to the guard of honour
and all staff for giving him such a great farewell.

Sadly over the past months and years Wheatfield and other prisons have suffered loss and tragedy to their staff. We are
happy that a garden of remembrance has been commissioned and will be open shortly in the grounds of the prison so
that Derek and other departed colleagues can be remembered, prayed for and more importantly their memories will
remain long after our time here has passed. 

To Derek’s parents Frank and Anne, his brother Kevin, sister Laura and all who knew him we extend our thoughts and
sympathies. And to the man himself Banno we say a huge thanks for all the memories you will not be forgotten. 

May he rest in peace. 

OBITUARY ___________________________________

DEREK BANNON
Wheatfield 

R.I.P.
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OBITUARY ___________________________________

Darragh’s parents Liam and Fidelma, his sisters Catriona
and Sarah, brother Michael and partner Ciara would like
to express our sincere thanks to all who sympathised with
us and helped us through the recent passing and huge loss
of Darragh – beloved son, brother, partner and friend.
The support we have received from our families, friends
and neighbours is deeply appreciated by us and will never
be forgotten.

Thank u to all who attended the removal and funeral
mass, especially those who travelled long distances.

Our sincere appreciation to those who sent Mass Cards,
Letter of sympathy and those who made donation to
CROI IRELAND.

A special thank you to Colm and Jonny who were both
with Darragh in his final moments and who helped in
every way they could, as well as the Emergency Services
in Dublin for their outstanding efforts- the staff of the
Maher Hospital A&E, the fire brigade and Ambulance
Service.

We extend our gratitude to the amazing help and support
we received from the local community, including those
who erected a car park for the Removal, those who
brought refreshments to our home, the committee and
volunteers of St. John’s Community Centre.

We would like to thank the grave diggers who prepared
Darraghs final resting place with great care and attention.

Sincere thanks to John Coffey and Smyths Funeral
Directors for their professional services.

Thank you to everyone who took part in the Guard of
Honour and thank you also to the Gardai who provided
traffic control.

We would like to thank the priest: Canon Lavin, Fr. John
Cullen, Fr. Donal Morris and the Chaplin of Mountjoy,
Fr. Jimmy Kelly. We also thank the beautiful choir and
the altar servers.

The amount of support we have received is a testament to
the many hearts Darragh touched in his short life. We
very much appreciate the kind words, deeds, and gestures
we have received during the past few months.

It is impossible to thank everyone individually, so please
accept this acknowledgement as a token of our deepest
gratitude.

REST IN PEACE

DARRAGH KENNY 
Mountjoy 

RIP
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FAMILY’S VISIT ________________________________

Mountjoy Prison had the honour of welcoming the families of our late
colleagues Deirdre Duggan and Darragh Kenny recently.  They were

greeted by Governor Whelan and taken on a tour of the establishment
and shown the day to day working of the prison.  They also received a

small memorial gift from the prison for recognition of Deirdre and
Darragh’s service to Mountjoy.

The Mountjoy Branch would like to take this opportunity to thank
the management and staff, especially Jennifer Lennon, Mick Deegan,
Manus Daly and Phil Brennan for all their efforts towards making this

day possible.

Deirdre, Darragh and Stewie are still sadly missed by their friends and
colleagues in Mountjoy.
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Money Skills for Life is a free
personal finance education
programme delivered to employees
in their workplace by the National
Consumer Agency. It comprises a
short presentation (about 50
minutes) and a useful handbook to
take home. There is more
information and a booking form
available at
www.financialeducation.ie 

Topics covered in Money Skills for
Life include:- 

ÿ sorting out your money -
making a budget; 

ÿ saving and investing; 

ÿ protecting your family and your
belongings - house insurance,
motor insurance; 

ÿ borrowing money etc. 

ÿ dealing with debt.   

Importantly, Money Skills for
Life does not sell or promote or

advertise any financial
product/service.  It is free,

independent, impartial
information, delivered by the
National Consumer Agency
presenter, in a sales/pressure

free environment.  

The programme is about giving
attendees the information and
knowledge to make informed
personal finance decisions.  We have
tailored the presentations to suit
different audiences, such as those
coming up to retirement, serving
staff (workplaces all over Ireland,
both private sector and public sector,
covering new employees, contract
workers, and permanent staff), and

we've also done some work with the
Employee Assistance Officers. 

We have about 45 presenters
nationwide, and many are
volunteers from the banking sector -
however, they are volunteering onto
this programme, and represent the
National Consumer Agency when
they are presenting. All presenters
are trained and accredited by the
National Consumer Agency. 

Money Skills for Life is particularly
useful for those in employment but
who may be trying to manage on less
money, and possibly with some debts
or money worries about the future.
It is suitable for both entry level and
experienced employees, and benefits
not only those who attend, but also
their families. 

As you know, financial services and
products are used by everybody on a
day-to-day basis and are an essential
feature of our modern lifestyle.  The
need for financial education has
never been greater particularly given
the unfortunate reality that many
consumers and employees are
finding it difficult to make ends meet
in the current economic climate.
Also, past experience has
highlighted the importance of
consumers being aware fully of the
implications of entering into
agreements where certain financial
products, and how vital it is to "get it
right at the start", where savings and
investments are concerned.   

Feedback from employers who have
facilitated Money Skills for Life on
their premises has been unilaterally
positive, particularly among those
employers with a strong social
corporate responsibility ethic or
employee development programmes. 

Presentations take place in all types

of workplaces from offices of 5 staff
to factories of 200 and everything in
between.  Since its launch in April
2012, the National Consumer
Agency has surveyed attendees. We
have reached over 7000 people and
completed nearly 200 talks. Some
results from attendee feedback are
here: 

ÿ 98% of attendees found the
programme useful/very useful 

ÿ 91% of attendees said they
would do something differently
when managing their money
after attending the programme 

ÿ 97% said they would
recommend the talk to
colleagues, friends or family. 

The following schedule for the
Money Skill for life presentations is
as follows:

Mountjoy                20th May
(Postponed to new date TBC)

Midlands 21st May 

Wheatfield 22nd May 

Cloverhill 4th June 

Cork 24th June 

St. Patrick’s 26th June 

Portlaoise 27th June 

Limerick 9th July

Dochas 10th July

Shelton Abbey 11th July

Arbour Hill 16th July

Training Unit 17th July

Castlerea 23rd July

Loughan House 24th July

PSEC (TBC)

MONEY SKILLS FOR LIFE _________________________
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Dear Friends,
The Mater Foundation are holding a
fundraising  event at the Croghan Hill Event
Centre, Rhode Co Offaly on 31st August 2013 to
raise much needed funding for the new Day
Care Oncology Ward at the Mater Public
Hospital which is run solely by Professor John
Mc Caffrey & Mr Dermot Kearney Consultant
Oncologist's Mater Hospitals, Dublin. Professor
Mc Caffrey also attends to Patients in Cavan
General, Hospital on a weekly basis.  

Every cent raised by this event will go towards
providing new equipment such as adequate
patient bays necessary for treating patients
with dignity & compassion. The new ward will
provide what is known as an Urgent Care 24/7
and  365 days a year, an alternative to queuing
in the Accident & Emergency Department. It
will also treat patients for Hematology & will
give us a Hematologic Emergency Room on site
for patients who need it. The initial cost is
between € 85,000 & € 100,000. 

We are hoping to gather 300 people or more 
if possible to take part on the day. All a 
person has to do is register at
www.materfoundation.ie, cost € 10. They will
then receive a sponsorship card and it is

hoped they will seek sponsorship to the
amount of € 100. Each participant will receive
a goody bag on the day and drinks & snacks
will be provided during & after the event. This
is a fun day to support Cancer Patients at the
Mater Hospital Dublin.

I am involved because I too am a victim of
Cancer and wish to help give something back
to those in need presently. I believe that
throughout Ireland everyone knows someone
who has had this illness ,be it a family

member, a family friend,  work colleague or
even a Club mate and this is a great way to
show you too would like to help us support
people with Cancer and also help us provide
them with the proper comfort & care when
receiving their treatment at the Mater Public
Hospital.

Please support this worth while event by
participating or filling a card & show you care
enough to help people who are not as lucky as
you.

I can be contacted 01 4724162/ 086 8932885
or E-mail: thehound@eircom.net if you need
any further help.

Let’s make this our GATHERING for survivors,
friends & families  of the survivors of cancer on
the 31st August. 

Looking forward to your support,
Tom Fox
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On behalf of the National Officers and the
National Executive Council I would like to
extend a warm welcome to you all to our
Annual Delegate Conference 2013. A
special welcome to those of you who may
be attending our Annual Conference, for
the first time, as a representative of the
POA.

I would also like to welcome the
Minister and his officials from the
Department of Justice and thank them for
taking the time to be here with us today.

We are also joined by a number of
distinguished guests from Europe, from
England, from Scotland and Northern
Ireland – all are most welcome.

Other invited guests including the
media, you are very welcome.  A Céad Míle
Fáilte to all of you.

Croke Park
Minister and Colleagues, I will now deal
with the most pressing and urgent issue
concerning our members and their families
all around the country. You will be well
aware Minister that in 2010 we in the POA,
along with the rest of the Public Service
unions, agreed a deal with the Government,
known as Croke Park Agreement. This
agreement is due to expire in mid-2014,
just over 12 months from now. 

Despite reaching an agreement in a
very difficult climate, and then achieving

the support of our members for this
agreement we now find ourselves in
uncertain waters and this is of immense
concern for our members and their
families.  This agreement was reached in
the context which is now commonly
referred to as Croke Park 2.

I believe, and I am not alone, that the
approach by Government to the financial
crisis is miss-directed; with an over
emphasis on austerity and not enough on
real sustainable solutions. In recent times
I have heard Minister after Minister say
that we want a fair and equitable way of
dealing with the financial crisis. Well
Minister you and your Government are not
being fair – only last week we read of a
banker in a bank, which is essentially
owned by the Government, earning over
€800,000 per annum.. We have met our
targets with 21 million saved from the
payroll, we have taken several hits, and we
are a group of workers where it is widely
accepted that we have actually produced
the required savings.  Our commitment to
the resolution of this crisis cannot be
questioned.  It is unthinkable that you
Minister and the government would fail to
honour an agreement reached in good faith
with the Prison Officers Association.

Despite all of this the Taoiseach has
gone on record saying that Government
will legislate and reduce our pay further if
the Public Service Unions did not accept
proposals to achieve 1billion euro saving.
Talk about a threat, this is simply not fair,
nor is it progressive or sustainable. We
must ask why the Government can’t
legislate to reduce the incredible pay and
pensions of the Bankers and investors who
created this mess in the first place.  Why
doesn’t the government legislate against
the enormous pay and pensions of the

bankers and investors for example?  No you
won’t legislate because it is much easier to
line up public servants and again ask
them to clean up the mess, irrespective of
personal hardships.

To emphasize the point, the
Commission on taxation set up by
Government has shown that 8billion euro
in revenue is lost every year to the
exchequer by way of tax breaks to the rich
emerged over the past five years. If you
don’t go looking for this money you won’t
find it.

Five years of austerity has had a
massive impact on Prison Officers and
their families. Many are hurting and are
under great financial pressure. A certain
percentage of our members already have
difficulty making ends meet and this will
increase if there are further cuts.
Increasing numbers will have trouble with
mortgages, they will be spending less in
their communities - so instead of making a
good and sound contribution, as they
always have done; they will now become
part of the economic problem. As our
Minister you have a real responsibility here
to address this issue on our behalf.

This organization and its members are
open to change by way of negotiation. This
is demonstrated by the fact that we sought
and successfully took the opportunity to
negotiate the retention of our premium
payments and allowances during the
recent talk’s process. 

But let’s not be deceived by our
capacity to negotiate Minister.  Prison
Officers are rightly angry and the only
reason the Membership voted for
acceptance of the recent pay proposals
applicable to us, is that it minimised the
impact of Government’s plans for cutbacks
in our members pay and conditions.

PRESIDENTS SPEECH ___________________________

Address by Stephen Delaney, President, 
to the Prison Officers Association, 
Annual Delegate Conference 2013
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Following the rejection of the Labour
Relations Commission proposals; the
position has now changed for everyone.
The Government can of course legislate;
however, this will lead to further disquiet
and anger. Minister I may tell you we don’t
need the kind of TV pictures showing mass
protests, we saw emerging from Greece to
also emerge from Dublin – it’s not the kind
of image we need to have flashed all
around the world at this time.   Perhaps
Minister the rejection of the Labour
Relations Commission Proposals by
workers has also given you and your
colleagues in Government some time to
reflect on more constructive and
progressive options in achieving the €1Bill
savings. 

The  Prison Officers Association  will
engage in finding a solution, but let’s be
crystal clear, we will not support any
measures which are more stringent that
the package of proposals that was already
reluctantly accepted by our members. That
is our position which is non- negotiable.

It is with this in mind that the National
executive Council has forwarded an
emergency motion to Conference which I
hope is supported. This motion states that
should the Government decide to
unilaterally impose pay cuts by way of
legislation on Prison Officers that the NEC
convene immediately with a view to
conducting a National ballot of the
membership for the taking of Industrial
Action, up to and including Strike Action in
order to oppose government actions in
reducing our pay.  Subject to Conference
approval I want to stress that the POA will
do what needs to be done if attempts are
made to introduce further pay cuts to our
members.

Protecting Prison Officers
The theme of our 2013 Conference is about
protecting Prison Officers. That is our
function and I make no apologies for that.
We have the resolve and the commitment,

to protect our members whether it is on
pay, Health and Safety, false accusations,
or intimidation by any person, organisation
or agency. 

It is with this in mind that I would urge
a strong word of caution to you Minister;
you can only extract so much by way of
efficiencies before you destroy the very
fabric of the service which you aspire.
Some would say that the type of Society
which prevails is reflected in the type of
Prison Service which it provides. You as
Minister simply cannot have it both ways,
you cannot have a developed rehabilitate
service without investment and
recruitment. 

Ultimately how the service operates is
down to you and your Department, however
apart from the ever pressing need to
provide a sound rehabilitative service, the
POA will never condone or allow staff cuts,
which undermine the service to place our
member’s health and safety at risk.

From our perspective the safety of Staff
is not negotiable and in light of the
circumstances we find ourselves in where
4million has already been withdrawn for
the A1 budget our priority, our focus, will
be to protect our member’s wellbeing. In
this regard we will Endeavour to ensure
that disruptive prisoners are dealt with
effectively, along with the implementation
of sound operational Diminishing Task
Lines for each Institution. 

Injury on Duty
Our job as a Prison Officer is not like a
normal civil service occupation and often
places us in confrontational situations
where unfortunately on many occasions our
colleagues sustain injuries, some of which
are serious. It is with great frustration that
here we are again in 2013 requesting the
Irish Prison Service to introduce a clear
and precise set of procedures to either
establish or confirm that Officers have
sustained injuries while carrying out their
duties.

If there is CCTV evidence or other
reports, supporting the claim of the Officer,
this should be processed immediately.
Officers should not be at a loss financially,
or have their record of attendance under
scrutiny for doing their job in protecting
others. The current procedures are too
cumbersome or is it that maybe the Irish
Prison Service are not to bothered to either
acknowledge or compensate Staff when
such incidents occur. 

Accusations against Staff  
Since November 2012, on foot of
recommendations made by the Inspector of
Prisons, the Irish Prison Service introduced
new complaints procedures for prisoners,
which range from an accusation of assault
down to a complaint that the complainant
didn’t receive his/her shop order. It is
ludicrous however to suggest that where
an item or issue cannot be addressed
immediately for the Offender that a
complaint could issue, with a report on the
investigation to be provided to the
Inspector of Prisons, within four weeks.
Common sense surely must apply, there
has to be a balance in these situations. 

Specialized investigators have been
recruited at 150 euro a day to investigate
Category A complaints, which
predominately are about accusations of
assault or mistreatment. While I fully
acknowledge complaints of assault or
abuse must be investigated, they must be
investigated fairly and in accordance with
due process for all parties.

Accusations of a serious nature have a
profound effect on the Officer concerned,
so much so that the National Executive had
to issue guidelines to representatives and
Staff on how best to cooperate with such
investigations for the purpose of protecting
member’s interests. 

At present 30 serious investigations
have been undertaken. Fifty percent of
those investigated have found no case to
answer; one has proven to be vexatious in

3
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nature, with the others are still under due
process. One does not have to be too
creative or intuitive to realise that making
a complaint against a good and dedicated
staff member is perhaps the most effective
way of reducing their capacity to carry out
their duties effectively. The reality is that
the more effective you are at implementing
Prison Rules, the more likely you are to be
charged with some offence of some kind.

Where an accusation of assault or
abuse has been proven to be frivolous or
vexatious in nature; members must be
aware of their right to request Prison
Managers to fully utilize prison rules on
mis-conduct. I would also ask you Minister
to examine the possibility of a legislative
amendment, which would ensure that the
full rigors of the law can be applied when
vexatious and frivolous complaints are
proven to have been made against prison
officers.

On the positive side of things it was
uplifting to read the recent report from the
Visiting Committee Report on St Patrick’s
where they indicated that there were many
improvements in St Patrick’s in recent
times. This report compliments the Staff
for their attitude and work performance,
which appears to contradict previous
reports.  

The Dignity at Work Charter which was
launched recently is all very fine and
welcome but when you have these
particular issues along with a code of
discipline which is not fit for purpose there
is little point in asking Staff how they feel
or how can they contribute more effectively
in their working environment. Minister I
would ask that you to instruct your
Officials to address these issues as a
matter of urgency.

Overcrowding
With reduced funding it is essential that
there is a reduction of numbers in custody.
We fully agree with the Report of the
Oireachtas Sub Committee on Penal
Reform that recommends the adoption of a

decarceration strategy with the intention of
reducing the prison Population by one third
over the next ten years.  This can be done
by:
ÿ Commuting of Prison Sentences
ÿ Increasing Remission
ÿ Making greater use of Open Prisons

All these measures along with a proper
policy to deal with the growing number of
protection prisoners in the system must be
implemented as a matter of urgency. The
present arrangements for the protection of
prisoners on D1 landing in Mountjoy
Prison, and the B division in St Patrick’s
must as a matter of urgency be addressed.
Not to do so only places serious risks for all
concerned. 

The latest figures show that there are
now approx. 4,275 prisoners in custody
compared to a daily average of 3,321 - in
2007 – an increase of just under a 1000,
29%, over 6 years. Something has to give.
It is just not possible to continue to provide
a rehabilitative service for such numbers
with contracting resources and reduced
level of funding. Real action has to be
taken to reduce the numbers in custody or
additional funding must be made
available to increase staffing levels.

Before I conclude I do wish to say how
pleased I am that Chief Officer Brian Stack
is being remembered at a Memorial Service
in Portlaoise tomorrow, which subject to
conference approval I will be in
attendance. We are very pleased Minister
that you have proceeded with this
commemoration – and we are also very
pleased that as part of the service, you will
plant a tree in recognition of the
outstanding work, done at a very
challenging time politically, by our
colleagues who worked in Portlaoise prison
on behalf of the State for over three
decades. Brian Stack was essentially
murdered by armed criminals who
purported to be something else and our
thoughts then and now are with his wife
and children who had to shoulder such a
terrible loss back in 1984.

Conclusion
Some people rightly are skeptical and
fearful about the future. You Minister and
your colleagues in Government have the
responsibility of shaping that future. But
you must be more creative and courageous
than going for the easy option of
continually reducing Public Sector workers
pay. 

Delegates, we are a fully fledged trade
union and as such will oppose any actions
by government to further reduce the pay of
Prison Officers. We will engage
constructively in any talk’s process which
emerges in the future on the basis that
proposals already put to or members are
not diminished in anyway and Minister this
is our bottom line.

I want you colleagues to take
confidence from the fact we as a group of
workers have been under attack since
2003 in relation to our pay and conditions.
At that particular time we were, on our
own, we were under immense pressure as
an organisation, however, today we are still
here, still intact, with no privatisation or
out-sourcing of any kind. 

In the past when it was absolutely
necessary, we have independently taken
Strike Action to address issues affecting
Prison Officers. If we have to do so again
we will.  

Delegates, I say to you today, if we
continue to be united, with your assistance
and commitment; we will protect our
members against false accusations of any
kind, we will protect the Health and Safety
of our Members and most of all we will
protect our Pay and Allowances.

Let’s get to work.  

Thank You.
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE ___________________________

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE
ANNUAL REPORT TO
CONFERENCE 2013
Under Rule 117 of the Prison Officers
Association Constitution, the National
Executive Council for the purpose of setting
the order of business for the Annual
Conference shall appoint a Standing Orders
Committee annually. The Standing Orders
Committee shall consist of the President
(Stephen Delaney), Information Officer (Paul
Purcell) and two other National Executive
Council Members, Chairperson, (Colm
McAuley) and (Aoife Quinlivan) who shall
work together with the General Secretary
(John Clinton) and the Deputy General
Secretary (Jim Mitchell).

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 1

VENUE: Sheraton Hotel Athlone
DATES: Thursday 2nd May and Friday 3rd

May 2013

THURSDAY 2nd May 2013 
9.45 am Registration
10.00 am Opening Addresses/Guest

Speakers
11.15 am Tea/Coffee
11.30 am Conference Business
1.00 pm Lunch
2.00 pm Conference Business
3.15 pm Tea/Coffee
3.30 pm Conference Business
5.00 pm Conference Adjourns

FRIDAY 3rd May 2013
10.00 am Conference Business
11.15 am Tea/Coffee
11.30 am Conference Business
1.00 pm Lunch
2.00 pm Conference Business
3.15 pm Tea/Coffee
3.30 pm Conference Business
5.00 pm Conference Concludes

Fraternal Greetings from invited guests will
be given at various times during conference.
Note: The above times are exact times.
Delegates are asked to be present at all
times as outlined above.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 2

In accordance with Rule 117 (c) of the Prison
Officers’ Association Constitution 2009
version, the following Provisions shall apply
for Annual Delegate Conference 2nd and 3rd
May 2013.
1. All powers for the conduct of the Annual

Delegate Conference are invested in the
Chairman / or persons acting in that
capacity.

2. The Proposer of a Motion or an
Amendment may speak for 3 minutes but
not more than three minutes.

3. A Delegate speaking on a Motion or an
Amendment must not exceed 3 minutes.

4. The Proposer of a Motion or an
Amendment may speak a second time for
3 minutes before a vote is taken but no
other Delegate may speak for a second
time on the Motion or Amendment.

5. The Chairman may at any time, if he
considers the matter sufficiently
discussed, call on the Proposer for a reply
and when this has been given, a vote
must be taken.

6. A Delegate may, with the consent of the
Chairman move “that the question be
put” after which, when the Proposer has
spoken, a vote must be taken.

7. A Delegate who refuses to abide by a
decision of the Chairman or who is found
to be in contravention of Standing Orders
shall be suspended for the duration of the
Conference.

8. All motions for withdrawal or Special
Notice Motions should be notified in
writing to the Standing Orders
Committee, who will advise the
Conference on any other matter.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 3

The Standing Orders Committee recommends
that following the opening addresses to
Annual Delegate Conference on Thursday 2nd
May 2013 that Sections 2 to 6 of the
Headquarters Report the headings from Pay
& Allowances to the ICTU Demonstration be
dealt with and that Motions Nos. 1 to 7 be
dealt with.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 4 

The Standing Orders Committee recommends
that Sections 7 to 18 of the Headquarters
Report the headings from Criminal Injuries to
Merit Awards be dealt with at 2.00 pm,
Thursday 2nd May 2013 and that Motions 8
to 11 be dealt with. The General Secretary,
Deputy General Secretary and the two
Assistant General Secretaries will give their
Annual reports to Annual Delegate
Conference as provide for in the Independent
Consultants Report 2009 during this session
of conference.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 5 

The Standing Orders Committee recommends
that Sections 19 to 28 of the Headquarters
Report, the headings from Code of
Discipline/Bullying & Harassment/Dignity at
Work to Union Training and Education be
dealt with at 3.30 pm, Thursday 2nd May
2013 and that Motion Nos. 12 to 18 be dealt
with.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 6 

The Standing Orders Committee recommends
that Sections 29 to 32 of the Headquarters
Report the Finance Sections be dealt with at
10.00 am, Friday 3rd May 2013 and that
motions Nos. 19 and 20 be dealt with.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 7 

The Standing Orders Committee recommends
that Sections 33 and 34 of the Headquarters
Report the Headings of Branch Committees
and Report of the NEC be dealt with at 11.30
am, Friday 3rd May 2013 and that Motion
Nos. 21 to 28 be dealt with.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 8 

The Standing Orders Committee recommends
that Sections 35 to 37 of the Headquarters
Report the headings from Public Services
Committee to General Council be dealt with
at 2.00 pm on Friday 3rd May 2013 and on
that on Conclusion of these sections
adoption of the Headquarters Report to
Annual Delegate Conference will be sought
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PRISON OFFICERS’
ASSOCIATION MOTIONS TO
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2013

PAY AND ALLOWANCES
Motion 1: That to complete the transformation
process the Prison Officers Association seek to
have all Prison Officers currently stationed at
Irish Prison Service headquarters in
Longford redeployed to prisons.
Explanation: As a moratorium on staff
recruitment is now in place, all staff trained as
prison officers should now assist front line
officers to ensure adequate staffing levels in
each institution to promote a safe as possible
working environment for all association
members.
MIDLANDS — Decision: Defeated.

Motion 2: The P.O.A. should look at taking legal
action in respect of the infringement of our
constitutional rights as citizens of Ireland by
having cuts and pension levy which are a
breach of contact imposed upon us by our
employer.  
Explanation: The government has imposed cuts
on our pay which no other employee can legally
impose on its employees.  This can only be seen
as an abuse of its power to legislate.

The government has stated it cannot
legislate to break contracts, i.e. bankers pay
and upward only rent agreements etc. Article
40 of Bunreacht na hEireann prohibits
discrimination against any citizen.
CORK — Decision: Carried

Motion 3: That I.M. and I.S. allowances be
included in basic salary, as being done for
other work/training staff (A.I.S’s).
CORK — Decision: Carried

Motion 4: That lates as they accumulate be
deducted from annual leave as opposed to time
worked.
WHEATFIELD — Decision: Carried

Motion 5: Averaging out of a/h payment: That
the payment for Annualised Hours be averaged
out over the year so as to provide a clearer
expectation of earnings each pay period.
PORTLAOISE — Decision: Defeated

PENSIONS

Motion 6: I would like to propose clarification
on pension entitlements for staff who entered
the job after April 1995 with specific
clarification regarding the “Supplementary
Pension” eligibility and whether staff who work
outside of the Prison Service after retiring
would lose the “Supplementary Pension” which
makes up nearly half of their pension.
Explanation: After a recent conversation with
the Pension Administration Section in Killarney
I was troubled by a few points:
1. If I wished to qualify for the

“Supplementary Pension” I must not be
employed in any capacity after retiring.

2. I was told that getting the “Supplementary
Pension” was not guaranteed but I “may
qualify”.

3. If I buy back pension I will have a large part
of my gratuity recouped by the department
as “outstanding pension contributions” a
larger amount than I would if I never
bought back at all.  No one seems able to
explain this to me.
At today’s rate the “Supplementary

Pension” is worth €12,016.91.  I feel it is
important that staff know exactly what their
entitlements are.
MOUNTJOY — Decision: Carried

PFOC
Motion 7: That the Prison Officers Association
engage with the Irish Prison Service to enable
regionalised detailing of the hospital in-patient
scheme.
Explanation: As the staffing of H.I.P.S. is
regionalised so should the detailing of these
duties, i.e. H.I.P.S. should be detailed from
regionalised detail offices and not from one
centralised detail office.
MIDLANDS — Decision: Carried

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Motion 8: That in light of the roll out of the new
Task Analysis which has resulted in a reduction
of staff that the diminishing task lines be
implemented properly in Wheatfield in order to
protect staff safety.
WHEATFIELD — Decision: Policy Carried

UNIFORM
Motion 9: That we seek the issue of woolly hats
to be worn on outside posts.
MOUNTJOY — Decision: Policy Carried

Motion 10: That we seek the issue of combat
style trousers for Nurse Officers.
MOUNTJOY — Decision: Carried

SICK LEAVE
Motion 11: That in light of the new sick leave
procedures from 01/01/14 that rest days
should not be included while examining a
member’s sick leave record.
WHEATFIELD — Decision: Carried

PRISONER COMPLAINTS
Motion 12: That the Complaints Procedure be
revisited to ensure the ultimate protection be
given to members and that they be allowed
have representation, legal or association where
deemed necessary.
CASTLEREA — Decision: Defer to NEC

Motion 13: That the POA insist that a prisoner
found to have made a false allegation against
a member face consequences for same.
CASTLEREA — Decision: Defer to NEC

Motion 14: That members of the POA have
nothing to do with the Complaints Procedure
until such time as it is revisited and amended
to a fairer system.
CASTLEREA — Decision: Defer to NEC

UNION TRAINING

Motion 15: That in light of recent changes
regarding the use of CCTV/Data Protection that
local Branch Committee Reps be trained in a
similar way to the local POA training course
regarding the use of CCTV and the
requirements under the Data Protection Acts.
WHEATFIELD — Decision: Carried

Motion 16: That a more extensive training
course than the one that is currently provided
to Branch Reps regarding POA issues.
WHEATFIELD — Decision: Carried

ANNUAL CONFERENCE ___________________________
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Motion 17: Rule 49 
Where fifty per cent or more of the National
Executive Branch Representatives petition the
President in writing to convene a special
meeting of the National Executive Council the
President shall do so within seven days.

Be amended to read:
Where twenty five per cent or more of the

National Executive Branch Representatives
petition the President in writing to convene a
special meeting of the N.E.C. the President
shall do so within 7 days.
Explanation: An emergency meeting is an
emergency by definition and 50% or more of
branch representatives required to petition the
President is not logistically possible to meet
the urgency that an emergency meeting
dictates.
MIDLANDS — Decision: Defeated

Motion 18: Rule 64(b)
Intending candidates must have attended at
least 60% of meetings of his/her Branch
during the preceding year.  In cases where the
Member has been a Member of more than one
Branch during the course of the preceding year
his/her record of attendance at each of the
Branches shall be taken into account.
Attendance at emergency Branch meetings
shall not count when calculating 60%
attendances.

Be changed and should be replaced by the
following:  

All intending candidates for local branch
positions must be in benefit members of the
POA.
CORK — Decision: Defeated

FINANCE
Motion 19: That the POA shall ensure that no
entity or company selling financial products
shall be allowed access to new recruits or new
members at the prison service training centre
at Beladd, Portlaoise.  Futhermore the Prison
Officers Association shall not provide any
details whatsoever of any new or existing
member to any company or individual with
whom they have a commercial arrangement.
WHEATFIELD — Decision: Defeated

Motion 20: That all wages, subsistence
payments and all other payments made from
central POA funds to the National Officers and
other employees of the P.O.A. be made public by

printing the individual breakdowns and totals
to each person in the first quarterly magazine
of the year and annually thereafter.  These
figures should also be emailed to each member
on the emailing system annually.
Explanation: This would guarantee the
transparency and accountability of the
substantial weekly deductions made by staff in
this age of government austerity being
imposed upon us.
CORK — Decision: Withdrawn

POLICY
Motion 21: That the P.O.A. formerly engages
with the staff representatives of the nurses,
Gardai, fire service, ambulance service,
defence forces, coast guard and customs and
enter into discussions to examine the formation
of a possible of an umbrella group for all these
groups with the long term objective of
withdrawing from the I.C.T.U.
CORK — Decision: Withdrawn

Motion 22: Rescheduled rest day: That the
rescheduled rest day be paid or taken on a date
of the officers choosing
PORTLAOISE — Decision: Carried

Motion 23: That we seek an agreement with the
Irish Prison Service that local management pay
for our Accident and Emergency Treatment or
Swiftcare where available following a
workplace incident.
MOUNTJOY — Decision: Withdrawn

Motion 24: That all outside contractors, have
an up to date union card which local Branch
Committee members can inspect at any time.
MOUNTJOY — Decision: Withdrawn

Motion 25: That we replace the outdated and
ineffective process of pegging recording pens
by Night Guards with the appropriate use of the
modern monitoring technology (CCTV) which is
currently installed in the Prison Estate.
MOUNTJOY — Decision: Withdrawn

Motion 26: That the POA discuss with I.C.T.U.
the development, of a Media Outlet on a
national level to give all Trade Unions the
opportunity for getting their point of view
across fairly and to show the benefits of the

Trade Union movement to its members.
Explanation: There is a need in the Trade Union
movement for a media outlet to counter the
right wing media dominance. This could take
the form of a newspaper, online news site,
where all Trade Unions could contribute.
PSEC — Decision: Carried

Motion 27: That the POA pursue the grade
period for PASO Grades.
CASTLEREA — Decision: Withdrawn

Motion 28: That the POA discuss with the
Director General of the Prison Service as to why
it is that Prison Officers appear to be the only
uniformed group that do not receive any
assistance from the State with regard to
Medical Aid.
Explanation: Currently the Guards refer their
Doctors’ Certs to the state who in turn pay the
Doctors directly.  The Army also have a facility
where they are allowed attend their own Army
Doctors free of charge.  In the past a financial
subsidy was given by the State to the Prison
Officers’ Medical Aid Society.  It was a process
that was of mutual benefit to both parties. (1)
It eliminated the need for Prison Officers to
attend Prison Doctors – thereby saving the
State some considerable expense.  (2) The
Medical Aid Scheme enabled Prison Officers to
gain quicker access to Consultants which in
turn facilitated a speedier return to work –
shorter absences – again saving the State
some expense. (3) If an Officer got an injury on
duty – he knew that the Medical Aid would look
after his hospital expenses straight away
pending the settlement of compensation terms.

As more and more people in Ireland are
giving up their health insurance due to the
huge increases in VHI, Aviva etc. we feel it is
highly desirable that IPS should reactivate the
grant it used to give the Medical Aid Society
which in turn would slow down the inevitable
rises that will come in subscription charges to
keep pace with medical inflation.
CASTLEREA — Decision: Carried
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Arbour Hill Delegates
at Conference in
Athlone

Castlerea Delegates 
at Conference in

Athlone

Cork Delegates at
Conference in Athlone

Cloverhill Delegates 
at Conference in

Athlone
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Dochas Delegates at
Conference in Athlone

Limerick Delegates 
at Conference in

Athlone

Midlands Delegates 
at Conference in
Athlone

Mountjoy Delegates 
at Conference in
Athlone
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(right) Portlaoise
Delegates at 

Conference in Athlone

(above) PSEC Delegates at
Conference in Athlone 

(above) Shelton Abbey
Delegates at Conference

in Athlone

(left) St. Patrick’s
Delegates at
Conference in Athlone

Wheatfield Delegates at Conference in Athlone
Training Unit Delegates at 
Conference in Athlone
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CLOVERHILL BRANCH NEWS
The Austerity of the last number of years have brought upon the
Prison Officer a range of stress related issues to deal with along
with the stress accompanying the work environment we deal with
on a daily basis. From the outside the Officers work is regularly
perceived as a handy overpaid number but rarely is it recognised
as the very stressful work environment that it actually can be
unless the observer is a family member or fellow colleague who
personally witnesses the stress that an Officer can be under.

The stress related issues that Officers have to deal with is not
specific to the Prison Officer but on this occasion it must be
recognised in relation to this. Most, if not all of us have suffered
the effect of the financial hardship that comes with the year on
year pay cuts and the low staff morale that exists in our work
environment as a knock on effect. On speaking too many of the
branches at this years conference it appears that this picture is
reflected nationwide.

Locally, many members have approached the Cloverhill branch
with the true extent of their financial situations or other stress
related issues they are suffering and we have directed them
towards the relevant support networks to assist them both
internally and externally.

The picture this has painted for our local branch is that we
never know what is going on in our fellow colleagues head and the
full extent of the pressures and stress that an Officer and their
family are truly under. It is therefore imperative that if any Officer
does not know where to turn or look for advice that they should
make sure to just ask even just 1 person for help or advice. We
have found locally that once somebody speaks to one person that
this can relieve the pressure immensely and the initial contact
with other services can bring with it a decrease in the level of
stress and pressure.

While at times it is important to recognise and give credit to
the fact that camaraderie and staff morale play integral parts of

the working day it must be noted that sometimes it can indirectly
become a mask for some of our colleagues to hide their personal
issues. Whether your issues be financial or stress related to some
other issue in your  personal or work life we must not allow it to
cast a shadow to the point where an individual feels that there is
no real options to create light at the end of the tunnel for their
problems.

The recent publication of the Dignity at Work report raised
some issues of concern that require attention at different levels
within the Irish Prison Service but it may be necessary to try take
a positive from a negative and take on board some of the the
recommendations and use them locally and nationally to bring
about a more positive work environment for all. Afterall, most of
us spend more hours per week with our colleagues in work than we
do with our families and therefore the emphasis on a good work
environment can never be underestimated. 

Recently in Cloverhill the National Consumer Agency gave a
presentation to staff titled ‘Money Skills for life...’ and it proved to
be a great success. The amount of staff who found the handbook
helpful in one way or another was quite positive and we hope to
roll out more of these presentations in the very near future. To
conclude, let’s not kid ourselves that we are all financially secure
and in a stable position in life and that the financial implications
of the last few years have bypassed the Officer somehow. Should
any Officer feel they do not have a place to turn or see a way to
resolve their problems, at least explore some of the possible
avenues for assistance and you might be surprised at the support
networks that do exist through various agencies internally and
externally, all you have to do is ask, and maybe if you have some
concerns for a fellow colleague, all you have to do is ask.

Ray Murtagh, Branch Secretary, Cloverhill Prison

GO-KARTING
The Cork Prison Officers social club invited our best drivers to take
part in the Go-Karting grand prix just outside the city. Sadly many
found the speed a bit too much, not surprising really considering
their ages. Eye tests were needed for a few before they were
allowed to take part ! The races were ultra competitive as
everyone tried to qualify for the final. The three lady
drivers(Orla,Norma & Louise)narrowly missed out on the final but
they were miles ahead of John Foley and Denis Ring who both
wouldn't have looked out of place in the film Driving Miss Daisy !

Sadly the stewards had to punish a few on the night by bringing
them into the pits for a penalty lap,Paul Diver and Joey Gallagher
been the main culprits(no surprises there). Fergus Lordan started
the final in pole position but the occasion got to him as he made
a slow start. Winner on the night was the shy and modest Jarlath
Mc Carthy who I'm sure wont go on and on and on about it. Very
closely followed in second place by Adrian Crowley and third was
Brendan O Callaghan. A great night as always and hopefully we
can see a few more there next year.
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MOUNTAIN CLIMB
On the 28th of May the Cork Prison Social club began our now
annual climb of Ireland's tallest mountain, Carrauntoohil.
Conditions on the day were nothing short of shocking, but we
decided to carry on as a few had never climbed the mountain
before. Under the stewardship of our own Don Murphy we had an
adventure lasting close to 8 hours. The Model Moore and AJ Mc
Carthy led the way at a great pace with Mick Dooley and Dougy
Minihane preferring to crawl than actually climb the mountain.

Rain, hailstone and snow failed to dampen the spirits on a Irish
Summers day !! Having reached the top we admired the view of
about 2 metres as we sat in the clouds for a well earned rest. What
a day we had, one man fell into a mud bath, another lost his boot
while our guide had us looking for bloody yellow bags! We finally
retired for refreshments in Kate Kearneys cottage where the
chairman Fergus Lordan treated the very tired climbers to some
well earned grub. Well done to all on a great achievement. 

CORK ATHLETICS 
Cork Prison have been well represented throughout the year at all
of the local events and have seen many new faces at the races ,
local legends Gerry Ring and Tommy West battled it out recently
over 5k on the road, this appeared to be a dead heat on the night
and is still a bit disputed by the younger man, they were closely
followed by Eileen Horgan who made a welcome return to
competition and proved she still has the competitive edge. At the
more serious end of things the prison team had good team wins
in the Pfizer 6mile event and the AIB Macroom 5k . Tom Curtis
gave the home crowd something to cheer about when he claimed
a prize in the Team event, well done Tom. Sean Freeman completed
another Ballyhoura marathon to add to his collection. The next
main event is The Cork IPS 5k  on 10th of July and best of luck to
all taking part in the World Police Games in Belfast in August. Full
report on these events will be in the next issue of the magazine.  

Mick Dooley (athletics)

Gerry Ring ,Eileen
Horgan and Tommy
Weste at the Belle of

Ballincollig 5k

Sarah Ryan Paso Cork
Prison proudly displays

her Cork City Half
Marathon Medal.

Cork Prison team at Pfizers
Race, Mick Dooley, David Leavy,
Seamus Cahill, Finbarr O Dwyer

and Brendan McGrath. 

Some prominent members of
the running club make it to the
top Mick Ahern, Tony Landers

and Eddie Byrne. 
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BRANCH NEWS ________________________ MIDLANDS
MIDLANDS RUSTY RAMBLERS
The Rusty Ramblers held their inaugural annual weekend walk on
Saturday 25th and Sunday 26th of May 2013, walking from
Glenmalure to Glendalough and enjoying a wonderful evening
meal and accommodation at the Wicklow Heather.  Rusty
Ramblers was founded May 2012 and on that day it was
spearheaded by Paul Jordan and Johnny Feehan who led the way
on its first walk over Mount Leinster.

Since then Rusty Ramblers have partaken in 16 walks
including the Galtys, Commeraghs, Knockmealdowns, Blackstairs
and the Wicklow Mountain. Our walks are well attended and to
date there have been over 30 different participants. We have some
regular walkers and others who came along for the experience,
who we hope to see them again soon. A record of our achievements
are proudly displayed on the Rambler Notice Board and our
Facebook homepage where we invite everybody to check it out and
see some of the great walks we have done so far.  

One of our most memorable achievements was a night walk
where we started at 3am to climb Mount Leinster and view the
morning sunrise. However we were disappointed when a thick
morning fog descended dashing any hopes of a spectacular view
and at minus 19 degrees we didn’t hang around for too long at the
top. Our second memorable achievement was the Annual Weekend
Walk where we covered over 15kms from Glenmalure to
Glendalough. Conditions were near perfect, topped off with a
fabulous dinner, a few drinks, a well earned sleep and finally a full
hearty breakfast! Thanks to Paul and Trish for organizing the
weekend especially for selecting the great accommodation and we
are looking forward to next year’s one already, it will be hard to
beat such a great day.

For the year ahead we continue to encourage newcomers and
we are planning a few interesting walks. We have had suggestions
of another night walk, the “mile high club” challenge walk, and
even a walk/cycle day. So for those who are interested keep an eye
on the Rusty Rambler notice board and our Facebook homepage.

We average one walk a month all to suit our roster but
dependant on the interest many extra walks are also arranged! We

also plan to run a map reading day course covering map skills,
route planning and most importantly safety on the hills. For the
newcomers it’s a great opportunity to be involved in a club that
caters solely for our roster. The walks are open to everybody and
we encourage anybody to join and we welcome friends or family to
come along too! It’s totally free, and definitely for all ranges of
fitness. Our ethos on walk days are if you’re not able to chat as
you walk then you are going too fast. 

The walks range from 3 to 5 hours but sometimes it can be a
little longer especially on the nicer days where we really slow down
and enjoy the countryside around us. Views can be nothing short
of spectacular, so we really hope you can tag along and enjoy the
experience with us soon.

Finally it’s always best to have the good equipment but don’t
let that put anybody off.  Most of our regular walkers are eager to
help get you started so please don’t be shy and ask. Basic stuff
like waterproofs, boots with a good pair of socks, lunch, rucksack
and a change of clothes are generally all you will need.

Best to luck to all the Rusty Ramblers for the year ahead and
we look forward to seeing you join us soon!

Alan.

MIDLANDS SOCIAL CLUB
The Midlands social club summer outing takes place on July 12th
to Trabolgan in Cork. This promises to be another excellent family
day out and will be followed by The Midsummer Mystery Madness
event in August. 

MIDLANDS CELTIC
Expectation levels are building with the approach of the new
season and the question now is Will they come back? Well the club
IS back and the re-signing of the 2 Midlands Dynamos has the
place buzzing. Anyone interested in signing for the coming season
contact Shane 'It's my club, Dummy' Mitchell.
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BRANCH NEWS ________________________ MOUNTJOY
Hello from the Mountjoy branch, firstly I'd like to thank Tom Fox
for all his hard work as branch chairman over the last few years,
he got some lads a saver when we thought it was the gate for
them. He will be missed by all on the branch and we wish him the
best in the OSG. 

Well it’s been 6 months of even more turmoil for the trade
union movement, we didn't think ICTU could get any worse or
weak but even they stooped to a new low. They lead us nearly as
good as Brian Cowen during the banking crisis, allowing an
extension on an agreement to happen even when there was over
a year left on the original deal.  

Our lads done us proud in the talks, they got what they were
mandated to get "the best deal possible for prison officers", not
for guards etc., some people had the misguided view that they
wouldn't SCAB on us. 

We recently had the findings of a survey released and
surprise surprise we feel like we are treated like s***. I'm glad
that the DG has said that he will listen and try and help us, but
at the same time lads still aren't getting sick days recognised as
IOD for having s*** and p*** thrown over them with some

having as little as two days. It is a joke and maybe the DG should
start with this. We had conference and not much happened
although I will say the jacuzzi was not warm enough, the carvier
was too salty and the champagne a bad vintage, and they say it’s
a jolly for the boys little do you realise what we have to put up
with. We got a little bit more interest in the magazine this edition
maybe my rant last time got through to some at least. 

I’ll take this opportunity to welcome our new branch members
and all who went and were unsuccessful this time and anyone
who was not re-elected thanks, and also who voted for P.S. you
should know better. Ill finish up by welcoming any new members,
doubt too many due to the cutbacks, goodbye and good luck to
anyone who transferred or better retired. Again the last 6 months
has continued with the death of members. 

May god look after them and their families. A last note I won't
mention transformation so just to congratulate the reds on their
successful retention  of the cider cup. Terry Murphy and Paul
Sheedy let the Dubs down even Mal won and he has no hips and
I don't mean hospital escorts. 

GAEL FORCE FOR CHARITY
Seventeen Officers from Mountjoy will be competing in Gaelforce
West on 17th August in memory of the late Darragh Kenny.  All
proceeds are in aid of CROI, West of Ireland Cardiac Foundation.
There will also be a charity fundraiser being held on the 12th of
August in Millmount House.  All support welcome so come along
for the craic.

Front row (left to right): A. O’Keeffe, S. Hogan, S. Kelly, M.
Maguire, B. Clancy, B. MacMahon, P. Horgan, C. Galvin

Back row (left to right): T.J. Murphy, D. Kinsella, M. Morrison, E.
Muldowney

Not in photo: J. Geraghty, D. Bennis, L. Maguire, B. Barnes, T.
Fitzsimons
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BRANCH NEWS ________________________ MOUNTJOY

MOUNTJOY PRISON TUG O WAR TEAM
Preparations are well underway for the Mounjoy Prison Service Tug O War teams, who are taking part in the World Police and Fire Games
in Belfast in August. They are entering weekly competitions, and training at least twice a week. 
Best of luck to all three teams involved. For more information, please contact ACO Brian Harkin.

MILLMOUNT HOUSE J4 LEAGUE WINNERS 2012/2013

Back Row (left to right): R. Moran (CH), M. Delaney (MJ), B. Harkin (MJ), G. Slattery (CH), P. Tulley (MJ), N. Connolly (WF), F. Mooney (MJ), 
G. Sexton (MJ), A. Wallace (MJ), D. Clare (CH), A. O’Mahony (WF), J. Maypother (MJ), R. Culhane (MJ), D. Howell (MJ), G. Donaghy (MJ), J.K. (MJ)

Front Row (left to right): T. O’Shaughnessy (WF), A. O’Keeffe (MJ), S. Cleary (CH), B. Power (MJ), S. Shanahan, Captain (CH), A. Hayes (MJ), 
S. Kelly (MJ), N. Bolger (MJ), P. Slattery (MJ), A. Dinan (MJ)

Where’s our trophy?? Team Captain Stephen Shanahan receives league pennant from Trevor
Merrey, Leinster Branch, I.R.F.U.
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OVER 35'S SOCCER 
Once again it is time for the over 35s
soccer season. Portlaoise and Midlands
prisons have joined forces to enter a team
into the ccfl summer league. After last
year’s great run to the semi-final of the cup
we are hoping to progress further this year. 

Midlands Celtic has got off to a good
start and are unbeaten in our first two
games. Hopefully with an injury free run (no
knee or hip replacements) we can continue
to perform well. I would like to wish all
those involved with midlands Celtic good
luck for the rest of the season, keep up the
great effort. 

ST. PETERS CYCLING
A number of new bikes have been seen in
the bike shed recently. The MAMIL’s are
back in force once more, weather
permitting of course! There are of course
exceptions and they battle away each day,
hail rain or shine, getting those miles into
the legs so they can fly along the roads on
the big days. The An Post series is ranking
high on some members lists this year with
a number on course to complete all five.
The Tour of Sligo, and Tour de Burren have
so far been completed, one other man
made a triumphant return to the roads
undertaking a momentous trip to
Waterford, abstaining from alcohol in
totality and cycling the return leg in record
time.

A spin around the Ring of Kerry will be
taking place Sunday 14th of July. Some are
going down to do a recce of the route and
maybe the local establishments on the
night before but a few braver souls are
driving down on the morning of the assault
and intend on finishing it the same day
leaving plenty of time for after cycle
refreshments. Fair play lads...

Of course there are always near misses
when this level of activities is taken on.
One man narrowly escaped with his life
after the crank and bottom bracket of his
brand new bike came apart on the Timahoe
Tourmalet, Save for a soft ditch this might
have made for a much more sombre report.
Of course as a club we wish to extend our
apologies to the residents of Rosenallis
who were subject to a seismic shift when
one individual decided to take a tumble
down the Sliabh Blooms. Fear not readers,
he had plenty of padding and was able to

make it to the end of the Tour de Burren for
the free ice cream
(MAMIL’s – Middle aged men in lycra)

ST. PETERS GOLF SOCIETY
Our golfing year started on the 23rd of
November 2012 in the Heath Golf Club for
our Christmas outing. We had a healthy
number of 37 players in very trying
conditions due to the wet weather but Kevin
Conroy made light work of the conditions in
winning the outing with a score of 38
points even though he wanted a higher
handicap off our handicap Secretary
Ritchie Buckley. Won’t be happening now
Kevin!

Our next outing was held in Craddocks-
town Golf Club on the 18th of March but
alas again the weather played havoc with
the outing and had to be cancelled after 7
holes due to a snow blizzard. Even though
Liam Fields wanted to play on because he
had a score. This outing was rescheduled to
early May and played in wonderful condi-
tions with Kevin Ryan coming out on top.

Our third outing was held in Abbeyleix
Golf Club on the 18th of April and again the
weather had a big say on the day with John
Burke adapting to the conditions best and
winning the day.

Next up was the Presidents Prize (Mick
Dollard) played in the Heritage Golf Club on
May 23rd. Again we had a good turnout for
the day but alas many of us were unable to
adapt to the very windy conditions.
Jonathan O’Halloran was the exception by
winning with a fine score of 36 points for
the exceptionally trying conditions.

We have two outings left for the year,
Portarlington and the Captains Prize (Lady
Captain Breda Beere) in late August.
Hoping that we get better weather for these
outings. Finally we would like to thank our
sponsors, Ramsbottoms Pub and Peig’s Bar
for their continued sponsorship, without
which we would struggle, and to all who
support our square draw run by John
Griffin.

TAG RUGBY
In the last few weeks some gentleman
(term used loosely) have begun to play tag
rugby in St. Fintans field. They have been
gathering a large crowd to watch them
each day but we have subsequently found
out it was just concerned members of the

public who were worried about the safety of
who they thought were patients of St.
Fintans. Apparently “Tag” rugby isn’t a full
contact sport. Since then an in depth
debate has begun on the rules of tag rugby.
Who would have thought that a non rugby
player would have to explain the rules to a
player who played for Leinster?  Also in
breaking news reports are abound that
there is some discontent about the levels of
interest garnered by the Lions tour with one
individual wondering “why there was so
much interest in four countries playing
together who would normally hate each
other?”.One other pondered out loud that
he could only be more interested if he was
playing himself. We didn’t know there was
a junior Lions team.

Congratulations must go to one of our
own who has been recognised as being at
the top of his game. Paul “Nippy” Norton
has again won the AIMS (Association of
Irish Musical Societies) award for best
director, having led Birr Stage Guild to a
staggering 8 nominations in different
categories including best overall show.
Having in previous years won the Best Actor
award and the following year taking away
the title of Best Director it is great to see
him recognised again for his talents after a
couple of years in the wilderness. Is about
time he was rewarded for all the singing he
does in the shop, what about poor Tom?
Thankfully this year wasn’t a smashing
time and both Nippy and his award made it
home in one piece. 

As always we wish to send our best
wishes to all who have retired since the
previous edition of the magazine. Enjoy
your time now folks, you’ve worked hard for
it. Best of luck to any staff members and
their partners who may be expecting new
editions to their families. We’re sure the
pitter patter of tiny feet will keep you all
quiet for a while.

Best wishes too to all who have made
their way to the Bog recently. You are few
and far between but you’re all welcome,
there’s plenty of space for more and
hopefully transformation, whenever it
starts to come to fruition, will see us with
full rosters again. Condolences also to all
of our members and families both locally
and nationally who may have suffered
bereavements since the last edition. Our
thoughts are with you at this trying time.

P

BRANCH NEWS_______________________ PORTLAOISE
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1913 ONE HUNDRED YEARS ON
At the time of going to press, the
Haddington Road Agreement or Croke Park
II extension will have either been accepted
or rejected by a number of unions and
some will most likely be entering a
summer of discontent. Thankfully, it won’t
involve members of the Prison Officers’
Association.

Since the start of the year the
Government has been talking about an
extension to the Croke Park Agreement,
savings of 1billion euro would be needed
from the pay and pensions of Public and
Civil Servants, 300 million euro by the end
of this year. Unions were amazed and
disappointed that the Government would
renege on the Croke Park Agreement
considering it had 18 months left to run.
But the Government was adamant that
savings needed to be made and the
Unions could feel the pressure being
applied.

So on the 18th of  February we stood
shoulder to shoulder with our colleagues
in the 24/7 Alliance in the Basketball
Arena in Tallaght, expressing our feelings
of outrage and disgust at the possibility of
our core pay being cut and the loss of
premium allowances. We didn’t hold back
our anger; we told this Government that
we would not stand for anymore attacks on
our pay, on our rosters and on our terms
and conditions of employment.

The press said we were emotive and
angry with a deafening roar that could be
heard in the Dail bar. And so it was that on
the weekend of the 22nd of February the
Government called all unions together
under the auspice of the Labour Relations
Commission and the chairmanship of
Kieran Mulvey to sit down and discuss a
way to generate savings of 1billion euro
from the pay and pensions bill. Unions
walked out, some didn’t turn up, but by
the morning of the 25th a set of proposals
were drafted to be put to union officials
who stayed for either recommendation or
rejection by their executives.

The first set of proposals was defeated
at a meeting of I.C.T.U. on the 17th April
and it seemed that we were a far cry from
an agreement between all parties. The

Government made threats signalled that
they would legislate for pay cuts and
issued warning after warning that the pay
and pension’s bill would be cut by 1 billion
euro. 

In May, a second round of talks was
put forward by Brendan Howlin and again
it was to be chaired by Kieran Mulvey of
the LRC. Concessions were given to unions
and another set of proposals was put
together and issued for the attention of
the Unions National Executive. Again a
number of unions rejected the proposals
with some deciding to ballot their
members on the offer.

But on the 5th of June the Government
signed into law the Financial Emergency
Measures in the Public Interest Act 2013,
giving the Minister of Finance the power to
cut the pay and conditions of employment
of those workers who have not signed a
collective agreement with their employer
and lodging same at the LRC by the 1st of
July. Workers would also be faced with a
three year increment freeze effective from
the 1st of July.

The threat of legislation  has become a
reality and by the time we get to read this
article, the threat of pay and increment
cuts may have become fact. 

Some would say that the POA should
have stayed standing shoulder to shoulder
with the 24/7 Alliance, maybe we should,
maybe we shouldn’t. But one thing is
certain; we empower our National Officers
to represent the 3200 members of the
Prison Officers’ Association. We trust them
to protect our terms and conditions of
employment, we trust them to protect our
pay and we trust them to deliver on their
commitment to us.

So as we go into the summer with our
pay and allowances intact; we should be

thankful that we have leaders in our Union
that have unwaveringly remained loyal to
the principles of Trade Unionism and to
the members they represent.

1913 was closer than we thought.
Colm McAuley

Branch Chairperson

CONGRATULATIONS 
A big congratulation goes out to Noel Mc
Givney and Jimmy Rogers on their recent
nuptials and Peter Govan and his wife on
the birth of their little baby girl and
special congratulations to ‘The Doc’ on his
recent engagement.

Well done to Ger Sheehan on
completing his first baby (his words)
triathlon on the 2nd of June and on
completing his first half marathon with
Shay Wilson on the 12th of June, all those
early morning training sessions have paid
off.

TRADE UNION STUDIES
In September 2011, six Branch Reps two
from Wheatfield and four from PSEC
undertook an Employment Law course in
Trade Union Studies through the National
College of Ireland and I.C.T.U.  The course
sat every Monday for two years in S.I.P.T.U.
College on the South Circular Road and
required a lot of dedication, with a lot of
sacrifice and long hours of studying in
between. 

But two of the six fell at the early
stages leaving the four remaining Branch
Officials to struggle on through the six
modules together and in June of this year
all four completed their final module in
Equality and Diversity and will graduate in
September. 

A worthwhile course for all Branch
Representatives.

BRANCH NEWS____________________________ PSEC

Jimmy Finnerty, Philip Nolan,
Mags O'Brien (Tutor), Colm
McAuley, Fergal Swaine
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CONDOLENCES 
The Branch Committee would like to
extend our sympathies to anyone who has
lost a loved one over the last year, in
particular to our late colleagues John
Greally, Des Boyle and Derek Bannon.

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
The Branch Committee of Wheatfield
would like to welcome any new staff who

have recently transferred into Wheatfield.
To all the staff that have left this year

- we bid you a fond farewell and best
wishes for the future. As we always say, we
are sure everything is better there than it
is here!!!!!!!!!!

WHEATFIELD SPORTS AND SOCIAL
CLUB
Yes we do have a sports and social club

here in Wheatfield.  At a cost of only €5.50
per week all members are entitled to enter
a monthly draw (see the notice board for
prizes). 

The social club has a children’s event
and an adult event during the year and
finishes off the year with our annual
dinner dance and Christmas party for the
children.

Dublin IPS held their annual 5k trail run in the Phoenix
park on June 25th, once again a very exciting event
with 236 finishers in all categories. The race was won
by Cork man Cillian O Leary now based in Dublin and
running with the secondary teachers , Cillian  lead from
the start and had a winning time of 15-37. The ladies
race was won by Mary Finn from Dublin Hospitals in a
time of 19-02. Race organiser Bernard Quinn thanked
all concerned for making the night so successful, the
Dublin prisons team were all on hand to officiate on the
night and teams from Cork and Wheatfield competed in
the main event. Governor Pat Kavanagh presented the
prizes to all prize winners afterwards. Bank of Ireland
won the mens team event and Pfizers won in the ladies
competition.     

DUBLIN IPS 5K PHOENIX PARK

Cork Prison team: Seamus Cahill, Mick
Dooley, David Leavy , Timmy Kelleher
and Don Keohane at the IPS 5k in the

Phoenix Park.

Wheatfield Runners : Elaine Dunne,Kim
Dempsey, Tanya Thornton, , Edward
Fitzsimons, Pat Dunne and Angeline

Gleeson al took park in the IPS 5k in the
Phoenix Park.

Don Keohane receives his prize
from Governor Pat Kavanagh 

IPS MARATHON MEN AND WOMEN
IPS Running Club are having a very active year
so far over a wide range of events, both at
home and abroad. First to travel was a team
to take part in the Rotterdam marathon in
April, this would be considered to be a fast
and highly competitive european event.This
event did not disapoint with Finbarr Dwyer ,
Shane McCarthy and Fergal Swaine all
finishing close together on the magicial 3
hour mark, Andrew Friel competing in one of
his first marathons was a little further back.
Elaine Hurley traveled to Paris second year in
a row to relive the memories, once again
reaching the finish line with ease under hot
conditions but this time had the added bonus
of having her eldest son Sam for company on
his first marathon. Well done to all our
marathon men and women and I’m sure many
more marathon medals to come before the
year is out.

Closer to home two of the main summer
marathons were in Cork and Limerick. First off
was Limerick which had everything from relay
event right up to full marathon, most popular
being the 10k event, with the large number of
events throughout the country this event was

mostly Limerick prison staff, a great effort
from all involved and it appears that close to
40 staff lined out on the day. One month later
on the June weekend it was all systems go for
the Cork Marathon and Marathon heros Finbar
Dwyer and Shane McCarthy were on the line
once again just six weeks after Rotherdam
with their sights set on bettering their times,
with race day conditions ideal both guys
worked well together with perfect split times
the both achieved PBs for the marathon
distance Finbar with 2hours 50 and Shane 2
mins back.In the half marathon great credit
must go to Damien Sheehan and Denis Dineen
who completed their first half marathon both
distinguished athletes but fairly new to the
running scene and probably got the bug on
their short stay in Cork Prison , it was a great
surprise to see them crossing the line in Cork.
Well done to both. 

One lady that talks business is Paso
Sarah Ryan. Sarah just six months in Cork
Prison and has already achieved high
standards, on her first outing in the Bay Run
she was unfortunate to lose out with injury but
certainly did not delay in getting a hand
delivered half marathon entry in for the Cork

marathon event, a dedicated football player
she managed to mix the team outings with
some early morning runs to achieve her
objective, she now feels she may be able to
leave her office door ajar without been
bombarded with race flyers . Well done Sarah. 
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The 2013 Close Championships were
recently held at the Heritage Golf Club in
Co Laois. Eighty golfers competed for the
much coveted trophy and the 28th Close
Championship title went to Greg Garland
from Mountjoy who finished level with Tim
McCarthy from Limerick on 71 strokes but
Greg’s better back 9 score allowed him to
lift the trophy for the third time. Mark
Keating from Wheatfield finished in third
with 72. 

Mountjoy won the team event with
Terry Murphy, Johnny Kelly Sean Og
Brennan, Greg Garland, Mal O Sullivan,
Jean Carey, Tony Malone, C Hickey and Ray
Burke.

Francis Daly from Wheatfield won the
Ladies event. 

Gerry Hughes from Castlerea won the
nearest the pin and the long drive went to
Brian Purcell from the Midlands.

The Heritage Golf Club was in
magnificent condition and with the
shotgun start working very well the
consensus from the golfers present was
that we should continue at this venue for
next years event. As we are only two years
away from the 30th year of competition we
would like to hear of any suggestions to
mark the occasion.  

Finally we must thank our sponsors
Ken Fitzgerald and Aaron McCann from
Capital Advisory Services for their
continued support. Also a special thanks
to the reps in each prison.

3

2013 CLOSE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
SPONSORED BY CAPITAL ADVISORY SERVICES

1st Greg Garland Mountjoy 71

2nd Tim McCarthy Limerick Rtd 71

3rd Mark Keating Wheatfield 72

Gross Dan Cooper Cork 75

5th Gerry Hughes Castlerea 73

6th Mal O Sullivan Mountjoy 74

7th Mick Nolan Castlerea 74

8th Ben Roe Midlands 74

9th Mike O Brien Limerick 75

10th John O Halloran Portlaoise 75

Ladies Francis Daly Wheatfield 36 Pts

Drive Gerry Hughes Castlerea

Pin Brian Purcell Midlands

Team Mountjoy

L to R, Paul Kelly, Greg Garland 2013 Champoin, Denis Keane
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The Irish Prison Officers Golf Association(IPOGA) had a very
successful two days at the European Challenge Cup which was
held at the K Club on the 29th and 30th of April 2013. Police
Districts from Ireland and the UK plus invited teams from the
Army, Prisons, Temple Street Children’s Hospital and the K Club
competed on both courses over the two days. The IPGOA entered
three teams of eight into this years event which were selected from
the top twenty four golfers at last years Close Championships at
the Heritage Golf Club.

Golfers from Arbour Hill, Beladd, Castlerea, Cork, Midlands,
Mountjoy and Portlaoise joined Wheatfield the 2012 Team Winners
at the Heritage on first day to compete for the Challenge Cup. The
teams of eight had to play a singles stableford competition over
the Palmer and the Smurfit courses with the winner in each
fourball competing for 5pts, 3pts, 2pts 1pt and bonus points for
Front and Back 9’s for their teams.  At the end of a long day in
which over 250 golfers competed for the cup it emerged that the
Prisons team comprising of D Keane (Cork) J Carroll, D Donnelly

GOLFING SUCCESS
AT THE K CLUB

The Irish Prison Officers Golf Association Panel 2013. Standing L to R,- J Tuohy, K Ryan, M Gleeson, J Lillis,
E Gormley, E Dennehy, B Purcell, J Dunne, P Keogh, M Nolan, J Cunningham, J Cavanagh, C Maher,

Front L To R – J Donoher, A Nugent, D Donnelly, D Keane, S McAuley P Sheedy, J Carroll
Missing from photograph, P Delaney, BD Prendergast and V Sweeney and A O Brien
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(Arbour Hill), S McAuley (Beladd), A Nugent, P Sheedy, P Delaney
(Mountjoy) and J Donnoher (Midlands) had emerged victorious with
a total of 40 points, one point better than the Garda HQs 39pts.
The presentation took place that night at the Westgrove Hotel in
Clane.  

All the golfers returned to the K Club on day two and competed
for the Challenge Shield which was played in a Classic format over
both courses. Again there was success for the Prisons when the
Wheatfield Team comprising of J Cunningham,C Maher, A O Brien
J Cavanagh E Dennehy, BD Prendergast, V Sweeney and J Tuohy
collected the trophy.

Golfers also competed for the Captains Prize over the two days
and several Prison Officers were in contention after the first round.
But after a count back it was last years Close Champion Jody
Cunningham who took the title when he returned a magnificent
score of 42pts on the Smurfit course to add to his previous days
35pts while playing off a 5 handicap. 

A charity Hole in One and Nearest the Pin competition raised
€3000 for Temple Street Children’s Hospital over the two days.

Finally we would like to thank the event organiser Seamus
Muldowney for inviting the IPOGA to compete in the K Club and we

are looking forward to defending all the trophies in 2014 at the K
Club and the PGA National where he hopes to have over 300
golfers competing over the three courses.

2013 European Challenge Cup Champions, Back L-R. P Sheedy, A
Nugent, D Keane, J Carroll

D Donnelly, J Donoher, S McAuley and P Delaney

Seamus Muldowney presents the Captains Prize to Jody Cunningham

Seamus Muldowney presents the European Challenge Shield to the
Wheatfield Captain, Jody Cunningham 

COLM CRONIN ICTU
Mr. Colm Cronin Cork PSEC representing the Cork Council of Trade Unions has been
elected onto the National Executive Council of ICTU. Colm was elected unopposed as
the Trades Council Representative on the 2nd July 2013 at the ICTU Conference in
Belfast. Colm is a POA Member who attends the Cork Council of Trade Unions and has
served three years as their President. This is a voluntary role. Colm has previously
served as Branch Chairperson/NEC Member for Fort Mitchell and Branch Treasurer/Sub
NEC Member for Cork Prison. 
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It was decided in December 2012 that the POA would engage in a
process to formulate a policy to ensure the Merit Awards (including
the Long Service Medal) was brought to a consistent level.  The
first meeting of the Merit Awards Committee took place in Longford
on the 21st January 2013. The Committee is made up of the
following:
Caron McCaffrey Director of Corporate Affairs
Anne Marie Flynn, Human Resources,
Colm Barclay, Governor West Dublin Campus,
Ultan Moran, Governor Portlaoise Prison.
Stephen Delaney, Prison Officers Association
Paul Purcell, Prison Officers Association
Ciaron McCauley, Corporate Affairs

Two further meetings of the Merit Awards Committee took place in
Longford on the 21st February 2013 and in Wheatfield Prison on
the 20th March 2013. The policy document and nomination form is
included in this magazine.

On the 3rd May 2013 the POA were represented by Stephen Delaney
President, Paul Purcell Information Officer, Christy Bannon
Portlaoise Prison and Tom Wilkinson Midlands Prison at a memorial
service for Chief Officer Brian Stack, the only Prison Officer to be
murdered in the course of his duty. The memorial service took place
in Beladd House with the following agenda

Memorial Event

Chief Officer Brian Stack  1935-1984

Friday 3 May, 2013

10.30a.m. Invited guests arrived and invited for
refreshments

11.00a.m. Minister arrives. Greeted by Director General.
Inspects Guard of Honour

11.05a.m. Minister meets with Stack family.  Guests seated
in Auditorium

11.15a.m. Memorial Service in Auditorium conducted by Fr.
Tom Synott and Midlands Choir

Eulogy by Austin Stack

11.45a.m. Presentation of Brian Stack Medal by Minister to
Mrs. Sheila Stack

Presentation of Brian Stack’s 21 Year Medal to
Oliver Stack 

12.00p.m. Unveiling of bronze bust of Chief Officer Stack by
Minister

Unveiling of memorial tree for staff who worked in
Portloaise prison

Last Post

12.10p.m. Guests invited for refreshments

12.30p.m. Minister departs

MERIT AWARDS________________________________
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The memorial service was conducted in a solemn and sincere way
with those present humbled by the Minister’s speech, Austin
Stack’s eulogy and the obvious satisfaction with the day’s event
from Mrs. Sheila Stack wife of Brian Stack. 

A special word for the choir from the Midlands Prison, they were
outstanding and added greatly to the Memorial Service. 

Beladd House is now called Brian Stack House and Brian Stack is

the first recipient of the bravery award named after him. A bust of
Brian Stack was also unveiled by Minister Shatter. 

A large number of former colleagues of Brian Stack were present at
the memorial service in particular his former colleagues from
Portlaoise Prison. In recognition of the service undertaken by
Portlaoise Prison staff Minister Shatter planted a tree in front of
Brian Stack House. You will find photographs of the day following
this article.   

MERIT AWARDS________________________________
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Merit Awards  
IPS Policy for Merit Awards  

Table of Contents 
1. Aim of this policy 
2. Purpose of this policy 
3. Scope of this policy 
4. Procedures for implementation 
5. Definitions 
6. Related Policies 

APPENDICES  
Appendix I – Merit Award Nomination Form         
Appendix II – Sample citation 

1.  Aim of this policy 

This policy sets out the awards,
commendations and medals within the Irish
Prison Service together with the procedures for
their nomination and presentation 

2.  Purpose of this policy 

The purpose of this policy is to standardise the
awarding and presentation of awards,
commendations and medals within the Irish
Prison Service together with the procedures for
their nomination and presentation. 

3.  Scope of this policy. 

This policy applies to all Irish Prison Service
Staff 

4.  Procedures for implementation. 

Awards and Commendations in the Irish Prison
Service fall into 2 distinct, separate categories,
Long Service Awards and Merit Awards. 

4.1 Long Service Awards  
Long Service Awards are by their title designed
to recognise specific milestones in the service
of a Prison Officer and mark the significant
contribution that the officer has made to Irish
society through the service they have provided. 
A Long Service Award may be made to an
Officer who possesses the qualifying service for
the Award.   

Under this policy the following awards may
be presented to an officer on reaching the
qualifying service or retirement from the Prison
Service: 

4.1.1 The Twenty-One Year Service Medal 
4.1.2 The Thirty Year Service Bar 
4.1.3 The Forty Year Service Medal 
4.1.4 Citation of Service on Retirement 

All Long Service Awards are offered to staff who
have reached the required service.  

All Long Service Awards will be presented
to officers at a formal ceremony to be held
annually in their prison and at which the
Director General will be present. All Officers
receiving a Long Service Award may invite their
immediate family to attend the ceremony.   

The decision to accept a Long Service
Award rests with the individual officer and they
have the right to refuse an Award if they so
choose. In addition an officer may choose to
receive their Award in private.  

All medals will be presented in an
appropriate display case which will be made
from a prison workshop and will include a
Citation detailing the award. The Citation will
be signed by the Minister for Justice and
Equality and the Director General of the Irish
Prison Service. 

4.1.1 Twenty-One Year Medal 
The Twenty-One Year Medal was first
introduced for Prison Officers in September
2002 with the first 27 medals being presented
by the then Minister for Justice, Equality and
Law Reform.  

The Twenty-One Year Service Medal will be
presented by the Governor of the Prison in
which the Officer is based, no later than the
end of the calendar year in which they have
reached the qualifying service for the Award.
The ribbon of the medal is suspended from a
bar of similar material and the Roman “XX1” is
cast in the bar signifying 21 years.  

4.1.2 Thirty Year Service Bar
The Thirty Year Service Bar will be introduced
with the adoption of this policy. The Thirty Year
Bar will be presented by the Governor of the
Prison in which the Officer is based, no later
than the end of the calendar year in which they
have reached the qualifying service for the
award. The bar is to be suspended from the
ribbon of the Twenty One Year Medal and the
Roman “XXX” is cast in the bar signifying 30
years.  

4.1.3 Forty Year Service Medal 
The Forty Year Service Medal will be formally
introduced with the adoption of this policy. The
Forty Year Medal will be presented by Director
General to all Officers not later than the end of
the calendar year that they have reached the
qualifying service for the Award. The ribbon of
the medal is suspended from a bar of similar
material and the Roman “XL” is cast in the bar
signifying 40 years.  

4.1.4 Citation of Service 
The Citation of Service will be presented to all
officers on their retirement from the Irish Prison
Service. It is presented by the Governor of the
Prison in which the Officer is based and should
be done on the officer’s last day of service or at

a suitable date in the future.  Retirements from
the Service will also be recognised by way of
formal letter from the Director General of the
Irish Prison Service. 

4.2 Merit Awards  
Merit Awards recognise acts of bravery,
outstanding heroism or merit which have been
performed by staff of the Irish Prison Service. 

Awards will recognise an exceptional act by
a member of staff and the awarding of same is
determined by the Merit Award Committee.  

There will be two categories of award,
depending on the degree of bravery, heroism or
merit. The Award will consist of a medal and
ribbon with a clip and a certificate containing
a short citation of the deed involved and the
category of the award. The medal will denote
the category as follows: 

4.2.1 The Stack Medal 
4.2.2 The Distinguished Service Medal 

Presentation of Awards 
The presentation of a Merit Award will take
place annually and will coincide with the
presentation of the Long Service Medals at
each respective prison.   Each award recipient
will be entitled to invite members of their
family to attend the ceremony. The Awards
Ceremony will be followed by a reception which
will be held in the Prison.  

All medals will be presented in an
appropriate display case which will be made
from a prison workshop and will include a
citation detailing the award. 

The citation will be signed by the Minister
for Justice and Equality and the Director
General of the Irish Prison Service. 

4.2.1 The Stack Medal 
The Stack Medal is the highest honour than can
be bestowed upon a member of staff of the
Irish Prison Service. The Stack Medal is
presented to a staff member by the serving
Minister for Justice and Equality and is
recognition of an act of exceptional personal
bravery by the nominee. 

4.2.2 The Distinguished Service Medal 
The Distinguished Service Medal is an award
which can be bestowed upon a member of staff
of the Irish Prison Service by the Director
General and may be awarded for the following
actions:
I. Prevention of an attempted escape; 
II. An action that preserved life or prevented

harm to others; 
III. Acts that displayed exceptional

commitment under duress e.g. riots,
volatile situations; 

IV. Other such event that the committee
deems appropriate for consideration. 
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4.3 Special commendations 
A certificate of Special Commendation may be
issued where the Merit Awards Committee
considers that a particular deed of a staff
member merits official recognition. The
Certificate of Special Commendation is
presented by the Governor of the Prison.

4.4 Personal Record 
In addition, any award issued under the Merit
Award Scheme will be noted in the recipients
personnel file.  

4.5 Procedure for nomination for Merit Award 
4.5.1 The Merit Awards Committee 
The Merit Awards Committee consists of: 
2 Prison Governors 
2 Representatives of the Prison Officers

Association and  
2 Representatives from IPS Headquarters.                                                                                                       
The Committee will be chaired by the Director
of Corporate Affairs. 

4.5.2 Role of the Awards Committee  
I. The Committee shall meet no less than 4

times per annum or as often as is required
to administer the scheme. 

II. The Committee shall examine all
nominations before them to decide
whether a particular deed comes within
the scope of the scheme. The Committee
will verify the act or deed by seeking
information, advice or witness statements
before reaching any decisions.  

III. The Committee will make recommend-
ations to the Director General of the Irish
Prison Service who will confirm the
recommendations. 

4.5.3 Eligibility for award  
Any person who at the time of the event under
consideration was employed in the Prison
Service will be eligible to be considered for an
award.  

Should the staff member be deceased, a
posthumous award may be made and
presented to the next of kin. 

4.5.4 Nomination Procedure  
A member of staff may be nominated by a
fellow member of staff or superior for
consideration for a Merit Award.  Nominations
must be made on the Official Nomination Form
(Appendix 1.) and submitted in writing, with
the appropriate supporting documentation to  

The Secretary,  
Merit Awards Scheme,  
Irish Prison Service,  
Ballinalee Road,  
Longford. 

Or via email to meritaward@irishprisons.ie 

In addition, if a member of the public wishes to
nominate a prison officer for such an award
they should direct their correspondence with
their contact details to the above address or by
email. 

The nominations will be considered by the
Merit Awards Committee at their meetings
which will be held on a quarterly basis.  The
Merit Award Committee may seek further
information on the application. 

Having considered fully the nomination
and gathered and verified the appropriate
supporting documentation the Merit Award
Committee will then present its
recommendation to the Director General of the
Irish Prison Service for confirmation. 

The decision of the Director General will
then be conveyed to the nominee and the
nominator in writing. 

4.6 Review of Policy 
This policy will be reviewed after 12 months of
operation. 

5.  Related policies 

None  

6.  Definitions  

None 

APPENDICES 
Appendix I – Merit Award Nomination Form. 
Appendix II – Sample citation 

Appendix I – Merit Award 

Nomination Form. 
This form may be sent by email to
meritaward@irishprisons.ie 
To: The Secretary,  Merit Awards Committee, 
Irish Prison Service, 
Ballinalee Road,  
Longford. 

Name of Nominee: ___________________

Institution: ________________________

Nominated By: _____________________

Address: __________________________

Date of Incident: ____________________

Is the Nominee aware of their nomination?  
Yes   __    No  __

Please tick as appropriate 

Details of Incident: This should be a concise
description of the incident, stating clearly the
circumstances involved and including details
such as other people involved, injuries
sustained and in particular names and
addresses (or official station) of witnesses. If a

fellow officer is making a nomination, this
form should be submitted to the Governor of
the Institution in the first instance.

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Comments of the Awards Committee: (to be
completed by committee only)

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Recommendation of Awards Committee:

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

Signed____________________________

Date _____________________________

Appendix II – Sample citation 

3
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CESI _______________________________________

The Justice Trade Council met on Friday 10th May 2013 to elect the
new Board and to discuss issues of serious concern for CESI member
organisations, such as the importance of quality work for workers in
prison in Europe.

Prison Officers’ Association General Secretary John Clinton
(Eurofedop) was elected President of the new Board, with Franz-Josef
Schäfer (dbb) and Donato Capece (CONFSAL) supporting him as Vice-
Presidents. The new Board will continue to bring a great deal of
experience and expertise to the work of the Justice Trade Council. CESI
would like to congratulate the new Board, and in particular give a
special thanks to the outgoing President Mark Freeman (Eurofedop)
for all his hard work and commitment.

A central topic on the agenda was the importance of quality work
for employees in prisons, with overcrowding, violence and assaults all
contributing to poor working conditions in prisons. With the number of
inmates rising, the number of prison officers has not been raised
proportionately. This adds pressures and stresses to an already highly
stressful work environment. POA (IRL) underlined the particularly
difficult situation for workers in Ireland who have been dealt a 14%
cut in their salary, and the prospect of a further 7% pay cut on the
horizon. Members painted a bleak picture of the situation for prison
workers, a situation which must now be reversed.

Trade Council members agreed on the need to share best
practices. Some member organisations admitted they were not aware
of the difficulties that prison officers in other countries were facing,
which makes sharing experiences all the more important. The
suggestion was put forward to organise prison visits for members as
part of this process of sharing experiences. Responding to the
suggestion, Secretary General Klaus Heeger said: “Such proactive
interaction between members is a fundamental part of the work of

trade unions at EU level, and will ultimately contribute to CESI and its
member organisations speaking with one voice on the issues central
to the debate in the Justice Trade Council.”

The Justice Trade Council also came together to discuss Prison
closures in England, the situation of Judicial clerks in Europe and
European initiatives in the field of justice.

Trade Council “Justice”

The trade council “Justice” of CESI is the forum where representatives
of this sector gather their expertise, compare national reforms, share
best practices and elaborate opinions on European initiatives in this
field.

Justice is at the heart of European fundamental and social rights,
forming the basis of a just society. European challenges of the justice
sector are divergent, whereas cuts in personnel as well as
privatisation are a reality throughout the sector. Less and less workers
are faced with a rising workload. Especially, in the prisons regime the
lack of working staff has originated a situation where European
fundamental and social rights are at stake. The increasing tendency
to privatise prisons putting profit above security issues, working
conditions and human rights has worsened this situation.

CESI is aiming to improve working conditions, matching workers
numbers to the demand of workload and the responsibility taken. The
attractiveness of the sector has to be increased and just working
conditions to be established. Thereby, the full implementation of trade
union rights in this sector as well as the establishment of a trans-
parent well-functioning social dialogue is at the heart of CESIs work.

Members of the Council

President
John CLINTON The Prison Officers’ Association (Eurofedop)

Vice-Presidents
Franz-Josef SCHÄFER dbb beamtenbund und tarifunion

Donato CAPECE (CONFSAL)

CESI Justice Trade Council underlines importance of
sharing experiences across Europe

Left to Right: Bert van
Caelenberg (CESI
Director), Romain
Wolff (CESI President)
and Klaus Heeger
(CESI Secretary
General)
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World Police and Fire Games 
Belfast 2013

• The event takes place from 1 - 10 August 2013 and aims to attract 10,000
competitors from around 70 countries.

• The World Police and Fire Games is a biennial event, which is organised for
all ‘sworn law enforcement officers’, including police, fire, customs, prison
service and some smaller enforcement agencies.

• There will be 57 sports held at 42 venues across Northern Ireland.

• WPFG is the third largest international multi-sport event in the world.

• The mission of the World Police and Fire Games Federation is to create
community interaction with the emergency services, educate children on
the benefits of sport, and develop camaraderie between emergency
services from around the world.

Registration fees have been frozen to encourage late applicants. 

Log onto www.2013wpfg.com today. 

So far, over 70 Officers across the Prison Service will compete 
over the 10 day event. 

3
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CAPITAL ADVISORY SERVICES

YOUR AVC service provider for over 20 years.

It’s not just AVC’s you know!
“I was looking at investing funds
…but you guys only do AVC’s”

We hear this often and are happy to dispel this myth. 

We are advisors for all types of financial requirements:

• Retirement planning and providing long term security

• Investments – getting a return for your money

• Life cover and serious illness cover for you and your
family

• Savings – providing medium term security

• Income Protection – providing peace of mind that you
still receive an income if you are unable to work due
to accident or sickness

Capital Advisory Services have been in the business of
managing your AVC investments since 1985 paying out over

€20 million in tax free cash. We ensure our members avail of
the generous tax reliefs available on their contributions and
maximise their tax free cash when it’s time to hand back your
keys!
Talk to recently retired members of our Scheme, or those
approaching retirement to find out about their experiences.
Officers who have been through the process are often the
best recommendation; from that first contribution up to the
collection of their additional gratuity tax free cheque.
In today’s hi-tech world there is more information available
than ever before. However, with all this information comes a
headache, in that it takes time and effort to trawl through
the content and disseminate the useful and relevant from
the irrelevant and, in some cases, misleading information.
Finding the product or service that is just right for you can be
a daunting task. We are here to make this process easier and
help you achieve your financial goals and objectives.

K.D Retirement Services Limited trading as Capital Advisory Services is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

HAROLD MCMILLAN calls at:
PSEC Cloverhill, Wheatfield,

Cloverhill, Arbour Hill, Castlerea.
Contact Details

M. 087 904 3393 E. harold@casavc.ie

KEN FITZGERALD calls at:
Limerick, Cork, Portlaoise, Shelton Abbey, Cork PSEC,

Training Centre Bellad House, Midlands
Contact Details

M. 086 771 3986 E. ken@casavc.ie

AARON MCCANN calls at:
Mountjoy, St Patrick’s Institute,

Dochas Centre, Loughan House, Training Unit, Santry Stores
Contact Details:

M. 086 818 9322 E. aaron@casavc.ie

JANETTE Can be contacted at:
Phone 01 687 4080

Email admin@casavc.ie

KD RETIREMENT SERVICES LTD t/a 
Capital Advisory Services 

20 Molesworth Street
Dublin 2

Also at 40 South Mall, Cork

KD Retirement Services Ltd t/a
Capital Advisory Service 

are regulated by the 
Central Bank of Ireland

Warning:  The value of your investment may go down as well as up.
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DEPARTMENTAL COUNCIL ________________________

The Administrative Council on behalf of the
Union have utilised in full the mechanisms
available through the Conciliation and
Arbitration Scheme, in particular the Justice
Departmental Council. There were six
meetings of the Justice Departmental Council
Staff Panel and six meetings of the Justice
Departmental Council held since last year’s
Annual Delegate Conference. These Justice
Departmental Council meetings were held as
follows:

ÿ Thursday 7th June 2012, Thursday 26th
July 2012, Thursday 4th October 2012
and Thursday 6th December 2012 – Held
in 51 St Stephens Green

ÿ Thursday 7th February 2013, Thursday
11th April 2013 and 6th June 2013 –
Held in 51 St Stephens Green

Items/Claims Raised on the Agenda by the
Official Side

1. Information Items: Transforming Pub-lic
Services, Performance Management and
Development System, Partnership, Work
Placements Schemes and the
Immigration Control Pilot Project at
Dublin Airport

2. The proposed clarification of the status of
Assistant Industrial Super-visors in the
Prison Service, and agreement regarding
remuneration of the grade.

The Official Side proposed to formally
recognize the AIS position as a separate
grade and requested the Department of
Public Expenditure and Reform to
amalgamate the AIS allowance into the
basic remuneration for the post. 

POA Claims

3. Claim for the reinstatement of the revised
method of calculating and paying
premium payments, paid in respect of
Annual Leave. The revised method
referred to was introduced in December
2006, as a result of a claim brought to
Justice Departmental Council by the Staff
Side seeking the statutory entitlement for

grades represented by the Prison
Officers' Association in respect of
premium payments paid in lieu of annual
leave in accordance with the provisions
of the Organisation of the Working Time
Act 1997.  

The Irish Prison Service accepted the
merits of this Claim and at the at Justice
Departmental Council meeting held on
11th April 2013, stated that they had
held a meeting with the FSS in Killarney
regarding this matter. The Irish Prison
Service stated that the outstanding
matters now related to some technical
issues therefore an Agreed Report
would be drafted.  

4. Claim for the introduction of advance
travel and subsistence payments to
officers carrying out escort duties. 

The Irish Prison Service agreed to meet
with the Union bilaterally regarding this
matter. This matter is on-going. 

5. Claim for the revision of duty
requirements in the event of an officer
continuing duty into the night (24 hour
shift) 

This Claim has concluded - Agreed
Report has been recorded which is
outlined at the end of this Section.

6. Claim for the introduction of a wellness
programme for staff in all institutions. 

The Irish Prison Service accepted the
merits of this Claim a number of
bilateral meetings were held regarding
this matter and a tender was agreed for
an outside healthcare agency to
provide health screening for all staff 

7. Claim for the introduction of a non-
metallic belt as part of uniform issue. 

The Irish Prison Service accepted the
merits of this Claim and this matter is
currently being dealt with by the
Uniform Committee.

8. Clarification on the proposed new Code of
Discipline for Prison Service Personnel.

This Claim dates back to the 1st
October 2009, when the Union placed a
claim on the agenda of the Justice
Departmental Council for the
introduction of a new Code of Discipline
for grades represented by the Prison
Officers' Association to replace the
Prison (Disciplinary Code for Officers)
Rules 1996. This matter is on-going and
outlined in detail in Section 19 of the
Headquarters Report.

9. Claim for the introduction of an agreed
procedure/policy document indicating the
precise procedures to be adopted in order
to have an injury on duty recorded for all
grades represented by the Prison
Officers' Association.

This Claim dates back to the 1st
October 2009, and has been proceeding
as part of  the discussions relating to
the introduction of an agreed
attendance management policy as the
POA contend that Departmental
Circular 1/82 does not deal adequately
with this issue. This matter is on-going
and outlined in detail in Section 12 of
the Headquarters Report.

10. For the Irish Prison Service to accept
applications from Clerk 11 Officers for
PASO 2 Assignments in the Irish Prison
Service.

This Claim was submitted at the Justice
Departmental Council held on 11th April
2013 for a first hearing, this matter is
on-going however the Official Side did
outline their views that DPER would
have objections.

DEPARTMENTAL COUNCIL MEETING

Thursday 7 June 2012

AGENDA

OFFICIAL SIDE 
(1) Information Items 

ÿ Transforming Public Services

Claims at the Justice Departmental Council, May 2012 - May 2013
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DEPARTMENTAL COUNCIL ________________________

ÿ Performance Management and
Development System

ÿ Partnership 

ÿ Work Placements Schemes

ÿ Immigration Control Pilot Project at
Dublin Airport

(2) The proposed clarification of the status of
Assistant Industrial Supervisors in the Prison
Service, and agreement regarding
remuneration of the grade.

All Unions

(3) An update and clarification on the
proposal gone to the Minister to merge the
Equality Authority and the Irish Human
Rights Body.

IMPACT

(4) Clarification on the eligibility of Services
Officers for assignment to the new prison
grade of Prison Administration and Support
Officer Grades I, II and III.  

POA

(5) Claim for the reinstatement of the revised
method of calculating and paying premium
payments, paid in respect of Annual Leave.
The revised method referred to was
introduced in December 2006 as a result of a
claim brought to Justice Departmental
Council by the Staff Side seeking the
statutory entitlement for grades represented
by the Prison Officers Association in respect
of premium payments paid in lieu of annual
leave in accordance with the provisions of the
Organisation of the Working Time Act 1997.

(6) Claim for the introduction of advance
travel and subsistence payments to officers
carrying out escort duties (New Claim)

(7) Claim for the revision of duty
requirements in the event of an officer
continuing duty into the night (24 hour shift)
(New Claim)

(8) Claim for the introduction of a wellness

programme for staff in all institutions (New
Claim)

(9) Claim for the introduction of a non-
metallic belt as part of uniform issue (New
Claim)

Departmental Council Meeting 

7 June 2012
Brief Item 1

File Reference:

Association/ Union: Panel

Claim: Information Items

Basis of Claim: This matter was referred
from General Council where it was 
agreed that all Departmental Councils
should discuss SMI locally at each Council
meeting.

Previous Meetings: 8/10/96 and all
subsequent meetings.

1. Expected Outcome
Staff Side to raise any questions they may
have.  

(1) Transforming Public Services

(2) Performance Management and
Development System (PMDS)

Partnership

(4) Work Placement Schemes

(5) Immigration Control Pilot Project at
Dublin Airport

Departmental Council Meeting 

7 June 2012
Item 1 - Information Items

(1) Transforming Public Services
The Official Side Spokesperson will update
the Council and answer any questions on the
Public Service Agreement 2010-2014.  
(2) Performance Management and
Development System
PMDS Cycle 2012

HR Division will shortly engage with
management and staff in relation to the
completion of the interim review stage of
PMDS for 2012.  

(3) Partnership 
The Secretary General has appointed four
management representatives to the
Partnership Committee. Consideration will be
given on how best to appoint staff
representatives. 

(4) Work Placements Schemes
JobBridge – National Internship Scheme: is
a scheme that provides work experience
placements for interns for a 6 or 9 month
period.  The aim is to assist in breaking the
cycle where jobseekers are unable to get a job
without experience, either as new entrants to
the labour market after education or training
or as unemployed workers wishing to learn
new skills. 

The Department is actively engaging in
the scheme and has already advertised some
30 separate internship opportunities across a
range of vocational areas including the
legislative area, statistics, procurement,
customer relations, finance and general
administration.  In all cases a mentor will be
appointed to the intern who will provide
support and guidance and ensure that the
intern benefits from specific learning
outcomes, associated with that internship
opportunity. There are currently a total of 41
individuals on placements across the
Department.

One of the opportunities advertised, 30
placements in the Citizenship Division in
Tipperary, gave rise to an objection from the
CPSU. There are currently twenty-one interns
in place. Agreement was reached to permit a
number of temporary uplifts in 2012 from
clerical officer to staff officer. This will allow
these officers to take on a supervisory role in
relation to the interns. The number of uplifts
is linked to the number of interns and they
will last for the duration of the internship.
Three temporary uplifts have been made to
date.
(5) Immigration Control Pilot Project at

Claims at the Justice Departmental Council, May 2012 - May 2013 (continued)
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Dublin Airport
3 EOs and 6 COs were selected and assigned
by the Department to immigration control
duties at Dublin airport. Following a training
period which included a period "shadowing"
Garda immigration staff, the Department's
Border Management Unit now functions on a
pilot basis at the airport.  INIS management
is currently conducting an evaluation of the
pilot, the outcome of which will inform future
intentions in this regard.

DEPARTMENTAL COUNCIL MEETING

Thursday 11 April 2013

AGENDA
All Unions
1. Information Items

a. Transforming Public Services

b. Performance Management and
Development System

c. Partnership

d. Work Placement Schemes

e. Immigration Control Pilot Project at
Dublin Airport. 

f. Recruitment of temporary Clerical
Officers

CPSU
2. Claim to allow staff officers apply for

PASO Grade II assignments into the Irish
Prison Service 

POA
3. Claim for the reinstatement of the

revised method of calculating and
paying premium payments, paid in
respect of Annual Leave. The revised
method referred to was introduced in
December 2006 as a result of a claim
brought to Justice Departmental
Council by the Staff Side seeking the
statutory entitlement for grades
represented by the Prison Officers
Association in respect of premium
payments paid in lieu of annual leave in
accordance with the provisions of the
Organisation of the Working Time Act
1997.

4. Clarification on the proposed new Code

of Discipline for Prison Service
Personnel.

5. For the introduction of an agreed
procedure/policy document indicating
the precise procedures to be adopted in
order to have an injury on duty recorded
for all grades represented by the Prison
Officers' Association (Previously
submitted in 2007) 

6. Claim for the Irish Prison Service to
accept applications from Clerk 2 grades
for PASO grade II assignments in the
Irish Prison Service. (New Claim)

DEPARTMENTAL COUNCIL MEETING 

11 April 2013

Brief Item 1
File Reference:
Association/ Union: Panel
Claim: Information Items
Basis of Claim: This matter was referred from
General Council where it was agreed that all
Departmental Councils should discuss SMI
locally at each Council meeting.

Previous Meetings: 8/10/96 and all
subsequent meetings.

1. Expected Outcome
Staff Side to raise any questions they may
have.  

(a Transforming Public Services

(b) Performance Management and
Development System (PMDS)

(c) Partnership

(d) Work Placement Schemes

(e) Immigration Control Pilot Project at Dublin
Airport

(f) Recruitment of Temporary Clerical Officers

Departmental Council Meeting

11 April 2013
Item 1 - Information Items

(a) Transforming Public Services
The Official Side Spokesperson will update
the Council and answer any questions on the

Public Service Agreement 2010-2014.  

(b) Performance Management and
Development System
Statistics have now been collated in relation
to PMDS compliance, distribution of ratings
for the 2012 cycle etc and a return made to
the Department of Expenditure and Public
Reform. HR Division are continuing to engage
with management and staff in relation to the
completion of Goal Setting Forms for 2013.  

(c) Partnership 
Management and Union representatives have
met this week to discuss and agree the Head
Office Partnership Mission Statement and
committee procedures.  At the meeting they
agreed the approach of encouraging staff
nominations and how best to run the election
of nominees to the Committee.  It was agreed
to issue an Office Notice to all staff as soon
as possible and the Committee hope to have
four staff representatives is place by the end
of May.

(d) Work Placements Schemes
JobBridge – National Internship Scheme: is
a scheme that provides work experience
placements for interns for a 6 or 9 month
period.  The aim is to assist in breaking the
cycle where jobseekers are unable to get a job
without experience, either as new entrants to
the labour market after education or training
or as unemployed workers wishing to learn
new skills. 

The Department is actively engaging in
the scheme and has already advertised some
50 separate internship opportunities across a
range of vocational areas including the
legislative area, statistics, procurement,
customer relations, finance and general
administration.  There are currently a total of
21 individuals on placements across the
Department. In all cases a mentor is
appointed to the intern who provides support
and guidance and ensures that the intern
benefits from specific learning outcomes,
associated with that internship opportunity.

One of the opportunities advertised, 30
placements as Processing Clerks in the
Citizenship Division in Tipperary, gave rise to
an objection from the CPSU. Agreement was
reached to permit a number of temporary
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uplifts from clerical officer to staff officer.
This allows these officers to take on a
supervisory role in relation to the interns. The
number of uplifts is linked to the number of
interns and they will last for the duration of
the internship.  There are currently two
temporary uplifts. There are currently 6
interns in place in Citizenship. 

There are 4 placements currently being
advertised by JobBridge for the Depart-ment.
Please see details of these below:

Title: Healthcare Administrator
Division: Irish Prison Service
Description: The intern will gain practical
experience of procurement and contract
management, experience of invoice
processing and reviewing financial reports,
and also gain a practical understanding of
healthcare disciplines, e.g. primary care,
drug treatment, dental, etc and allowed to
see this first hand through visits to prison
healthcare facilities.

Title: Legal Support Officer
Division: ORAC
Description: The intern will be involved in
research & drafting papers to assist the
asylum process, providing legal support to
asylum applications, while also preparing for
implementation of new legislation in the
asylum area.
Title: Legal Research Assistant
Division: Civil Law Reform
Description: The intern will have an
opportunity to carry out research of Irish, EU
and international law and gain an
understanding of its application on real life
situations.  In doing so, they will have an
opportunity to develop key work skills, e.g.
research, report writing and analysis.

Title: Legal Assistant
Division: INIS
Description: Through research, the intern will
gain a detailed knowledge of Irish and EU law
in the area of immigration and will also
engage in comparative study of immigration
systems, administrative and legal in other
countries.   

(e) Immigration Control Pilot Project at
Dublin Airport

Next Steps
The reform of Immigration Control at Dublin
Airport is now the subject of a detailed
submission and business case to the
Department of Public Expenditure and
Reform.  It is proposed to continue with the
pilot pending agreement from Department of
Public Expenditure and Reform on the roll out
of the full scale solution.

As regards the pilot itself, the staff
moved from Pier B to Pier A/D, with effect
from 5th January 2013. A total of four
Automatic Border Gates will be set up in Pier
A/D for a 6 month trial which it has been
agreed with the two suppliers concerned. The
gates will be operational by the end of the
week and familiarisation with the operation
of the gates for staff will take place the
following week. The civilian staff will operate
the gates. 

One officer on the pilot has recently
sought a transfer from the airport. 

(f) Recruitment of Temporary Clerical
Officers
The Department has sought exceptions to the
Moratorium from the Department of Public
Expenditure and Reform for the appointment
of Temporary Clerical Officers in the following
areas;

Shorter Working Year replacements - While
the majority of staff availing of the Shorter
Working Year Scheme will not be replaced,
sanction has been sought to fill 20 priority
posts for a period of 9 weeks over the
Summer. As in previous years it is proposed
that the vast majority of these will be in the
Financial Shared Services Centre (FSSC) in
Killarney

Property Services Regulatory Authority - A
new licensing system for all Property Services
Providers (i.e. Auctioneers/Estate Agents,
Letting Agents and Management Agents) was
introduced last year. Sanction has been

sought for 7 temporary clerical officers for a
period of 12 weeks to assist with the renewal
process.

Citizenship Division in Tipperary - The
Department has initiated a project with the
Property Registration Authority to have some
of the processing work of citizenship
applications carried out by staff in
Roscommon. In addition sanction has been
sought for 15 temporary clerical officers for a
period of 12 weeks.  

EPARTMENTAL COUNCIL

Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform

Agreed Report No. 1 /2011
File Reference: 
Association/Union: Irish Prison Service
Claim: Claim for a review of the continued
payment of the Environmental Allowance at
Portlaoise.
Dates of Meetings: 4 February 2010, 1 April
2010, 3 June 2010, 29 July 2010, 7 October
2010, 3 February 2011
Official Side: Robert Browne, Chairperson (4
Feb 10, 1 Apr 10, 3 Jun 10, 29 Jul 10, 3 Feb
11)
Noel Waters, Acting Chairperson 
(7 Oct 2010)
John O’Callaghan, (All Dates)
Tom Maguire (4 Feb 10, 1 Apr 10, 3 Jun 10, 29
Jul 10, 3 Feb 11)
Cathy Seery, Official Side Secretary (4 Feb 10,
1 Apr 10 Jun 10, 29 Jul 10, 7 Oct 10)
Sinead Synnott, Official Side Secretary (7 Oct
10, 3 Feb 11)
Anne Maher (All Dates)
Helen Casey (All Dates)
Patricia Ring (4 Feb 10, 1 Apr 10,)
David Hardiman (29 Jul 10, 7 Oct 10)
Margaret Whelan (3 Jun 10, 3 Feb 11)

Staff Side: Stephen Delaney, Staff Side
Secretary (29 Jul 10)
John Clinton (4 Jun 10, 1 Apr 10, 3 Jun 10, 3
Feb 11)

DEPARTMENTAL COUNCIL ________________________
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Jim Mitchell (4 Feb 10, 1 Apr 10, 3 Jun 10, 29
Jul 10)
Karl Dalton (4 Feb 10, 29 Jul 10)
Paul Purcell (3 Jun 10, 29 Jul 10, 7 Oct 10, 3
Feb 11)
Tom Delaney (7 Oct 10)
Gabriel Keavney (3 Feb 11)
John Kelleher (4 Feb 10, 1 Apr 10, 3 Jun 10,
29 Jul 10, 3 Feb 11)
Jim Fay (4 February 10, 1 April 10, 3 June 10,
29 July 10, 3 February 11)
Peter Ryan (4 Feb 10, 1 Apr 10, 29 Jul 10, 3
Feb 11)
Harriet McGarry(4 Feb 10, 29 July 10)
Des Fagan (7 Oct 10, 3 Feb 11)
George Maybury(4 Feb 10, 1 Apr 10, 7 Oct 10)

1. The claim was first brought to Council in
February 2010.

2. The Official Side claim that the continued
payment of the environmental allowance at
Portlaoise Prison is no longer warranted and
should cease with immediate effect as only
21% of the total prisoner population is
defined as subversive. 

3. The Staff Side claimed an environmental
allowance was payable to staff at Portlaoise
prison as outlined in Agreed Report 7/1982.

4. The Staff Side contend that a review of the
Environmental Allowance is not warranted as
the working environment in Portlaoise Prison
has not changed. The authorities of the State
still deploy both Gardai and the Defence
Forces to Portlaoise Prison as it still houses
significant numbers of subversive prisoners.
Given the length of time that this allowance
has been payable on the basis of working in
an environment which is different to what
exists in other Prisons the Staff Side also
contend that there is now a sense of
permanency attached to this allowance.  

5. It was agreed that an Agreed Report
recording disagreement would be drawn up.

6. This report accordingly records such
disagreement.
Signed on behalf of Signed on behalf of
the Official Side the Staff Side
____________ _____________
Sinead Synnott Stephen Delaney
Official Side Sec. Staff Side Sec.
February 2013 February 2013

Departmental Council

Department of Justice, Equality and Law
Reform

Agreed Report No. 1 /2012

File Reference:
Association/Union: POA
Claim: Claim for the revision of duty
requirements in the event of an officer
continuing duty into the night (24 hours)
Dates of Meetings: 7th June 2012, 26 July
2012, 4 October 2012
Basis of Claim: Currently all staff returning
to their prison from an escort before 4.30 am
are required to report for duty the following
day at 8.00 am if they are due on for duty.
This only allows for a rest period of fewer
than four hours, which would also include
travelling time to and from their residence.
The Staff Side contends that this period of
rest is too short and requests a review of the
cut off time of 4.30 am.
Official Side: Deirdre O’Keeffe, Chairperson
(7 June 2012, 26 July 2012, 4 Oct 2012)
Michael Walsh (7 June 2012, 26 July 2012, 4
Oct 2012)
Deaglan O’Briain (7 June 2012, 4 Oct 2012)
Anne Maher (7 June 2012, 26 July 2012, 4 Oct
2012)
Sinead Synnott (Official Side Secretary) (26
July 2012, 4 Oct 2012)
Helen Casey (7 June 2012)
David Hardiman (7 June 2012, 26 July 2012,
4 Oct 2012)
Edel Higgins (7 June 2012)
Caroline Sellars (7 June 2012)

Staff Side:
Stephen Delaney, Staff Side Secretary (26 July
2012, 
4 Oct 2012)
John Clinton (7 June 2012, 26 July 2012)
Paul Purcell (7 June 2012, 4 Oct 2012)
Tom Delaney (4 Oct 2012)
Declan Mullally (26 July 2012)
Jim Mitchell (26 July 2012, 4 Oct 2012)
John Kelleher (7 June 2012, 26 July 2012, 4
Oct 2012)
Pat Moriarty (7 June 2012, 26 July 2012, 4 Oct
2012)
George Maybury (7 June 2012, 26 July 2012, 4
Oct 2012)
Teresa Dwyer (7 June 2012, 4 Oct 2012)

Anna Guerin (4 Oct 2012)
Denis Keane (26 July 2012)
Thomas Cowman (26 July 2012)
Peter Ryan (7 June 2012, 26 July 2012, 4 Oct
2012)

1.  The claim was first brought to Council in
June 2012.

2. The Official Side confirmed there is an
obligation on staff to attend work the next
morning having worked late into the night
before.  Arrangements are made locally to
ensure this does not happen.

3. The Staff Side contend that this is not
universally the case.

4. It is agreed that where an officer is on
continuous duty and returns to his or her
prison after 03.30hrs then that officer
qualifies for “after night duty” the following
day.

In the circumstances where “after night
duty” would not apply (i.e. officer is due on
the next day) local discussions are to take
place to ensure that a sufficient rest period is
provided considering both the particular
circumstances and the starting time for the
officer the next day.  It would be envisaged
that such a rest period would between six to
eight hours.  In such circumstances it is
accepted that there is to be no loss of time for
the officer concerned, as the officer is
facilitation the prison.

If it is not possible for agreement to be
reached at local level regarding such break
periods, then matters of disagreement should
be channelled through the National
Monitoring and Review process agreed under
the terms of the Proposal for Organisational
Change.

The report according records such
agreement.

Signed on behalf of Signed on behalf of 
the Official Side the Staff Side

Sinead Synnott Stephen Delaney

Official Side Secretary Staff Side Secretary

5 November 2012 5 November 2012

3
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The on-going operation of the PFOC was on
the agenda of all meetings of the National
Executive Council held since last year’s
Annual Delegate Conference. At the time
of this Section of the Headquarters Report
going to print there had been twelve
meetings of the National Monitoring and
Review Committee held on a bilateral
basis and four meetings held under the
Chairmanship of the Labour Relations
Commission.

The National Executive Council
received comprehensive briefings on all
matters relating to the operation of the
PFOC agreement as follows:

On Friday 8th June 2012 the National
Executive Council was informed that there
were two bilateral meetings of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee held since the last National
Executive Council meeting which was held
on the 19th April 2012, these meetings
were held on:

ÿ Thursday 3rd May 2012, Midlands
Prison (General matters relating to
the PFOC on a National level and
matters relating to the operation of
the additional hours system at the
Midlands Prison)

ÿ Thursday 24th May 2012, PSEC
Headquarters (General matters
relating to the PFOC on a National
level and matters relating to the
operation of PSEC)

They were also informed that there was
one meeting of the National Monitoring
and Review Committee held at the Labour
Relations Commission under the
Chairmanship of Mr J Fallon, this meeting
was held as follows:

ÿ Tuesday 1st May 2012, Lansdowne
House (Matters relating to the
Healthcare Area, Cork Prison)

The National Executive Council was
briefed regarding the above meetings and
informed of the forthcoming schedule of
meetings.

On Wednesday 19th September 2012,
the National Executive Council was
informed that there were seven bilateral
meetings of the National Monitoring and
Review Committee held since the last
National Executive Council meeting which
was held on Friday 8th June 2012, these
meetings were held as follows:

ÿ Tuesday 19th June 2012, Portlaoise
Prison (General matters relating to
the PFOC on a National level and
matters relating to the operation of
the additional hours system at
Portlaoise Prison)

ÿ Wednesday 27th June 2012,
Wheatfield Prison, (General matters
relating to the PFOC on a National
level and matters relating to the
operation of the additional hours
system at Wheatfield Prison)

ÿ Monday 2nd July 2012, PSEC
Headquarters (Matters relating to the
operation of the PSEC)

ÿ Tuesday 3rd July 2012, Wheatfield
Prison, (General matters relating to
the PFOC on a National level and
matters relating to the operation of
the additional hours system at
Wheatfield Prison)

ÿ Wednesday 25th July 2012, Wheatfield
Prison, (General matters relating to
the PFOC on a National level and
matters relating to the operation of
the additional hours system at
Wheatfield Prison)

ÿ Tuesday 7th August 2012, POA
Headquarters (General matters
relating to the PFOC on a National
level and matters)

ÿ Wednesday 5th September 2012,
Dochas Centre (General matters
relating to the PFOC on a National
level and matters relating to the
operation of the additional hours
system at the Dochas Centre)

They were also informed that there was
one meeting of the National Monitoring
and Review Committee held at the Labour
Relations Commission under the
Chairmanship of Mr J Fallon, this meeting
was held as follows:

ÿ Tuesday 31st July 2012, Tom Johnson
House (General matters relating to the
operation of the PFOC and
discussions in respect of expanding
Additional hours bands)

The National Executive Council was
briefed regarding the above meetings and
informed of the forthcoming schedule of
meetings.

On Tuesday 6th November 2012, the
National Executive Council was informed
that there was one bilateral meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee held since the last National
Executive Council meeting which was held
on Wednesday 19th September 2012, this
meeting was held on:

ÿ Friday 19th October 2012, Dochas
Centre (General matters relating to
the PFOC on a National level and
matters relating to the operation of
the additional hours system at the
Dochas Centre) 

They were also informed that there was
one meeting of the National Monitoring
and Review Committee held at the Labour
Relations Commission under the
Chairmanship of Mr J Fallon, this meeting
was held as follows:

ÿ Wednesday 26th September 2012,
LRC Tom Johnson House and dealt
with general matters relating to the
operation of the PFOC and
discussions in respect of expanding
Additional hours bands.

The National Executive Council was
briefed regarding the above meetings and
informed of the forthcoming schedule of
meetings.

ÿ On Tuesday 4th December 2012, the

PFOC ______________________________________

Report on the PFOC Agreement 
May 2012 – May 2013
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National Executive Council was
informed that there was one bilateral
meeting of the National Monitoring
and Review Committee held since the
last National Executive Council
meeting which was held on Tuesday
6th November 2012, this meeting was
held on:

ÿ Wednesday 15th November 2012,
Mountjoy Prison (General matters
relating to the PFOC on a National
level and matters relating to the
operation of the additional hours
system at Mountjoy) 

They were also informed that there was
one meeting of the National Monitoring
and Review Committee held at the Labour
Relations Commission under the
Chairmanship of Mr J Fallon, this meeting
was held as follows:

ÿ Thursday 16th November 2012, LRC
Tom Johnson House and dealt with
general matters relating to the
operation of the PFOC, exploring the
option of expanding the Additional
hours bands and matters relating to
Hospital in patient escorts. 

The National Executive Council was
briefed regarding the above meetings and
informed of the forthcoming schedule of
meetings.

On Thursday 14th March 2013, the
National Executive Council was informed
that there was one bilateral meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee held since the last standard
National Executive Council meeting which
was held on 4th December and 5th
December 2012, this meeting was held on:

ÿ Thursday 14th February 2013, Beladd
House IPSTDC (General matters
relating to the PFOC – the revised pro
forma and the provision of extra
resources by the IPS to support the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee) 

The National Executive Council was
briefed regarding the above meeting and

informed of the forthcoming schedule of
meetings. The next National Monitoring
and Review Committee meeting took place
on:

ÿ Friday 22nd March 2013, IPS
Headquarters Phibsboro Dublin (Pro
Forma Agenda)

The National Executive Council meeting
held on Thursday 14th March 2013 was
the final meeting of National Executive
Council prior to this year’s Headquarters
Report to Annual Delegate Conference
going to print. The National Executive
Council would receive a final briefing
before Annual Delegate Conference on all
up to date issues relating to the PFOC at
the National Executive Council meetings
scheduled to take place on Tuesday 16th
April and Thursday 25th April 2013.

There was two bilateral meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee held since the National
Executive Council meeting held on
Thursday 14th March 2013, these
meetings were held on:

ÿ Friday 22nd March 2013, IPS Dublin
(The revised pro forma Agenda).

ÿ Thursday 18th April 2013, Dochas
Centre IPSTDC (General matters
relating to the PFOC and the operation
of the additional hours system at the
Dochas centre)

The National Executive Council was
briefed regarding the above meeting and
informed of the forthcoming schedule of
meetings. A meeting took place on Friday
26th April 2013, in the IPSTDC to review
the operation of the HIPS. This is a follow
up to the review meeting that took place
on 18th April 2013.

There were two bilateral meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee held since the last National
Executive Council meeting held on
Thursday 25th April 2013, these meetings
were held on:

ÿ Thursday 9th May 2013, IPSTDC
Portlaoise (General matters relating

to the operation of the PFOC at a
National level)

ÿ Thursday 23rd May 2013, IPS Dublin
(General matters relating to the
operation of the PFOC at a National
level)

The National Executive Council was
briefed regarding the above meetings and
informed of the forthcoming schedule of
meetings. 

There was also a meeting that took
place on Friday 26th April 2013, in the
IPSTDC reviewing the operation of the
HIPS. This was a follow up to the review
meeting that took place on 18th April
2013. The NEC was briefed on the outcome
of this meeting.

SITE VISITS
It was also decided at National Monitoring
and Review Committee that POA National
Officers would visit each Branch to
establish how the PFOC was operating in
their Prisons. Site visits took place in the
following locations:

ÿ 15th June 2012 Portlaoise &Midlands
Prison

ÿ 3rd July Wheatfield

ÿ 12th July 2012 Cloverhill 

ÿ 17th July 2012 Dochas

ÿ 12th November 2012 Cloverhill

ÿ 30th November 2012 Limerick

ÿ 8th January 2012 Dochas

ÿ 6th February 2013 St. Patricks

ÿ 25th February 2013 Arbour Hill

ÿ 4th March 2013 Midlands

ÿ 8th March 2013 Cork

PRO FORMA AGENDA FOR LOCAL
MONITORING AND REVIEW
Local monitoring & Review should take
place frequently in each prison and it is
suggested that a frequency of every two to
three weeks would be appropriate.

Report on the PFOC Agreement May 2012 – May 2013
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Report on the PFOC Agreement May 2012 – May 2013

Operation of Additional Hours System
and Additional Hours Usage
Period from ________ To__________
Annual A/H Budget: Weekly A/H Budget:
______________ _____________

Quartely A/H Budget Daily A/H Budget
Total Previous Week/Fortnight AH Usage:
_____________________________

Total Planned A/H forthcoming
week/Fortnight:
_____________________________

Total A/H Non Attendance Previous
week/forthnight: 
_____________________________

DTL's Deviations Previous Week/Fortnight:
_____________________________

HIPS (Hours)Previous Week/Fortnight:
_____________________________

Total of non compliant staff (failure to
complete preference sheets):
_____________________________

Pooled Hours Previous Week/Fortnight:
_____________________________

Monitoring of issues inpacting on AH
planning and usage
Levels of VOT: ___________________
Compels 24 Hour:_________________
Compels Reserve:_________________
Equalisation: ____________________
Levels of Annual Leave: ____________
Non PSA Posts: __________________
Contractors (Escorting Policy): ________
Quarterly Escort A/H Budget: ________
A/H Used on Escort Duty: ___________
Assist PSEC: ____________________
Level of Training Previous Week/Fortnight:
_____________________________

Planned Training forthcoming
Week/Fortnight: __________________
Non Core Tasks e.g. Dinner guards,
7.30am starts: __________________
Governor Date
______________ _____________

Prison Officers 
Association Date
______________ _____________

Labour Relations
Commission Rulings

11 May 2012

NATIONAL MONITORING 
AND REVIEW COMMITTEE

Implementation of IPS Prisoner Drug
Treatment Policy in Cork Prison
The development of drug treatment
services in Cork Prison was raised at a
meeting of the National Monitoring and
Review Committee on Tuesday 1 May
2012. It was agreed that the long-term
staffing and other resources required for
the development of drug treatment
services will be addressed in the context of
the task review currently underway in Cork
Prison under the transformation process.
Pending completion of the task review, the
following temporary post configuration
will be put in place:

ÿ 3 posts 8 to 8, 7 days, (1 post will
inter alia be responsible for addiction
nursing elements consistent with the
development of Drug Treatment
Services and the nursing resource
requirement of the High Support Unit.
This post will also assume other
healthcare tasks.)

ÿ 1 night duty post, 7 days.

To resource this requirement the
healthcare staffing complement will
increase from the current (SORT) figure of
7 WTEs (not including the Chief Nurse
Officer) to 8 WTEs. The staffing of this
position will require the engagement of an
additional agency nurse. It is further
proposed that the Monday to Friday
nursing roster be discontinued, and that
the existing back to back roster be
supplemented by a secondary Healthcare

roster consisting of 2 healthcare staff
back to back with each other.

To facilitate the arrangement outlined
above, it is agreed that

ÿ The development of drug treatment
services in Cork Prison will not require
the deployment of any basic grade
Prison Officers to the healthcare area
in excess of the current numbers;

ÿ The Chief Nurse Officer will carry out
duties on Additional Hours in
accordance with the Equalisation
Agreement;

ÿ The operation of the arrangement will
be reviewed regularly by the local
Monitoring and Review process;

ÿ The overall provision of healthcare,
including drug treatment, will be
addressed in the context of the task
review before the report is signed off.

26 September 2012

NATIONAL MONITORING 
AND REVIEW COMMITTEE
The following issues were discussed at the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee meeting of today’s date

Alteration to Additional Hours Bands
It was agreed that a bilateral meeting at a
high level would take place at an early
date in an attempt to progress this issue

Dóchas
The IPS agreed to provide a response by
the end next week to a written list of
issues which have been raised by the POA.

Additional Hours 
– end of quarter problems
The POA outlined what it described as a
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crisis situation in a number of prisons, in
particular, Wheatfield, Mountjoy and
Cloverhill and sought an urgent response
from the IPS as to how this would be
addressed. The IPS committed to
responding by the end of the week.

Trades area Portlaoise Prison
– transfer request

Both sides outlined their position in regard
to this issue. The Chairperson is to issue a
finding in the near future.

23 November 2012

NATIONAL MONITORING AND REVIEW
COMMITTEE

CHAIRPERSON’S DECISION 
– MGCD-21
The dispute in regard to the requirement
for ACOs on a Saturday and Sunday night
in the context of the proposed roster for
Cloverhill Prison was considered at the
meeting of the National Monitoring and
Review Committee on 15th November
2012.

Submissions were made by both sides and
in the absence of agreement the
Chairperson was asked to make a ruling
on the matter.

The Chairperson finds as follows:

Having considered the submissions
made by both sides the roster as
proposed by the IPS should be accepted.  

23 November 2012

NATIONAL MONITORING AND REVIEW
COMMITTEE

The following items were discussed at the
meeting of the National Monitoring and

Review Committee held on 15th November
2012.

1. Expansion of Bands (Additional
Hours)
The IPS said that they should be in a
position to put formal proposals in
regard to alteration of bands, which
would be on a cost neutral basis, to
the POA when the budget allocation for
2013 was known. It was hoped to have
proposals for consideration by the POA
by the end of the month. It was agreed
that the parties would continue to
engage locally and could revert back to
the NMRC if necessary.

2. Hospital in patients
It was agreed that bilateral
discussions would continue on this
issue and that management would put
proposals to the POA within the next
week for an arrangement involving the
use of pooled hours in each prison. It is
the intention that this arrangement
will operate on a pilot basis until early
February 2013 with reviews after 4 and
8 weeks. The detailed arrangements
are to be copied to the chair of the
NMRC.

3. ACO Roster Cloverhill
Having heard the submissions made
both sides and in the absence of
agreement the Chairperson is to issue
a ruling on this matter.

21 December 2012

NATIONAL MONITORING AND REVIEW
COMMITTEE

CHAIRPERSON’S DECISION 
– MGCD-22

Limerick Prison Trades Officers
The position in regard to Trades Officers in
Limerick Prison was raised at the meeting

of the NMRC held on 26 September 2012.
In the absence of agreement the
Chairperson was asked to make a ruling
on the matter.

The Chairperson finds as follows:

The Proposal for Organisational Change
(PFOC) sets out in appendix V the number
of Trades Officers appropriate to each
location. It is noted that in some cases the
number actually serving in a prison prior
to the PFOC exceeded the number agreed
under the PFOC. In these cases any
surplus was to be reduced in accordance
with Section 6.4 of the PFOC.

In the case of Limerick the appropriate
number of Trades Officers is identified as
being five. Accordingly, there is no
provision to assign any Trades Officers to
Limerick Prison, by permanent transfer or
otherwise, where this would have the
effect of increasing the number of Trades
Officers above the agreed level. This is the
case even where the breakdown of skills
has not yet become equivalent to that
identified as optimal in Appendix V.

Report on the PFOC Agreement May 2012 – May 2013
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As day folds into night, the moon the watchful warden of the mischief of the stars takes up his post once more, but now
as clouds part when we look up to see dancing stars and their warden we see the face of the moon, the face of a Warden
one  more mischievous than the stars, one who walked the pat of vocation once a legionnaire of that most holy, who
filled silent rooms and lowly hearts with laughter’s embrace, out beloved Tony, friend and family taking up his last
station.

Now as we walk lonely plains in the cold embrace of night we need not fear the shadow that moves with us foreboding
as it is for on the air carried by winds, winds that would haunt the plains of Espanabut now cuddle us with words from
a lover of words, Tony, we need not fear the shadow nor any evil of emptiness as we are filled wit the tears of laughter,
our hearts with the warmth of laughter out souls with the joy that laughter brings and as Tony’s smile the lunar light
lightens our plight for no sorrow we have in this moment we who are left behind though we should never feel behind
only in front moving forward with a smile as Tony our warden our guardian, our friend, is behind us watching and
warding off shadows embrace.

Tony was a man of the month of August, the month of the harvest, when we reap what we sow. Now we harvest the
seeds that Tony had sown the seeds that have sprouted and bloomed the seeds of memory, memories eternal memories
of smiles and laughter that pierced silence and sorrow that warmed cold hearts and lonely souls, the light in our night
our memories of he.

He wished to be and was close to us all even if life’s divergent rivers flowed the wrong way, but now with the eternal
mystery of life, he is closer to us now then he could have ever hoped to be and we will not let go for as we sail life’s
rivers trying to find journeys end at the mouth of the river there Tony will be with his brother and sisters gone before
smiling and laughing at the stories he brings and his favourite gin not too far away.

Christopher
(Anthony’s nephew)

ANTHONY MURPHY

Retired Wheatfield

R.I.P.
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There were eleven meetings of the
National Executive Council held
since May 2012. These meetings
were held as follows:
• 8th June 2012, 19th September

2012, 6th November 2012, 4th
and 5th December 2012

• 12th February 2013, 18th
February 2013, 26th February
2013, 14th March 2013, 16th
April 2013, 25th April 2013 and
7th June 2013.  

Pay and Allowances in the normal
course of events is the major item on
the Agenda of the Headquarters
Report at meetings of the National
Executive Council. Therefore as the
major item pay and allowances is
primarily dealt with before any of the
many other items placed on the
agenda for meetings of the National
Executive Council. As matters
regarding Pay and Allowances are
comprehensively outlined in its own
section in this magazine they will not
form part of the Report on meetings
of the National Executive Council
outlined in this Section. There is a
summary outlined below of the many
other issues dealt with at meetings of
the National Executive Council held
from May 2012 – June 2013.

Meeting held 8th June 2012
PMDS 
The NEC was informed that there
was a bilateral meeting held between
the Official Side and the staff side
sub-committee of General Council
on Tuesday 1st May 2012, in the
Department of Finance. The NEC
were briefed on this meeting, issued
with the relevant documentation
and informed that a further meeting

was scheduled for Wednesday 20th
June 2012. 

Justice Departmental Council 
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting of the Justice
Departmental Council held on
Thursday 7th June 2012 and briefed
on the outcome of this meeting. A
copy of the agenda for this meeting
and other relevant correspondence
relating to this meeting were issued
in the executive file.

Force Majeure Leave
The NEC was informed that the
POA met with the IPS on Thursday
10th May 2012 at IPS Headquarters,
Longford regarding this issue and
that we had consulted with our legal
advisor on 28th May 2012 in relation
to this matter. The NEC was updated
on the outcome of this meeting. 

Public Service Sick Leave Arrangements
The NEC was informed that Public
Service Management formally
outlined their proposals for changes
to Public Service Sick Leave
arrangements at a meeting with
unions held at the Labour Relations
Commission on Wednesday 2nd May
2012. The proposed management
changes were explained to the NEC
and the position adopted by the
ICTU Public Services Committee
present at this meeting, which would
be to protect sick pay for staff with
serious long term illness and to
maintain a facility for uncertified
short term sick leave. 

The NEC was informed that the
Labour Relations Commission con-
vened a further meeting on Tuesday
15th May 2012 on this matter when
management responded to questions

raised by the ICTU Public Services
Committee by issu-ing a document
which was issued to the NEC in the
executive file. They were also
informed that further engagement
would take place on Tuesday 12th
June 2012, at the Labour Relations
Commission where the substantive
issues would be further discussed. 

Acting up
The NEC was informed that the IPS
had informed the Union that DPER
will now not pay an acting up
allowance to an Officer unless they
have been acting up for a period of at
least four weeks. The NEC directed
that all branches be written to and
members advised not to act up for
periods under four weeks.

Pension Related Deductions (End of Year)
The NEC was informed that there
were a number of queries received at
POA Headquarters in relation to
pension related deductions at the
end of 2011 and the start of 2012.
Following on-going correspondence
the IPS forwarded documentation
clarifying the issue which was issued
in the executive file.

PFOC
The NEC was informed that there
were two bilateral meetings of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee and one meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee under the Chairmanship
of Mr J Fallon, Labour Relations
Commission, at Lansdowne House
held since the NEC last met on
Thursday 19th April 2012. The NEC
was briefed regarding these three
meetings and informed of the
forthcoming schedule of meetings.

NEC _______________________________________

Report from National Executive Council
May 2012- June 2013 
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Control and Restraint
The NEC was informed that the first
meeting of the re-established
steering group on Control and
Restraint in the Irish Prison Service
was held on Wednesday 30th May
2012. The NEC was briefed on the
outcome of this meeting.

Local SSO Competition
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting of the Advisory
Committee of the Employee
Assistance Programme held at
Wheatfield Prison on Friday 1st June
2012 and they were briefed on all
matters relating to this meeting. 

AOB
Limerick: Raised matters relating to
false allegations against staff and
reporting same to the Inspector of
Prisons.

Castlerea: Raised matters relating
to the Income Continuance Policy.

Meeting held 
19th September 2012
Public Service Sick Leave Arrangements 
The NEC was updated on all matters
relating to Public Service Sick Leave
arrangements following the decision
by Public Service Management to
propose changes that included:
• Reduced access to uncertified sick

leave in a 12 month period from 7
days to 3 days

• Reduced arrangements for paid
sick leave to 3 months on full pay,
followed by 3 months half pay in
a rolling 4 year period

• Rebrand pension rate of pay as
temporary rehabilitation pay
which would be paid for up to a
maximum of 18 months

The NEC was informed that it was
not possible for agreement to be
reached on the proposed manage-
ment changes at the Labour
Relations Commission therefore this
dispute was referred to the Labour

Court under the provisions of the
Public Services Agreement 2010 –
2014. The hearing on this dispute
was held on Tuesday 10th July 2012
and the Labour Court issued their
Recommendation on this dispute on
Thursday 19th July 2012.
Correspondence was forwarded from
Headquarters to each Branch
Secretary for Display on Friday 20th
July 2012 outlining the Labour
Courts decision. All relevant
documentation regarding this matter
was issued in the executive file. 

The NEC was also informed that
the Irish Prison Service has initiated
an attendance management policy
arising from the Director Generals
target of 33% reduction in sick leave
and they were briefed on this aspect
of Sick leave arrangements.

Public Service Pensions 
The NEC was informed that the
Union forwarded a formal proposal to
DPER in respect of those groups in
the Public Service that operate on
fast accrual terms for pension
purposes on Wednesday 4th July
2012. It was decided at the last NEC
meeting that the Union would
engage the services of pension
experts to develop this proposal.
Trident Consulting were engaged for
this purpose and the Report compiled
on our behalf was issued in the
executive file. The Department of
Public Expenditure and Reform
responded to our proposal on 11th
July 2012 a copy of their response was
also issued in the executive file and
the NEC was briefed on this matter.

Force Majeure Leave 
The NEC was informed that there
were two engagements with the
official side resulting in a
methodology of addressing Force
Majeure leave in the Irish Prison
Service. All branches were circulated
in relation to this matter. A seminar
was held in POA Headquarters
where Mr F Watters employment law

expert informed those present of the
legal and practical methodologies to
be used when dealing with Force
Majeure leave. The NEC was also
informed that the Irish Prison
Service recently circulated a
different document to that which
they previously agreed with the
Union on Force Majeure Leave. The
NEC was briefed on this matter.

PFOC
The NEC was informed that there
were seven bilateral meetings of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee and one meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee under the Chairmanship
of Mr J Fallon, Labour Relations
Commission, at Tom Johnson House
held since the NEC last met on
Friday 8th June 2012. The NEC was
briefed regarding these eight
meetings and informed of the
forthcoming schedule of meetings.

Prisoner Complaints
The NEC was informed that a Press
statement which was issued by the
Minister for Justice in relation to
introducing a comprehensive com-
plaints procedure for prisoners was
contained in the executive file. They
were also informed that the Union
had met with Prison Operations on
Wednesday 5th September 2012, to
express our serious concerns
regarding specific aspects of any
proposed prisoner complaints system.
The NEC was briefed regarding the
outcome of the meeting with Prison
Operations.

Control and Restraint
The NEC was informed that there
were two meetings of the recently re-
established steering group on
Control and Restraint since the last
meeting of the National Executive
Council held on Friday 8th June
2012. The NEC was briefed
regarding the outcome of these
meetings.

NEC _______________________________________
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Ballot for the vacant position of Branch
Secretary Cloverhill
The NEC was informed that
following on from a report received
at POA Headquarters from the
Cloverhill Branch regarding the
outcome of a recent ballot for the
vacant position of Branch Secretary,
the General Secretary requested that
an examination into all matters
relating to this ballot be conducted.
Mr Karl Dalton, Assistant General
Secretary was requested to carry out
this examination which he has
concluded. Mr Dalton was in contact
with the Branch Chairman and
other members of the Cloverhill
Branch Committee in an effort to try
and establish the facts relating to the
outcome of this ballot. The National
Executive Council was briefed on Mr
Dalton findings.

Canteens
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting of the Catering/ Work
and Training Steering Group held on
Wednesday 13th June 2012 where an
on-going solution was developed. A
review meeting took place on the
22nd August 2012 in Beladd House
where a number of issues were raised.
The NEC was fully briefed on all
related matters. 

Local SSO Competition
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting of the Advisory
Committee of the Employee
Assistance Programme held at the
Dochas Centre on Thursday 13th
September 2012, as difficulties
relating to the competition for local
SSOs have been resolved the
Circular would now issue. The NEC
was also informed that the Director
of Human Resources is to arrange a
meeting with representatives from
all stakeholders in the Prison Service
to discuss a number of difficulties
arising from the Civil Service 
Drug and Alcohol Addiction 
Policy before the next scheduled

meeting of the Advisory Committee
of the EAP.

CCTV/Data protection Complaint
The NEC was informed that the
Union met with the Director
General on 21st June 2012, regarding
the discovery of covert CCTV
cameras at Wheatfield Prison.
Following the publishing of a report
from prison management into this
matter which the union were very
concerned about, we arranged a
meeting with our legal advisors to
discuss this matter and the on-going
data protection complaint.

Health and Safety
The NEC was informed that the
Union met with the Irish Prison
Service regarding a number of health
and safety issues, with particular
reference to Diminishing Task Lines
(DTLs). Four prisons were
highlighted at this meeting Cork,
Midlands, Portlaoise and Castlerea.
The NEC was briefed regarding this
meeting and relevant documentation
was issued in the executive file.

Information Technology
The NEC was informed that there
was a demonstration held on
Wednesday 29th August 2012 in
Beladd House on the new intranet
system for the Prison Service (IRIS)
which National Officers attended.
Correspondence in relation to this
new system was issued in the
executive file and the issue of
Broadband access for POA Branch
Offices was discussed.

POA Diary
The NEC was informed that the
Union Diaries for next year 2013
would be available shortly. 

Finance 
The NEC discussed a number of
financial issues that required to be
addressed.

AOB
Mountjoy: Raised sentencing of
Prisoners in relation to assaults on
staff, the lack of convictions and the
sentencing policy on this matter.

Meeting held 
6th November 2012
Meeting of the ICTU Public Services
Committee
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting of the ICTU Public
Services Committee held on Friday
12th October 2012, to receive
feedback from the meeting that took
place the previous day between the
Central Implementation Body
(Croke Park) and the Taoiseach. The
PSC also received a briefing in
respect of when talks on a successor
or otherwise to the current Public
Service Agreement may take place.
The NEC was informed that a
number of unions present at the PSC
meeting including the POA, INMO
and SIPTU expressed serious
concerns in the aftermath of the
publication of DPERs review of
allowances. 

The NEC was also informed that
there was a meeting of the 24/7
Frontline Services Alliance, held on
Wednesday 17th October 2012 at
the INMO Headquarters. The
following Unions/Staff Associations
were in attendance AGSI, SIPTU,
INMO and POA. The next meeting
was scheduled for Wednesday 8th
November 2012 at the INMO
Headquarters.

Public Service Sick Leave Arrangements 
The NEC was informed that the sick
leave circular relating to self-
certification (previously uncertified
sick leave) was issued on 1st
November 2012 with the effective
date of calculation being the 1st
January 2012. They were also
informed that there was a meeting
held at IMPACT on Wednesday
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24th October 2012, attended by the
POA, INMO and SIPTU with the
Officer board of the ICTU Public
Services Committee in respect of
matters relating to self-certified sick
leave for seven day liability workers.
The NEC was briefed on the
outcome of this meeting.

Meeting of the Committee on Public
Accounts
The NEC was informed that the
Oireachtas Committee on Public
Accounts held a meeting to review
allowances paid in the Department
of Justice including the Irish Prison
Service, on Thursday 25th October
2012. The POA received an
invitation on Monday 22nd October
2012, through the ICTU Public
Services Committee to attend at this
hearing. It was decided that we
would attend the hearing. A copy of
the full transcripts of this meeting
was issued to each NEC member in
the executive file.

Force Majeure Leave
The NEC was informed that there
were a number of queries regarding
the criteria being employed by the
Irish Prison Service when deciding
whether to grant or refuse Force
Majeure applications. They were
informed that there was a meeting
scheduled for the 12th November
2012 with the official side on the
application of the procedure agreed
between both parties. The most
recent Employment Appeal Tribunal
decisions in relation to Force
Majeure leave were issued in the
executive file.

Justice Departmental Council
The National Executive Council was
informed that there was a meeting of
the Justice Departmental Council
held on Thursday 4th October 2012,
the agenda for this meeting and a
copy of the briefing document was
issued in the executive file. A draft
copy of an Agreed Report on

minimum break periods in between
shifts where Officers don’t qualify for
After Nights was also issued in the
executive file.

PFOC
The NEC was informed that there
was one bilateral meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee and one meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee under the Chairmanship
of Mr J Fallon, Labour Relations
Commission, at Tom Johnson House
held since the NEC last met on
Wednesday 19th September 2012.
The NEC was briefed regarding these
two meetings and informed of the
forthcoming schedule of meetings.
The issue of VOT/TOIL and how it
should operate was also discussed in
detail. The NEC decided that only
the previously agreed parameters of
plus twenty hours/minus eight hours
in a six month time period can apply
in all locations, there is no provision
whatsoever for enforced VOT/TOIL.

Health & Safety
The NEC was informed that there
was correspondence regarding
Diminishing Task Lines issued in the
executive file. All Branches were
requested to submit issues of concern
to POA Headquarters pending a
meeting with the Health & Safety
Authority.

Prisoner Complaints
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting held on Wednesday
24th October 2012, between the
POA and Officials from Prisons
Operations and Corporate Affairs
regarding management’s intention to
introduce a comprehensive
complaints procedure for prisoners.
At this meeting the Union put
forward our view that members of the
Prison Service should be treated no
less favourably than members of An
Garda Síochána in regard to the
investigation of prisoner complaints.

In this regard we outlined that any
prisoner complaints procedure
should be designed and operate
similar to the procedures set out by
the Garda Síochána Ombudsman
Commission. Following this meeting
the Union received correspondence
from the Prison Service on Thursday
25th October 2012, outlining that a
new complaints procedure for the
investigation of Category A
Complaints was to be imposed with
effect from Thursday 1st November
2012. 

AOB
Wheatfield: Raised matters relating
to grace periods for PASO grades and
matters relating to RPOs attending
at the graduation at Sligo IT.

Midlands: Raised matters relating
to grace periods for PASO grades and
attendance on Public Holidays.

Cloverhill: Raised matters
relating to Health and Safety.

PSEC: Raised matters relating to
correspondence that they sent to
POA Headquarters outlining their
serious concerns regarding
inappropriate comments being
passed to PSEC staff members by a
minority of Prison Officers.

Portlaoise: Raised the matter of a
member’s right to return to their
work panel if a member left a specific
panel to take up an allowance
carrying post and the allowance
advertised did not materialise. In this
instance the NEC directed that the
member affected should be allowed
to return to their original work panel
and that the issue of seniority should
be taken into consideration.

Meeting held 4th and 5th
December 2012
Meeting between the Official Side and the
ICTU Public Services Committee
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting of the ICTU Public
Services Committee held on
Wednesday 21st November 2012, to

NEC _______________________________________
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discuss the Governments invitation
to talks. They were also informed
that a meeting took place in the LRC
Offices at Lansdowne House, on
Wednesday 28th November 2012,
where the ICTU Public Services
Committee was given an overview of
the state of the Irish economy and
the cost associated with running the
Irish Public Service by
representatives of Public Service
management. The NEC was briefed
in detail regarding the outcome of
this meeting.

Report of the Committee on Public
Accounts into Public Service Allowances
The NEC was informed that the
Committee on Public Accounts
issued their report on Public Service
Allowances on 22nd November
2012. Chapter four of this report
relates to Allowances paid in the
Irish Prison Service and a copy of
Chapter four of the Report of the
Committee on Public Accounts into
Public Service Allowances was
issued in the executive file. 

Performance Management and
Development System
The NEC was informed that on the
13th November 2012, the
Department of Public Expenditure
and Reform issued the Phase Two
changes to the PMDS to all
Personnel Officers. There was a copy
of the DPER document overviewing
the changes issued in the executive
file and the NEC received a full
briefing on this matter. 

IPS Position on redeploying Officers that
have been acting up 
The NEC was informed that the
Union recently forwarded
correspondence to the IPS to
ascertain their position on what
criteria the IPS will use to redeploy
Officers that have been acting up
when the substantive grade becomes
available and there are a number of
Officers acting up on a specific panel

that becomes affected by this
position. The Unions
correspondence on this matter and
the IPS response was issued in the
executive file.

PFOC
The NEC was informed that there
was one bilateral meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee held on Wednesday 15th
November 2012, at Mountjoy Prison
since the last National Executive
Council meeting. They were also
informed that there was one meeting
under the Chairmanship of Mr J
Fallon, Labour Relations
Commission, at Tom Johnson House.
This meeting was held on Thursday
16th November 2012 and dealt with
general matters relating to the
operation of the PFOC, exploring
the option of expanding the
Additional hour’s bands and matters
relating to Hospital in patient
escorts. 

Employee Assistance Program
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting of the Steering
Committee of the Employee
Assistance Program held on Friday
23rd November 2012. The Agenda
from this meeting was issued in the
executive file. They were also
informed that Interviews are due to
commence on week starting Monday
10th December 2012, for vacancies
at local level for the position of Staff
Support Officers. The NEC was
briefed regarding the outcome of the
aforementioned Steering Committee
meeting.

Control and Restraint
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting of the Steering
Committee for Control and
Restraint held on 22nd November
2012 and they were briefed regarding
the outcome of this meeting.

Prisoner Complaints
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting held with Prison
Operations on Monday 24th
November 2012, regarding the
recently imposed Prisoner
complaints procedure and related
matters and they were briefed
regarding the outcome of this
meeting. All branches were
requested to discuss this most serious
of issues at branch meeting over the
coming weeks as a debate will take
place at the next NEC meeting on
devising a strategy on the best way
the Union can advise all members to
try to protect themselves against
spurious and vexatious prisoner
complaints.

Meeting with Prison Service Directors
The NEC was informed that the Irish
Prison Service has agreed that there
will be four meetings per annum
between the Director of Human
Resources, Director of Finance and
the Director of Operations. The
National Executive Council was
briefed regarding the most recent
meetings. 

Health and Safety
The NEC was informed that
following on from the recent
audit/inspections of the prisons by
the Health & Safety Authority,
future inspections are planned
regarding risk assessment, lone
working standards and Diminishing
Task Lines. Correspondence
regarding these matters was issued in
the executive file.

Finance
Correspondence was issued in the
executive file regarding a number of
financial matters which were
discussed by the NEC.

AOB
Cloverhill: Raised matters relating to
the recent work to rule by some staff
in Cloverhill Prison.

NEC _______________________________________
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Meeting held 
12th February 2013
This meeting was a one item agenda
meeting relating to negotiations on a
possible extension to the Public
Service Agreement 2010 – 2014
(Croke Park Agreement). The NEC
was briefed on all developments that
had taken place since Monday 14th
January 2013 when the Government
tabled numerous proposals. The
NEC was also informed of all
developments regarding the 24/7
Frontline Services Alliance.

Meeting held 
18th February 2013
This meeting was also a one item
agenda meeting relating to
negotiations on a possible extension
to the Public Service Agreement
2010 – 2014 (Croke Park
Agreement) in particular the NEC
was briefed on all matters relating to
the pay rally scheduled to take place
at 18.30hrs that evening at the
National Basketball Arena, Tallaght.

Meeting held 
26th February 2013
This meeting was held to explain the
outcome of the National pay talks
that concluded at the LRC on
Monday 25th February 2013. The
Appendix of the LRC proposals
specific to the Irish Prison Service
(Appendix 2) was issued to the NEC.
The full text of the LRC proposals
was not available for issue at the
meeting.

Meeting held 14th March 2013
Justice Departmental Council
The National Executive Council was
informed that there was a meeting of
the Justice Departmental Council
held on Thursday 7th February 2013,
the agenda for this meeting and a
copy of the briefing document was
issued in the executive file. 

PFOC
The NEC was informed that there
was one bilateral meeting of the
National Monitoring and Review
Committee held since National
Executive Council meeting which
was held on Tuesday 4th December
2012, this meeting was held on
Thursday 14th February 2013, at the
IPSTDC Beladd House. The meeting
dealt with general matters relating to
the PFOC – the revised pro forma
and the provision of extra resources
by the IPS to support the National
Monitoring and Review Committee.
The NEC was briefed regarding the
above meeting and informed of the
forthcoming schedule of meetings.

Dispute Procedures
The NEC was informed that on
Tuesday 18th December 2012, the
Union received correspondence from
Mr Seamus Doherty, Labour
Relations Commission outlining that
the Irish Prison Service had made
contact with him to state that they
accepted the Prison Officers
Associations - Revised Draft of
Proposals on Dispute Procedures -
Including Procedures in Essential
Services – 2nd September 2011. Mr
Doherty’s correspondence outlining
the Irish Prison Services position of
acceptance was issued in the
executive file.

Employee Assistance Program
The NEC was informed that there
was a meeting of the Advisory
Committee of the Employee
Assistance Program held on Monday
4th March 2013. The Agenda and
other documentation issued to the
Advisory Committee at this meeting
were issued in the executive file. The
NEC was briefed regarding the
outcome of the aforementioned
Advisory Committee meeting. 

Data Protection
Correspondence was issued in the
executive file regarding the covert

CCTV cameras which were found in
Wheatfield prison. The NEC
received a full briefing regarding this
matter and a number of other data
protection issues. 

Health and Safety
The NEC was informed that as per
the Health and Safety management
System (18001) for the Irish Prison
Service, all health and safety
representatives positions were to be
advertised and elections held where
necessary. Correspondence regarding
this matter was issued in the
executive file and a full briefing was
given. Correspondence was also
issued in the executive file regarding
the standardisation of local meetings
which are to be held and the format
for these discussions and the
application of the Diminishing Task
lines (DTL’s) within each Prison.

Prisoner Complaints
The NEC was informed that there
has been one prisoner complaint
investigated under the Category A
complaints procedure imposed by
Prison Management with effect from
1st November 2012, against a
member of staff at Limerick Prison.
The NEC was also informed that the
Union was aware that there are a
number of other Category A prisoner
complaints on-going. Contact has
been maintained with the Unions
legal advisors regarding these new
procedures to maintain an on-going
review of how the procedures are
operating. Documentation was issued
in the executive file to assist Branch
Committees when advising members
regarding this new complaints
procedure.

Meeting held 16th April 2013
Merit Awards
The NEC was informed that during
December 2012, the POA was
invited by the Director General to
engage in a process to formulate a
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policy to ensure the Merit Awards
(including the Long Service Medal)
was brought to a consistent level.
The first meeting of the Merit
Awards Committee took place in the
IPS headquarters Longford on the
21st January 2013. The Committee is
made up of personnel from the
Corporate Affairs and HR
Directorates, Irish Prison Service,
Two Prison Governors and Two
National Officers from the POA.

Two further meetings of the Merit
Awards Committee took place in the
IPS headquarters Longford on the
21st February 2013 and in
Wheatfield Prison on the 20th
March 2013. The policy document
on Merit Awards was issued in the
executive file and a full briefing on
the policy was given at the meeting.

Implications from the Binding Labour
Court Recommendation on Sick Leave
The Labour Court issued a binding
recommendation on sick leave
entitlements under the terms of the
Public Service Agreement 2010 –
2014 on 19th July 2012. This Labour
Court recommendation was re-issued
in the executive file. As the Labour
Court recommendation will have
certain ramifications for a number of
the Unions approved schemes, Mr
Mark Solon from Cornmarket
addressed the NEC at the meeting
regarding this matter. 

Chief Officer 1 competition
The NEC was informed that the Irish
Prison Service recently issued a
Circular for a Chief Officer 1
competition that the Union believed
to be in breach of the Public Service
Agreement. Resulting from the
employer’s actions a Directive issued
to all members not to cooperate with
the running of this competition. The
Union reported this matter to the
Sector Chair of the Prison Sector
and a meeting was held on Tuesday
9th April 2013 in Arbour Hill
regarding this matter. The Sector

Chair issued an Advisory note on
Friday 12th April 2012 which was in
the executive file. The NEC
accepted the terms contained within
the Sector Chairs Advisory note.

Health & Safety
The NEC was informed that there
was correspondence issued in the
executive file regarding the Smoking
Policy in the Irish Prison Service and
the election of Health & Safety
Representatives. They were given a
full briefing on these matters at the
meeting.

Finance
The National Executive Council was
briefed on a number of financial
issues at the meeting including the
Partner Nomination Form for the
Group Life Plan and new
administrators of the AVC scheme.  

AOB
Limerick: Raised matters relating to
female Prisoners being escorted from
Limerick Prison without female staff. 

Meeting held 25th April 2013
Justice Departmental Council
The National Executive Council was
informed that there was a meeting of
the Justice Departmental Council
held on Thursday 11th April 2013,
the Agenda for this meeting and a
copy of the briefing document issued
at the Justice Departmental Council
was issued in the executive file.

PFOC 
The National Executive Council was
informed that there were two
bilateral meetings of the National
Monitoring and Review Committee
held since the National Executive
Council meeting held on Thursday
14th March 2013, these meetings
were held on:

Friday 22nd March 2013, IPS
Dublin (The revised Pro Forma
Agenda).

Thursday 18th April 2013,
Dochas Centre IPSTDC (General
matters relating to the PFOC and
the operation of the additional hours
system at the Dochas centre)

The National Executive Council
was briefed regarding the above
meetings and informed of the
forthcoming schedule of meetings.
They were also informed that there is
a meeting scheduled to take place on
Friday 26th April 2013, in the
IPSTDC to review the operation of
the HIPS. This is a follow up to the
review meeting that took place on
18th April 2013.

The Launch of the Report arising from the
submissions and public hearings into
Penal Reform 
On Wednesday 27th March 2013,
the Prison Officers Association was
invited to attend the launch of the
report arising from the submissions
and public hearings into Penal
Reform by the Chairman David
Stanton TD. This event was
attended by the General Secretary
John Clinton and the Vice President
Declan Mullally. As one of the main
stakeholders in the Irish Prison
Service, the Prison Officers
Association had addressed Sub –
Committee on 23rd November 2011.
There was a copy of the Executive
Summary Recommendations issued
in the executive file. The NEC was
informed that a full copy of this
report is available on the Houses of
the Oireachtas website
(www.oireachtas.ie).

Staff Presentations by the National
Consumer Agency
The National Executive Council was
informed that the Union has been
contacted by the National Consumer
Agency regarding setting up
information meetings for staff in the
Countries Prisons. The purpose of
these information meetings is to help
staff in the current hostile economic
environment to manage their

3
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finances. A full briefing was given to
the meeting on this issue.

Merit Award Scheme
The National Executive Council was
informed that there was a copy of the
proposed agenda for the event
scheduled to take place on Friday 3rd
May 2013 at the IPSTDC issued in
the executive file. They were also
informed that the Union had raised
the issues brought up at the last NEC
meeting with the IPS relating to
merit awards and that these matters
had been resolved. A full briefing
was given to the meeting on this
issue.

Measuring the Quality of Prison Life – For
Staff and Prisoners
The National Executive Council was
informed that the Irish Prison
Service invited Professor Allison
Liebling of Cambridge University to
give a presentation on the 11th
December 2012, at the IPSTDC on
the research she carries out in the
Prison Service in the United
Kingdom on the subject of
conceptualising and measuring the
quality of prison life. All Prison
Governors and the National Officers
were invited to attend this
presentation. As a follow up the Irish
Prison Service is now going to carry a
pilot project on this issue in the Irish
Prison Service and a steering
committee has been established. A
full briefing was given to the meeting
on this issue.

Smoking Policy
This smoking policy was raised at the
last NEC meeting when observations
from the branches were requested.
The National Executive Council was
informed that to date no
observations have been received.
Should no observations be received
by Friday 10th May 2013 then it will
be taken that the branches are
satisfied with the Policy. 

Garda Checkpoint at the West Dublin
Complex
The National Executive Council was
informed that a number of letters
were issued from POA Headquarters
regarding this matter. A full briefing
was given to the meeting on this
issue.

Finance 
The National Executive Council was
briefed on a number of financial
issues at the meeting including the
Annual accounts and matters
relating to Annual Delegate
Conference. 

Meeting held 7th June 2013

Justice Departmental Council
The National Executive Council was
informed that there was a meeting of
the Justice Departmental Council
held on Thursday 6th June 2013, the
Agenda for this meeting and a copy
of the briefing document issued at
the Departmental Council was issued
in the executive file.

Work Training Officer Circular
The National Executive Council was
informed that on Thursday 30th May
2013, the Union received a final
Circular from the Irish Prison
Service for the Internal Competition
for Promotion to Work Training
Officer in the Irish Prison Service.
This competition will involve short-
listing. A full briefing was given on
this matter at the meeting.
PFOC 

The National Executive Council
was informed that there were two
bilateral meetings of the National
Monitoring and Review Committee
held since the last NEC meeting held
on Thursday 25th April 2013, these
meetings were held on:

Thursday 9th May 2013, IPSTDC
Portlaoise (General matters relating
to the operation of the PFOC at a
National level).

Thursday 23rd May 2013, IPS
Dublin (General matters relating to
the operation of the PFOC at a
National level)

The National Executive Council
was briefed regarding the above
meetings and informed of the
forthcoming schedule of meetings. 

They were also informed that
there was a meeting that took place
on Friday 26th April 2013, in the
IPSTDC reviewing the operation of
the HIPS and they were briefed on
the outcome of this meeting. This
was a follow up to the review
meeting that took place on 18th
April 2013. 

Sick Leave 
The National Executive Council was
informed that the issue of the
application of Labour Court
Recommendation No 20335 was
discussed at the ICTU Public
Services Committee AGM.
Specifically, the definition of critical
illness and the application of the
transitional arrangements were the
subjects of discussion. The Labour
Court Recommendation was re-
issued in the executive file. A full
briefing was given to the NEC at the
meeting on the issues that were
raised at the ICTU Public Services
Committee AGM and on any
progress made on the injuries on duty
process. 

Dignity at Work Programme 
The National Executive Council was
informed that in June 2012 a
“Dignity at Work” steering group was
established by the Irish Prison
Service. The Prison Officers
Association nominated Mr Gabriel
Keaveny Assistant General Secretary
to represent it at this forum.  The
steering group decided early in this
process to canvass staff about their
actual experiences and feelings about
what dignity in the workplace meant
to them. In order to gather this
information officers were invited to
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attend focus group meetings to
discuss issues related to their
experiences. Focus group meetings
were conducted by Ms Jacinta Kitt
and Ms Sue Corbett in every prison
and this work began in November
2012.  

This work was completed by end
February 2013. The findings of the
Focus group meetings were submitted
to the steering group on 22nd May
2013 in a report titled “Dignity at
Work in the Irish Prison Service –
Report on Staff Perceptions”. The
report represents a comprehensive
body of work reflecting staff
perspectives about this topic. The
report highlights that there was a
general perception among staff that
there are a significant number of
negative aspects to working in the
Irish Prison Service. These negative
aspects are considered to have a
significant and adverse effect on
levels of dignity among staff.

The steering group is currently
giving consideration as to how best
appropriate strategies will be put in
place to deal with concerns raised by
staff. The Director General has
stated that on-going staff input and
consideration will form an integral
part of the development of the
strategy.  A full briefing was given at
the meeting regarding the next steps
that will be taken on this important
project.

Justice Trades Council CESI 
The National Executive Council was
informed that the CESI Justice Trade
Council met on Friday 10th May
2013 to elect the new Board and to
discuss issues of serious concern for
CESI member organisations, such as
the importance of quality work for
workers in prisons throughout
Europe. John Clinton (Eurofedop)
was elected as President of the new
Board, with Franz-Josef Schäfer
(dbb) and Donato Capece
(CONFSAL) supporting him as
Vice-Presidents. 

Working Group on the Strategic Review
on Penal Policy
The National Executive Council was
informed that the POA received an
invitation on 17th May 2013 to
attend at a meeting of the Working
Group on the Strategic Review on
Penal Policy from the Group
Chairman Mr M Whelan. On Friday
24th May 2013 the Union forwarded
a comprehensive written submission
to the Group and on Monday 27th
May 2013 we attended at a meeting.
The NEC received a full briefing on
the outcome of this meeting. 

Health and Safety 
The National Executive Council was
informed that following on from the
recent meeting Health and Safety
meeting between the Irish Prison
Service and the Prison Officers’
Association, it has been agreed that
at forthcoming meetings within the
prisons where the issue of DTLs will
be discussed that a local POA
Representative will also be in
attendance.

Correspondence to and from the
Health and Safety Authority was
issued in the executive file regarding
the obligation on IPS/Management
to put measures in place where a
hazard/risk has been identified with
specific reference to assaults on staff.
The Safety Management System for
the IPS (18001) is to be reviewed
and updated and condensed into a
smaller more user friendly booklet for
staff. The NEC was briefed on the
above issues at the meeting.

Merit Award Scheme 
The POA were represented at the
Memorial Service on Friday 3rd May
2013 at the IPSTDC for the late
Chief Officer Brian Stack. During
this Memorial Service the Minister
for Justice also planted a memorial
tree dedicated to staff who served in
Portlaoise Prison. 

Meetings of the Merit Awards
Committee are to take place four

times per year to ensure that Merit
Awards, including the Long Service
Medal are awarded to staff at a
consistent level. The NEC was
updated on all matters relating to
merit awards at the meeting.

Finance 
The National Executive Council was
informed that arising from the
motion passed at our Annual
Conference in April 2012 to extend
cover to partners as part of the POA
Group Life Plan that an amendment
would take effect from 1st July 2013.
This amendment will result in an
increase in the contribution by
€0.60/per week to €5.11/per week
(from €4.51/ per week). There will
be no tax relief available on this
additional premium for the partners
life cover.

The NEC was also informed that
correspondence was contained in the
executive file following negotiations
with Fastfit for a discounted rate for
POA members. The NEC received a
full briefing on the above matters.
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BRAIN EXERCISES

ACROSS
1. Prank (5)
4. Small community (7)
8. Everlasting (7)
9. Accolade (5)
10. Wear away (5)
12. Voter (7)
13. Alter or regulate (6)
14. Refuge (6)

17. Repossess (7)
19. Travel lodge (5)
21. Mound of stones used

as a marker (5)
22. Sincere (7)
24. Latticework (7)
25. Herd or flock of

animals (5)

DOWN
1. Subject (5)
2. Frozen water (3)
3. Dog houses (7)
4. Smooth fabric (6)
5. Letting contract (5)
6. Flat (9)
7. Senior (7)
11. Target (9)

13. Fruit (7)
15. Stuck (7)
16. Hot fragments from a

fire (6)
18. Declare invalid (5)
20. Supple (5)
23. Self (3)

PLEASE SEND COMPLETED SUDOKU ENTRIES TO 
The Editor 

Prison Officer Magazine, 
18, Merrion Square, Dublin 2.

5 prizes of €25 will be awarded to the winning entries.

 PLEASE SEND COMPLETED
CROSSWORD ENTRIES TO 

The Editor, 
Prison Officer Magazine, 

18, Merrion Square,
Dublin 2.

5 prizes of €25 will be
awarded to winning

entries.

S
U
D
O
K
U

NEWSLETTER
Submissions are invited for the following sections in the September Newsletter:
Letters to Editor   •   Book Review   •   Creative Writing Article   •   Buy and Sell

All submissions to be sent by email to admin@poa.ie by 30th August 2013

Winners Crossword:   

Joe Thompson Portlaoise €25

Paul Murphy Castlerea €25

John Herlihy Cork €25

Dennis Collins Limerick €25

Gavin Hyland Midlands €25

Winners Sudoko:   

Paul Murphy Castlerea €25

Dave Philpott Cork €25

John Herlihy Cork €25

Paul Morrissey Wheatfield €25

Joe Thompson Portlaoise €25
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You may know that the P.O.A. was
founded in 1947 and I would like to
explain how this came about.

In December 1913, the British
Government informed English and
Irish Police and Prison Officers that
they could not belong to a Union. This
did not change until 1918 when
members of the London Metropolitan
Police were given permission to form
an Association.

English Prison Officers then looked
for the same right and in September
1918 the English Secretary of State
directed - 

“that there shall be set up a body to
represent members of the Prison
Service in matters connected with
their conditions of service and
general welfare, other than
questions of discipline, such body to
be called The Prison Officers
Representative Board to represent
officers below the rank of Chief
Warder and Class I Matrons.”

Even though Ireland was then part of
the U.K., this right did not apply to the
Irish Prison Service. The Irish Prison
Service was under the control of the
General Prisons Board in Dublin
Castle and Irish Prison Officers were
paid less than English Prison Officers.

The Irish Prison Officers wanted
the same rights as the English Prison
Officers and meetings were held in all
Irish Prisons:  Armagh for Women,
Belfast, Clonmel Borstal, Cork Female,
Sunday’s Well, Cork Male, Western
Road, Derry, Dundalk, Galway,
Limerick, Maryborough, Mountjoy,
Sligo and Waterford. It was decided to
send a deputation of eight prison
officers to meet the Chief Secretary for
Ireland, Right Honourable Edward
Shortt, K.C. M.P., in an effort to
remedy this situation.

Third Class Warder, James Brennan
of Sligo Prison was elected leader of the
deputation. The other members were:
John J. Davis of Maryborough, Patrick
Leonard of Belfast, James Fitzpatrick of
Clonmel Borstal and Tim Herlihy,
Edward Gannon, Miss Kate Hannon

and Miss Mary McGahern of Mountjoy
Prison.

The deputation met the Chief
Secretary on the 28th October 1918.
They asked for: 
1) Full rights to become members of a

Union and no officer to be
punished or victimised for being a
member of the Union;  

2)  The right to form a Representative
Body with access to the General
Prisons Board;  

3)  An increase of ten shillings per
week – granted to English Prison
Officers in September 1918;  

4)  Improved pension of two-thirds of
pay after thirty years of service –
every year over twenty to count as
two years;  

5)  Abolition of confidential reports –
Governors report on Prison
Officers to General Prison Board;  

6)  Equal pay for equal work for female
officers.

On the 30th November 1918 the Chief
Secretary for Ireland authorised the
setting up of the Prison Officers
Representative Council –

“To represent officers in matters
connected with their conditions of
service and general welfare, other
than questions of discipline. Prison
Officers of every prison, male and
female respectively, below the rank
of Chief Warder or Class I Matron,
shall elect a representative of that
prison from among the officers on
the strength of that prison.”

As my research file did not include any
correspondence between P.O.R.C. and
General Prisons Board, I am unable to
give any details of problems affecting
the Irish Prison Service at that time.

James Brennan of Sligo Prison was
elected President of P.O.R.C.  He was
promoted to the rank of Clerk and
School-Master on the 1st March 1921
and transferred to Mountjoy Prison.
He was promoted to the rank of Chief
Warder on the 5th March 1924 and
transferred to Dundalk Prison.

In December 1926, the General

Prisons Board noted that no elections
for P.O.R.C. had been held since 1923.
Elections were held in Cork, Mountjoy
and Sligo in September 1927.

A General Election was held in the
Irish Free State on the 16th February
1932: The Cumann na nGaedhael
Government, led by the President of
the Executive Council (Taoiseach) Mr.
William T. Cosgrave, was defeated by
Fianna Fail led by Mr. Eamon de
Valera.

On the 14th March 1932 Officer
J.A. Smith of Mountjoy Prison made a
written request to Mountjoy Governor,
Sean Kavanagh (1897 – 1984) to hold
a meeting in the male mess to appoint
representatives to P.O.R.C.  As it was
normal practice at that time, Governor
Kavanagh sent the request to the
Department of Justice and permission
was given.  The meeting was held on
the 29th March and it was decided to
write to all the prisons in the Irish Free
State:   Cork, Western Road, Clonmel
Borstal, Galway, Limerick, Portlaoise,
Sligo and Waterford.

“Mountjoy Prison, 
3rd April 1932.

To the Staffs of all Prisons in Saorstat
Eireann,

Enthusiastic meeting of staff was
held on the 29th March.  It was
decided to re-establish P.O.R.C.
After ten years of slavery, the spirit
of justice has again asserted itself.
With the birth of the new
Government an atmosphere of
oppression has been forced to give
way to one of justice and humility.
We feel the hour for action has
arrived.  Mountjoy has led the way.
Will you follow?  

Signed on behalf of the Staff of
Mountjoy Prison.

T. Herlihy – J. A. Smith.”

Officer T. Moran of Clonmel Borstal
received the letter and asked Governor
Major William Barrows (1893 – 1965)
for permission to display it.  Major
Barrows sent it to the Department of

FROM P.O.R.C. TO P.O.A.
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Justice for decision.  On the 11th April
1932, Department of Justice wrote to
Mountjoy Governor Kavanagh  about
the letter and he was directed to issue
queries to Officers Herlihy and Smith
“to explain views expressed and
impropriety of the language used.”  The
queries were issued, explanations given
and returned to Department of Justice.

On the 19th May 1932, Depart-
ment wrote to Governor Kavanagh to
inform him that both officers were
severely reprimanded and that Officer
Herlihy would be transferred to
Portlaoise and Officer Smith to Cork.
Officer Smith declined to transfer and
resigned.  As was the practice at that
time, the decision was read on the 1.00
p.m. Parade on the 20th May 1932 to
all available officers including Officer
Herlihy and Officer Smith.

On 24th January 1945, Officer
Arthur Cork, Secretary, Representative
Body, Mountjoy Prison, requested
permission from Governor Kavanagh
to hold a meeting for the purpose of
forming a Representative Body.
Governor Kavanagh sent this to
Department of Justice and Department
replied, stating it had no objection.
The Governor was asked to state if it
was the intention to re-constitute the
P.O.R.C.

On the 6th February 1945, Arthur
Cork wrote to Governor Kavanagh
informing him that a meeting had been
held for the purpose of forming a
Representative Body, added rules and
names of the Committee.  Governor
Kavanagh sent this to Department of
Justice and stated that seventy-five
officers had attended and twenty-five
others unavoidably absent and wanted
to become members.

By the 8th March 1945, as no reply
had been received from the
Department of Justice, Arthur Cork
wrote to Governor Kavanagh stating
that no acknowledgement had been
received and he had been directed by
the Committee to write and request a
decision.  Governor Kavanagh sent this
to Department of Justice.  Department

of Justice wrote to Governor Kavanagh
on the 12th March - … “This matter is
under consideration.”

By the 13th April as no reply had
been received, Arthur Cork wrote
again to Governor Kavanagh -

“At a specially convened meeting of
the Executive Committee, it was
decided to call on the authorities
concerned to give a definite
decision on the proposals submitted
on the 31st January 1945.  It was
considered that sufficient time had
elapsed to give the matter the
necessary consideration. An
immediate reply is desired.

Arthur Cork
Prison Service Representative Body.”

On the 16th April 1945, Department
of Justice directed Governor Kavanagh
to issue queries to the Committee as
the Department had not approved the
formation of Prison Service Represent-
ative Body nor had the rules or the
holding of the meeting been approved.
Governor Kavanagh issued queries to
Secretary Cork, Chairman Patrick Kerr
and six members of the Committee.
All replied, expressed regret and
apologised.  Arthur Cork was then
transferred to Portlaoise.
On the 28th July 1947, Honorary
Secretary Barney Kirwan informed
Governor Kavanagh that a meeting
had been held on the 23rd July and
requested permission to form a
Representative Body for the Prison
Service.  On the 22nd October 1947,
Department of Justice wrote to
Governors at Cork, Clonmel Borstal,
Limerick, Mountjoy, Portlaoise and
Sligo:  

“It had no objection to
Representative Body for the Prison
Service if majority want it.”  

Each Governor to inform his staff of
this decision and names of all Prison
Officers wishing to join to be sent to
the Department.  The names of thirty
female and two hundred and twenty-
two males were sent to Department.

On the 31st May 1948, Department

suggested that the Prison Service
Representative Body be changed to
Prison Officers Association and this
was agreed.

The first Annual Conference was held
on the 12th and 13th October 1948.
The monthly subscription was two
shillings.  A magazine for members,
called “The Voice”, was first issued in
March 1949 and cost six pence.  It
ceased publication about 1954.  The
present magazine was first issued in
April 1979.

I am happy to record that Arthur
Cork (1917 – 1963) returned to the
“Good Books” and was promoted to
Clerk in June 1949, to A.C.O.  in June
1950, to Chief Officer – 2 Bars in
November 1957 and to Chief Officer –
3 Bars in March 1963. Died 26th
August 1963.

Governor Major William Barrows
was the son of a Prison Governor.  
Born 1893.  
Fought in 1914 – 1918 World War.  
Deputy Governor Portlaoise June 1920; 
Governor Dundalk May 1921; 
Governor Waterford November 1921; 
Governor Dundalk January 1922; 
Governor Galway July 1926; 
Governor Clonmel Borstal July 1927; 
Governor Potlaoise September 1937;
Retired June 1958
Died 22nd May 1965.

Governor Commandant Sean
Kavanagh
Born Tralee 1897.
Arrested in February 1921 and

sentenced to 12 months in
Mountjoy for possession of illegal
documents relating to the Irish
Volunteers.

Military Governor of Curragh
Internment Camp 1923;

Deputy Governor Mountjoy 1924;
Governor of  Limerick Prison 1927;
Governor of Mountjoy Prison 1928;
Retired 20th February 1962.
Died 4th September 1984.

B. Doorhey
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